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Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) are a combination of two or more

crosslinked polymers that are held together by permanent entanglements. IPNs are

unique in that the chemical crosslinking of components can hinder thermodynamic

phase separation and thus miscible blends can be produced from immiscible polymers.

IPNs allow the formation of unique combinations of polymers, which can potentially

result in syiiergistic properties. In this work the polymerization behaviour of a series of

epoxy/dimethacrylate simultaneous IPNs based on an epoxy monomer (digiycidyl ether

of bisphenol-A, DGEBA) cured with a range of amines or anhydrides and a radically

initiated dimethacrylate (diethoxylated bisphenol-A dimethacrylate, DEBPADM or

bisphenol-A digiycidyl dimethacrylate, bisGMA), or a model vinyl ester (VER,

composed of bisGMA in 30 wt% styrene) has been investigated. The different

combinations of curing components, the interactions that occur between components

and the order of cure, each affect the overall cure kinetics, resulting morphology and

properties of epoxy/dimethacrylate IPNs.

i i3

1

Chemical interactions between components in these IPNs include the Michael

addition between the amine curative of the epoxy and the methacrylate unsaturation

(leading to grafting between the networks); a redox interaction between the amine and

the peroxide initiating system which causes acceleration of the peroxide decomposition

and in some cases depletion of the peroxide initiating system of the dimethacrylate;

retardation of the propagation reaction by formation of less reactive amine radicals and

catalysis of the epoxy-amine reaction by the hydroxy groups in the bisGMA molecule

or in the peroxide diluent. Dilution effects were observed by one component on the

other, and the cure rate of one component was affected by the level of cure of the

second component. In some cases, the presence of unreacted species of one component

plasticized the IPN and enabled a higher level of reaction of the other component before

vitrification occurred. In addition, when one of the components attained a high level of

cure in the early stages of IPN formation, the high level of crosslinking contributed to

premature vitrification, which limited the extent of cure of the other component.

Although IPNs are ideally a combination of two or more network forming polymers

held together exclusively by their permanent mutual entanglements, phase separation

was observed in some cases.
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The chemorheology of two 50:50 IPNs based on the VER and either

imidazole-cured or aromatic amine-cured epoxy resin was monitored via near infrared

spectroscopy (NIR) and rheometry. The gel points of the IPNs (as measured by a

crossover in tanS and other criteria) were similar to the VER (which reacted first in both

cases) indicating that it was the gelation of the component which reacted first (rather

than the gelation of the component which reacted last) that had the dominant effect on

the overall gel point of the 1PN, as expected. The IPNs showed a delay in gelation

(compared with the VER) that was due, in part, to a dilutional effect (confirmed by the

study of a diluted VER) and in part due to amine-radical interactions. Both the

imidazole and aromatic amine based IPNs and their corresponding parent resins vitrified

in the latter stages of the reaction because the isothermal cure temperature was well

below the glass transition temperature of the resin components. Compared with the

parent resins, the real modulus for both the IPNs rose more slowly to the glassy region

and this was consistent with the NIR results.

The effect of curing order in a range of IPNs prepared from an imidazole-cured

epoxy resin and a dimethacrylate resin was investigated by the use of azo-initiators,

with differing reactivities, for the dimethacrylates. By appropriate azo-initiator

selection, it was possible to interchange the order of cure of the components within the

IPN so that either the dimethacrylate or epoxy cured first, without the complications due

to interactions previously observed between peroxides and aliphatic and aromatics

amine curatives. Although the variable azo-selection study did not clearly show changes

in phase morphology (all IPNs exhibited single Tgs), the kinetic studies did clearly show

the cure order had been changed.

In the final curing study, a combination of thermal and photochemical initiation

was used to study the effect of either photocuring the dimethacrylate followed by

thermal cure of the epoxy/anhydride or by thermally curing the epoxy/anhydride first

followed by photocuring of the dimethacrylate. When the epoxy component was

thermally-cured before isothermal photopolymerization of the dimethacrylate, the final

conversion of the dimethacrylate was limited by vitrification or topological restraint of

the EPN. When the order of cure was reversed, the thermal cure of the epoxy was

reduced, due to topological restraint or due to partitioning of the reactive components

into separate phases. NIR studies of the cure of the dimethacrylate and epoxy

components confirmed that the cure order affected the final conversion. Dynamic
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mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) studies of the NIR samples revealed a single glass

transition and thus a miscible IPN when the epoxy component was cured first, but two

glass transitions were observed when the dimethacrylate component was photocured

prior to the epoxy/anhydride cure, confirming that phase separation had occurred.

Small angle neutron scattering and DMTA was used to examine the resulting

structures of a selection of the IPNs investigated. A range of morphologies resulted,

varying from those IPNs which were clearly phase separated (showing two Tgs and

excess small angle neutron scattering) to those that appeared to be a single phase

(showing a single Tg and no small angle neutron scattering). These results indicate the

phase structure of IPNs is strongly dependent not only on the miscibility of the

components constituting the IPN, but also the polymerization kinetics of those

components. The backbone monomers chosen in this work (DEBPADM, bisGMA and

DGEBA) were chosen to be similar in structure to increase the miscibility of the

polymers, however it may be noted that small changes in structure can have a

significant effect on the resulting IPN miscibility. In IPNs containing 1° aliphatic and

aromatic amine curing agents for the epoxy, these curatives appear to be responsible for

a decrease in miscibility resulting in a two-phase morphology and changing the curing

order had little effect on their miscibility. However, in IPNs of dimethacrylate and

anhydride-cured DGEBA where there appears to be more miscibility between

components, changing the curing order results in either a one or two phase IPN. In

addition, the H-bonding between the crosslinking bisGMA (and uncrosslinked poly

phenyl glycidyl ether methacrylate) and DGEBA appeared to promote the formation of

single phase IPNs. It may be concluded that grafting between components within an

IPN (such as occurs in IPNs containing 1° amines) does not necessarily force the

formation of a single phase system; in fact it appears that the IPN phase separates prior

to any grafting between components and thus the miscibility of the unreacted

components within the IPN has the dominant effect on the formation of a single phase

material.

The water absorption characteristics of the neat VER and DGEBA cured with

either an imidazole or aromatic amines (linear and crosslinking) and their corresponding

50:50 IPNs were studied. The VER was less hydrophilic than the epoxy due to the

presence of the non-polar styrene. The IPNs were generally more hydrophilic than their

parent resins and this may be explained by the pre-exponential factor varying smoothly
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with composition while the enthalpy of dissolution Hs was close to the value of the most

hydrophilic component.

The 50:50 IPN of the VER with an imidazole cured DGEBA, chosen for the

mechanical property study exhibited a modulus and yield strength that were close to the

average of the parent resins, but the percentage strain at yield in the IPN was higher

than the average expected from the neat resins.

In this study of epoxy-dimethacrylate based IPNs, numerous interactions (both

chemical and physical) have been systematically identified and interpreted, thus

enabling the development of an IPN in which the phase morphology can be precisely

controlled by the choice of an appropriate curing regime. The combination of thermal

and photoinitiation was one of the most exciting aspects of this work, because it allowed

for the complete control of cure order of components within epoxy/dimethacrylate IPNs.

To prove it was possible to change the miscibility by changing the cure schedule, the

IPNs in this study were either fully photocured followed by thermal cure or vise versa,

however, it may also be possible to control the level of phase separation and the type of

morphology by intermittent photocuring. This work gave an indication of the variation

in miscibility and morphologies (and thus properties) that are possible in these IPN

systems. It is only through further research of the structure/property relationships of

these systems that the potential applications of these materials can be found, hi

conclusion, this work has developed some of the key components of the intellectual

framework that will allow the formulation of IPNs with the desired level of miscibility

and the appropriate phase morphology to provide the required properties for a range of

new applications.
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Chapter 1 Introductory

Remarks

1.1 Introduction

Crosslinked (or network) polymers have many advantages over thermoplastics

polymers - they can be formed in situ, are solvent resistant, do not flow under stress and

can be produced as rubbery materials with high extensibility or as glassy materials with

high rigidity and thermal resistance. The properties of polymer networks have been

varied conventionally by copolymerization. A more recent method of network

modification is the production of an interpenetrating polymer network (IPN). 'ideally,

IPNs are a combination of two or more polymers in network form, with at least one of

the polymers crosslinked in the presence of the other which causes interlocking of the

networks. A number of different IPNs have been developed; these include semi-IPNs,

sequential IPNs, latex IPNs and gradient IPNs1, however this study will focus on

simultaneous IPNs. For simultaneous IPN formation, all monomers/ or prepolymers

plus crosslinking agents and initiators are combined together followed ideally by

simultaneous non-interfering polymerization reactions. To ensure non-interfering

polymerization, different reaction modes are generally chosen such as chain growth and

step growth polymerization, however despite this precaution, grafting between the two

networks is not uncommon2"4. Three other important factors in the curing of IPNs

include chemical interactions3'5 that may occur between the network components, the

occurrence of phase separation6'8, and the possibility of vitrification of either one of the

networks that may hinder full cure of the other network5. An understanding of these

factors is essential to the optimum design of an IPN.
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1.2 Layout of the Dissertation

This dissertation is predominantly a study of the cure kinetics, chemorheology,

morphology and properties of epoxy/dimethacrylate and epoxy/vinyl ester simultaneous

IPNs cured with a range of additives for the epoxy and radical initiators for the

dimethacrylate. Chapter 2 is an in-depth review of the literature on network polymers,

epoxy resins, vinyl ester and dimethacrylates, followed by an overview of IPNs

including kinetics and moiphology during curing, and structure property relationships.

Chapters 3 and 4 outline the materials and the experimental techniques used in this

study. The results and discussion are presented in Chapters 5 to 10. Chapter 5 presents

the curing kinetics and interactions between components in a range of the IPN systems.

After this survey, a smaller number of IPNs were chosen for further investigation.

Chapter 6 investigates the chemorheology of a select number of EPN systems. Chapters

7 and 9 investigate the effects of cure order in IPNs on cure kinetics and the resulting

moiphology. Chapter 8 offers an explanation of the phase morphology of these IPN

materials via dynamic mechanical testing and neutron scattering. Chapter 10 contains

some properties of cured IPNs including compression and flexural mechanical testing

and water sorption studies, and Chapter 11 summarizes the thesis with conclusions and

suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Polymer Networks

2.1.1 Network Formation

Network polymers are formed from the crosslinking of multifunctional

monomers via either step growth polymerization (see Section 2.1.2) or chain growth

polymerization (see Section 2.1.3). Lightly crosslinked polymers generally exhibit good

elastic properties whilst highly crosslinked polymers have good thermal and

dimensional stability. The build up of a three-dimensional network structure via step

growth polymerization is quite well understood and can be explained by classical

gelation theory (see Section 2.1.2). However, the formation of three-dimensional

polymer networks via chain growth polymerization is a more complicated and less well

understood process9. Complexities arise from variations in mobility and reactivity of

functional groups throughout the course of the chain growth reaction. For example in

the free radical polymerization of undiluted multifunctional monomers, the gel effect

(Trommsdorff effect, see Section 2.1.3) occurs almost immediately, causing

autoacceleration of the reaction. Inhomogeneities within the developing network can

also cause complications in free radical polymerization10. As polymerization proceeds,

the chains increase in size and level of branching. Gelation occurs when a molecule of

infinite size is formed11. At the gel point, the conversion is not complete and unreacted

functional groups are still present in the gel at dangling chain ends or in the chain

backbone. A number of species that are not bonded to the network structure are also
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present. These molecules are soluble and are described as the sol species. Past the gel

point the amount of gel increases at the expense of the sol and the mixture transforms

from a viscous liquid to an elastic material of infinite viscosity. Further network

formation may reduce the mobility of functional groups attached to the network to such

an extent that they may become completely isolated from other reactive groups. In

general, the structure of network polymers formed either via step, growth or chain

growth polymerization can be characterized by the presence of gel and sol species,

unreacted groups in the sol and gel, network strands, dangling chain ends,

entanglements and crosslink points.

As the crosslink density rises in the network and the fraction of sol decreases,

the glass transition temperature (Tg) is raised12"14:

Tg = Tg0 + k'p - k"ws Equation 2.1

where p is the moles of crosslinks per mass of polymer, ws is the fraction of sol, Tgo is

the Tg of the uncrosslinked polymer and k' and k are constants dependent on the

particular system under consideration15 but since p and ws are not proportional to the

conversion, the Tg is a non-linear function of conversion13'15.

It should be noted that since the crosslinking reaction essentially stops if the

network polymer approaches a glassy state, the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the

network, will not, in theoiy, exceed the temperature of cure (TCUre)*. The reaction will

become diffusion controlled as the Tg approaches Tcure because the chain mobility is

reduced by the rise in Tg. At this stage the material begins to vitrify (harden), and the

overall polymerization rate is reduced resulting in incomplete conversion. In this

situation, complete cure can only be obtained if the system is cured at a temperature

higher than the ultimate Tg of the cured system (Tg00).

Isothermal time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagrams19'20 can be used to

explain the different stages of cure m network polymers. Figure 2.1 shows a typical

TTT diagram for a thermosetting system, illustrating the three characteristic

* In practice the Tg determined by DSC16'17 or DMTA is often found to be ca. 10°C above the curing
temperature, but if the glass transition region is very broad this can approach 70°C18.
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temperatures corresponding to Tgo (the Tg of the monomer or the prepolymer), Tg00 (the

Tg of the fully crosslinked material) and Tg(gct) (Tg of the gel), and gelation and

vitrification curves separate the regions of non-gelled (sol) material, gel and vitrified

resin. Figure 2.1 also shows a region illustrating the onset of phase separation of one of

the components of an IPN that can occur when the components have poor enthalpic

interactions. In Figure 2.1 an intersection of the gelation and vitrification curves can be

seen, this intersection occurs at Tg(gei), hence if Tcure= Tg(gei) gelation and vitrification

would occur simultaneously. At low curing temperatures where TCUre<Tg(gci)s vitrification

occurs before the gel point is reached so that the polymer solidifies as a low molecular

weight linear polymer and not as a crosslinked network. If TgQ0 >Tcure> Tg(gei), which is

typical in isothermal curing, the polymer will pass through the gel point, and later enter

the vitrification region, where polymerization slows and eventually ceases due to

limited mobility in the polymer so that the full conversion is not attained. If Tcurc>Tg0o

the polymer can reach full conversion, and will not vitrify during the curing process.

'900
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Figure 2.1 Time-temperature-transformation cure diagram for a

thermosetting system (after Gillham20).

Consequently the cured polymer will be rubbery at the curing temperature but will

vitrify to a hard material when cooled to room temperature. Curing at such high

temperatures can cause complications such as depolymerization21 and other degradative

processes such as oxidation22 (identified as charing in Figure 2.1) which can compete

with the crosslinking reaction.
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2.1.2 Step Growth Polymerization

For the formation of a network polymer by the step growth process, the reaction

mixture must contain trifunctional or higher functionality species (see Figure 2.2a). If

the functionality of the species within the mixture is increased, the conversion required

for the formation of polymer network is decreased. Initially only linear and branched

polymer molecules are present (see Figure 2.2b), but as more molecules link up, a point

is reached when the mixture contains a molecule of essentially infinite molecular

weight, i.e. gelation occurs (see Figure 2.2c)11'23'24. Further reactions result in the

formation of crosslinks so that the network structure develops, and high molecular

weight is only achieved at very high conversions25.
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Figure 2.2 A schematic of step growth polymerization initially with the unreacted

tetrafunctional monomer (a), in the early stages of polymerization (p » 5% in 3D)

(b), and at gelation (p = 33%) showing 3D connectivity (c).

Within the polymer industry, knowledge of the expected conversion at the gel

point is invaluable as the change from a viscous liquid to a gel occurs quite suddenly.

This has led to a number of theories of gelation, ranging from the simple statistical

approach based on the Flory-Stockmayer26"28 tree-like model to describe the branching

of a polymer during curing (assuming that all functional groups have the same

reactivity), to the more complex which attempt to take a number of other factors into

account including unequal reactivities, substitution effects and intramolecular

cyclizations11'23"25.

Flory's23'26'29'30 statistical approach to gelation is based on the weight average

degree of polymerization, xw, approaching infinity at the gel point. However, the
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number average degree of polymerization, xn, is finite at the gel point because the small

sol species are of a similar weight fraction as the gel. In this statistical approach it is

assumed that all functional groups are of equal reactivity and that no cyclization occurs

before gelation. A branching coefficient (a) is defined as the probability that a given

functional group on a branch unit (having a functionality greater than 2) is connected to

another. For the homopolymerization of a monomer with f reactive functional groups

(an Af monomer), gelation will occur when a(f-l) exceeds unity, therefore the critical

value of ac at gelation is:

1
a c = (f-1)

Equation 2.2

Further augmentation of Flory's23'26'29'30 theory of gelation by Stockmayer27'28 involving

a complicated analysis of distribution functions led to the development of the gelation

criterion for the stepwise copolymerization of an Af monomer with a Bg monomer:

1 Equation 2.3

where fe and ge are the functionality of the respective reactive groups, r is the

stoichiometric ratio of the two reactive groups and pge| is the conversion at the gel point.

Macosko and Miller have derived the same equations using a more direct

statistical treatment and have obtained more general equations which cover nearly all

non-linear stepwise polymerizations31'32.

2.1.3 Chain Growth Polymerization

Network polymers can also be formed by chain growth polymerization, which

involve initiation, propagation and termination steps. Unlike step polymerization with

its gradual buildup of oligomeric species (dimers, trimers etc), there are very few

reactive species present at any one time in chain growth polymerization and each of

these can grow to very high molecular weight very quickly. Due to the high kinetic

chain length33, in free radical polymerization, gelation occurs at relatively low

conversions (generally < 5%) (see Figure 2.3). Inhomogeneities, caused by cyclization
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and variations in crosslink density throughout the developing network have been

described by Dusek10 and further complicate gelation in chain growth polymers.

a) b)

Figure 2.3 Chain growth polymerization prior to any reaction (a) and at gelation

(p<5% in 3D) (b)

Chain growth polymerization can occur via radical, anionic (see Section 2.2.4)

or cationic initiation, but radical polymerization is the most common. For radical

polymerization, a reaction scheme is outlined below .in Equation 2.4 to Equation 2.8.

Radical chain polymerization consists of a progression of initiator decomposition,

initiation, propagation and termination steps34'35. Several different thermal and

photochemical mechanisms can generate free radicals. As shown in Equation 2.4, the

general case is the homolytic dissociation of the initiator species (In) to yield a pair of

primary radicals (R#), where kd h the rate constant for the initiator dissociation34. The

addition of this radical to a monomer molecule then produces the chain initiating

species (RM*) as shown in Equation 2.5, where M represents a monomer molecule and

kj is the rate constant of the initiating step34.

Initiator

Decomposition

In ->2R' Equation 2.4

Initiation k'-J-M- •RM' Equation 2.5

The formation of primary radicals from the initiator (Equation 2.4) proceeds

significantly slower than the reaction of these radicals, witii a monomer molecuie
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(Equation 2.5), hence it is this first step which is rate-determining and controls the rate

Rj, of formation of active centres.

Propagation occurs from the addition of large numbers of monomer molecules to

the chain initiating species (RM*). The successive reactions can be represented in

general by Equation 2.6, where kp is the rate constant for propagation34.

Propagation RM'+M- Equation 2.6

After a time, the propagating polymer chain terminates with the annihilation of

the radical centres by bimolecular reaction36 or by trapping of the radical in the matrix35.

Bimolecular termination can occur by combination (Equation 2.7) or by

disproportionation (Equation 2.8 where a hydrogen atom, beta to one radical centre, is

transferred to the other radical) which results in the formation of a saturated and an

unsaturated chain end . The radical centres of propagating species must come into

close proximity for termination and it is generally accepted37 that bimolecular

termination is a diffusion-controlled process, so that the rate constant for termination is

dependent on the nature of the medium and the chain length of the two propagating

species and as a result decreases dramatically during the polymerization process37"'9.

When the rate of diffusion of radicals is severely restricted by loss of segmental and

translational mobility, the termination process can only occur by the successive

movement of the radical ends to one another by propagation steps. This diffusion

process for termination is called reaction diffusion37 and causes the termination rate

constant to become almost independent of conversion until high conversions or until

vitrification is observed.

Termination RM'+RM"

R M # + R M ' ~

•RM i + jR

j + R M ;

Equation 2.7

Equation 2.8

At the start of the polymerization sequence, the rate of formation of radicals

greatly exceeds the rate at which they are lost by termination and so the total

concentration of radical species [M'\ increases rapidly. As a consequence the loss of

radicals by termination also increases, so that an equilibrium is quickly attained where
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the rate formation of radicals equals the rate of radical termination. The general

expression for the rate of monomer consumption, more commonly know as the rate of

polymerization (RP)34 is given by:

Equation 2.9

As mentioned briefly in Section 2.1.1 there are a number of complications

involved in network free radical polymerization. Complexities arise because the

mobility and reactivity of the radicals and functional groups vary significantly during

the course of the reaction. Early in the polymerization (particularly for a multifunctional

monomer), the gel effect or Trommsdorff effect sets in, causing autoacc deration due to

a dramatic reduction in translational and segmental mobility of the radicals35. At a later

stage in the reaction, termination is limited to reaction diffusion17 in which the

movement of radical ends occurs by a succession of propagation steps - when this

occurs, the termination rate constant decreases more slowly.

As polymerization proceeds, the mobility of the monomer may become

restricted and the rate of propagation will decrease, particularly as the glassy state is

approached17. For the free radical polymerization of multi-vinyl monomers, the pendant

double bond may exhibit enhanced reactivity compared to the free monomer in the

initial stages of the reaction but at higher conversions a reversal of relative reactivities

may occur due to trapping of the pendant groups in the network structure35.

Chain transfer reactions37'40 are another source of complication in free radical

polymerization. These reactions can terminate the growth of a radical chain and are

responsible for the reduction in the degree of polymerization. This process generally

involves molecules containing an abstractable hydrogen or halogen atom which can

combine with the chain radical to yield a dead polymer molecule and a new radical

which can then react with another monomer to re-initiate the growth of a new chain40.

Inhibitors and retarilsrs are also important to free radical polymerizations since

they react with the free radical active centers to produce species that are incapable or

very poor at re-initiating polymerization, examples of these include substituted phenolic
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derivatives such as hydroquinone and benzoquinone4 ll42 and quaternary ammonium

salts such as trimethyl benzylammoniurn chloride43. Inhibitors are very efficient and

polymerization can be halted completely. Retarders are not as efficient and yield species

which slowly re-initiate polymerization, however both are useful in the polymer

industry41'43.

2.1.4 Rheological behaviour during network formation

Thermosetting polymers exhibit profound rheological changes during

polymerization - in particular, the steady shear viscosity increases steadily and then

diverges at the gel point, where-upon the equilibrium modulus becomes finite23'44. The

classic evolution of equilibrium properties during gelation is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

In the early stages of the reaction, the steady shear viscosity grows with reaction

time as the average molecular weight increases, but as the system approaches the gel

point the steady shear viscosity tends to infinity. On approach to the gel point, the

equilibrium modulus is zero as the only stresses introduced into this pre-gel material can

relax completely in time. The material will still exhibit time-dependent behaviour due to

the presence of entanglements. Beyond the critical gel point the crosslinks resist stress

relaxation and the equilibrium modulus rises until the reaction is complete4 .

Gel point

C/3

• i-H

B
O H

|
cr

reaction time (t)

Figure 2.4 Evolution of steady-shear viscosity and equilibrium modulus at the gei

point46
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Scaling concepts developed by de Gennes24 have recently been applied to the

gelation singularity and it has been found11 that close to gelation, a power-law

expression relates the viscosity (r\) and equilibrium modulus to the relative distance

from the gel point. In addition, the time dependence of the Theological parameters starts

to exhibit universal behaviour. Thus at the gel point, the time-dependent linear

viscoela^tic behaviour can be described by the 'Gel Equation'46'47:

= SnJ(t-t')"Y(f>Jf Equation 2.10

where T is the stress, y is the deformation rate, Sn is the strength of the network at the

gel point, n is the relaxation exponent, t is time and t1 is a dummy variable. The gel

equation predicts a power law relationship between the relaxation modulus G(t) and

relaxation time at the gel point and can be expressed as46"48:

Equation 2.11

O

cure gel Gel Point

cure gel

t

Figure 2.5 Logarithm of the relaxation modulus versus relaxation time near the gel

point

Preceding the gel point (tCUre<tgci), the system may be considered a liquid; hence

the relaxation modulus can only have a finite value at short relaxation times. At the gel
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point (tCUre=tgci) a power law relationship between relaxation modulus (G(t)) and

relaxation time t is observed as described by Equation 2.11. After the gel point

(tcurc>tge|) the system acts as an elastic solid and the relaxation modulus only approaches

a steady value after very long times because the system takes an infinitely long time to
.46-48relax

Power-law behaviour is also observed in dynamic mechanical experiments at the

gel point, where the real (G1) and the loss (G") shear moduli scale with a power of the

frequency49"53 as given by Equation 2.12:

G'oc(o";G"occon
Equation 2.12

Also the tan5 becomes frequency independent at the gel point50'54:

tan 5 = — = tan —
G' U ,

Equation 2.13

These power law behaviours of the viscoelastic properties are an expression of

mechanical self-similarity and are a consequence of structural self-similarity, which

evolves as the system approaches the gel point55. Thus just prior to the gel point

(W^gei), power law behaviour is approached at higher frequencies, since the structure

is highly branched, but at lower frequencies, liquid behaviour is still observed because

there is no 3D connectivity. Just after the gel point, power law behaviour is seen at high

frequencies because the structure is still lightly branched at high magnification but at

lower frequencies rubber-like behaviour is observed because the structure contains

network cycles. At the gel point (W^gci), power law behaviour should be observed

over the whole frequency range50, shown as a straight line in Figure 2.6 with siope n.

The exponent n has values ranging from 0.33-1.0 predicted from various gelation

theories54. After gelation, the polymer may vitrify if the glass transition temperature (Tg)

approaches the curing temperature (Tcure)
56 - if this occurs, then the real modulus (G1)

increases to the value for the glassy state and the loss modulus is often seen to pass

through a maximum14>5! with cure time. Eloundou et al.53 investigated epoxy/amine

systems in this region via dynamic rheological experiments and observed a disturbance
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of the gelation singularity when the Tcurc was in close proximity to Tg(gci) because the

system was approaching vitrification.

-Gel Point

cure gel

b
GO
O

log©

Figure 2.6 Logarithm of the real modulus versus logarithm of the frequency near

the gel point.

After gelation, the modulus in the rubbery region rises due to the increase in the

number of elastically active strands. The rubber elasticity equation is57:

E=3 Equation 2.14

where f is the functionality of the junctions, v is the moles of elastically active network

strands per mass of polymer (number of f-functional junctions per unit mass) (mol/kg),

d is the density (kg/m3), R is the gas constant and T is the temperature of measurement

(in the rubbery region). For a network with trifunctional network junction points (for

example N in amine/epoxy system), the rubbery modulus, E (Pa) can be related

crosslink density (p), by the relationship:

= - p d R T Equation 2.15
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2.2 Epoxy resins

2.2.1 Structures

Some of the earliest epoxy resins marketed were the reaction products of

bisphenol-A and epichlorohydrin and this is still the major synthetic route for epoxy

resins on the market today58. A typical a bispheno!-A based diepoxy resin is shown

below in Figure 2.7.

A
H 2C—CH—CH 2 -

O—CH2— CH—CHj

OH

A
O-CH-CH-CH,

Figure 2.7 Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA)

Advances in epoxy technology have led to the production of resins with

excellent characteristics for broad-range use, as well as very specific applications.

Epoxy resins are used today as protective coatings, electrical applications, reinforced

resins, bonding and adhesives, tooling and casting and many more. Epoxy resins are

very important in industry for use in specialist applications in which other resins cannot

perform to required standards of mechanical properties or chemical resistance. Many

applications that utilize epoxy resins involve high added value products - for example

epoxy/carbon composites used in the aerospace industry59.

The fmal properties of cured epoxy resins depend on a number of factors,

namely the structure of the epoxy prepolymer and the curing agents and their content as

well as the conditions employed during the course of the curing process60.

2.2.2 Curing mechanisms

The cure of epoxies to produce three dimensional networks can occur by either

step growth copolymerization reaction with a multifunctional curing agent or by a

homopolymerization reaction initiated by a catalytic cuiing agent61.
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Step Growth Polymerization

The cure of epoxies to form a rigid three-dimensional network by reaction with

hardeners requires components which have two or more reactive functional groups, i.e.

functionality is f > 2, depending on the effective functionality of the epoxy group62.

Anhydride hardeners have a functionality of two but amine curatives often have f > 4.

Bisphenol-A diepoxide resins generally have a functionality of two when cured with

amines, but are four for anhydride cured systems or when the cure temperature is high

enough for reaction of the secondary hydroxy groups formed in the first stage62. The

cure of epoxy resins initially involves a reaction between epoxy and hardener reactive

groups so that relatively small molecules are formed. As the cure continues, larger and

larger molecules are formed although the number average molecule weight of these

molecules is still small even when many of the reactive groups have reacted. There are

many types of hardeners (or crosslinking agents) for epoxy resins including amines

(aliphatic and aromatic), anhydrides, polyamides, phenol- and amino-formaldehyde

resins
62

Homopolymerization of Epoxies

Epoxy resins may be cured by a chain polymerization mechanism. Both Lewis

acids and Lewis bases catalyze the homopolymerization of epoxies. Catalytic curing

agents include boron trifluoride and tertiary amines that can be used by themselves or

combined with hardeners. Examples of tertiary amines and related compounds which

can be used as catalytic curing agents include triethyamine, N,N-dimethylbenzylamine

and substituted imidazoles63.

2.2.2 V Ar: me Cure of Epoxies.

Aliphatic and aromatic amines are some of the more common hardeners used to

cure epoxy resins via a step growth polymerization. The viscosity increases as the

reaction proceeds until an elastic gel is formed. If the cure temperature is less than the

final glass transition temperature, the system will vitrify causing a significant limitation

in the total cure19'20. To counteract the effects of vitrification, the system must be
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postcured at a temperature higher than the final glass transition temperature of the

epoxy network19'20'64 (see Section 2.1.1).

The reaction mechanism for an epoxy cured with a primary amine suggested by

Shechter et al.65 is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The sequence outlines three distinct

reactions. Firstly the amine reacts with the epoxy hydrogen to produce a secondary

amine and a hydroxyl group, followed by another amine-epoxy reaction in which the

secondary amine is involved. Depending on the stoichiometry and curing temperature, a,

third reaction may involve the reaction between the epoxy and hydroxyl groups66-68

o
R-NH, +H2C-CH- R-N-CH—CH—

OH

H
H

R - N - C H — C - H 2 C-CH-

CH2-

>H

CH-

•*• R - N

OH \
CH:

-CH—

OH

H2C-CH-

-CH—

OH

-CH—

? H

* OH

Figure 2.8 The reaction mechanism for epoxy using an amine curing agent

In order to employ the theory of gelation (Section 2.1.1) to predict the

development of the epoxy/amine network formation, it is essential to know which

reactions are occurring during the cure and their relative rates. In addition substitution

effects, or the dissimilarity in reactivity of the functional groups associated with

monomers having differing numbers of reacted sites, need to be taken into consideration

to fully understand the formation of the epoxide-amine network. Depending on whether

one of the functional groups has reacted, restrictions in mobility, steric hindrances or

differences in electronic distribution may decrease the rate at which the second

functional group reacts69.

Matejka and Dusek70 found that the reactions of the two epoxide groups in

DGEBA with the amino groups in 4,4'-diaminodiphenylmethane (DDM) appear to be
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independent of one another. However, in the reaction of N,N,N'N'-tetraglycidyl-4,4'-

diaminodiphenylmethane (TGDDM) with aniline, the reactivity of the epoxy groups

depend on the state of reaction of the neighbouring groups, due to H-bonding effects.

The amino groups can also display a substitution effect. From Figure 2.8 the

ratios of rate constants can be expressed as kifku where ki is the rate constant of the

reaction of the primary amine with the epoxy and k2 is the rate constant of the reaction

of the secondary amine with the epoxy. If the reactivities of hydrogens in both the

primary and secondly amino groups are equal and independent, the ratio ki/k\ is 0.5.

Charlesworth71 found the groups had equal reactivities in the phenyl glycidyl ether

/aniline and the N-methyl aniline/DGEBA systems suggesting that substitution effects

were insignificant in aromatic amine/epoxy systems. However, more recent studies of

epoxy/amine systems by Matejka and Dusek70 and Matejka72 found the ratio to be less

than 0.5, indicating the reactivities of the amino hydrogens are dependent on the state of

substitution.

The overall reaction scheme of an epoxy - amine system is outlined in Equations

2.16 to 2.1973:

[HX]

A, + E + [HX]0 — ^ - > A2 +[HX]0

A3+[HX]

Equation 2.16

Equation 2.17

Equation 2.18

Equation 2.19

where E, Ai, A2,and A3 represent the epoxide, primary amine, secondary amine and

tertiary amine molecules respectively. [HX]0 signifies a hydroxyl catalyst impurity

initially present in the system, whilst [HX]A is the catalytic hydroxyl group formed

during the amine-epoxy reaction. It is assumed in this reaction scheme that the

molecules [HX]0 and [HX]A act as true catalysts and are not expended in any side

reactions. The rate constants ki (Equation 2.16) and k2 (Equation 2.18) refer to the

autocatalyzed reaction of epoxy with primary and secondary amine respectively,

whereas the rate constants kic (Equation 2.17) and k2c (Equation 2.19) relate to the
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impurity-catalyzed reaction of an epoxy with primary and secondary amines,

respectively16. If e, ai, a2 and x are the concentrations of E, Ai,A2 and (HX)A at time t,

respectively, and if the concentration Co of impurity catalyst [HX]o, is assumed to

remain constant during the reaction then the rate of reaction of epoxide at time, t can be

given by16'73:

da_

dt
- kxe aKx + k2e a2x + kXce flj k2ce a2C0

Equation 2.20

Primary and Secondary Aliphatic Amines

A range of aliphatic amines are used industrially to cure epoxy resins: simple

aliphatic amines, linear and branched aliphatic polyamines, alicyclic polyamines and

aliphatic amines containing aromatic groups. Common aliphatic amine curing agents

include polymethylene diamines (e.g. DAO - see Figure 2.9), diethylenetriamine,

triethylenetetramine and tetraethylene pentamine. Aliphatic amines typically have low

viscosities and are freely miscible with DGEBA resins. In most commercial systems

cured at ambient temperatures, gelation occurs in approximately one hour and the cure

is completed after 24 hours74.

H2N- •CH: -NHL

Figure 2.9 The structure of DAO

Aromatic Amines

A number of aromatic amines are also used as curing agents for epoxy resins.

Examples include diaminodiphenyl sulphone, 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl methane (DDM -

see Figure 2.10), 1,3-phenylene diamine and dianilinoether.

Figure 2.10 The structure oi DDM
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The incorporation of the rigid benzene ring of the aromatic amine into the epoxy

network results in a significantly higher heat distortion temperature than could be

obtained using aliphatic amines as the curing agent75. Aromatic amines are generally

crystalline solids of high melting point and of lower basicity than aliphatic amines. This

factor when combined with lower solubility in epoxy resins often means that high cure

temperatures are required, frequently followed by a postcure at an elevated
76

temperature .

2.2.3 Anhydride cure of Epoxies

The catalyzed reaction of anhydrides with epoxies is another mechanism by

which epoxies may be cured. Generally the epoxy/anhydride reaction proceeds quite

slowly and a small amount of accelerator, such as a tertiary amine, imidazole, alcohols,

acids or onium salt is added to accelerate the reaction77. The general anionic curing

mechanism is shown in Figure 2.1125'78"80.

Initiation

R ' - C H — C H 2 + N R j

O

Propagation
Esterification

A K
R1—CH—CH—-NR, + OC CO

T_ T Io

R1—CH C H —CH

0 "

R1—CH C H J — N R J

O CO OC O '

N

O CO OC O—CH,—CH—RCO OC '2 V H R

o"
Etherifi cation

R1—CH—CH—NRj + R'—CH—CH2

O"
R3N CH—CH—R1r

O—CH 2 —CH—R 1-CH-

Figure 2.11 Reaction mechanisms for polymerization process of epoxies using

anhydrides25'80

The kinetics of anhydride cured epoxies are less well understood compared to

Is
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amine cured epoxies. The tertiary amine accelerator is reversibly bound to the epoxide

and the tertiary nitrogen atom is transformed into a quaternary one. Propagation

proceeds predominantly via the alkoxide anion reaction with anhydride and the

carboxylate anion with epoxide (where ka>ke, see Figure 2.11)25. Etherification between

the epoxy and an alkoxide anion can also occur when an excess of epoxy is used . The

reaction may be complicated by the possible regeneration of the tertiary amine from the

propagating chain and subsequent re-initiation, thus a definitive set of kinetic

expressions has not been established25.

2.2.4 Imidazole cure of Epoxies

A number of imidazoles are very effective curing agents for epoxies. Resins

cured with imidazoles exhibit excellent resistance to chemicals and to oxidants, have

high thermal resistance, dimensional stability and good dielectric properties . The
Q 1

curing of epoxies by imidazoles is a complex process. Farkas and Strolim postulated

that the reaction involved the attack of the terminal carbon of the epoxy functional

group by the pyrrole-type nitrogen of the imidazole to produce the 1:1 imidazole:epoxy

adduct, and this adduct reacted further with a second epoxy group to form the 1:2

imidazole:epoxy adduct. These adducts were assumed to be the catalysts that initiated

the polymerization process and, therefore, the imidazole became permanently

incorporated into the epoxy network81'82. In other studies Barton and Shepard83

postulated that the reaction involved the attack of epoxy functional group by the basic

pyridine-type nitrogen resulting in the formation of both 1:1 and 2:1 adducts. The

mechanism of Barton and Shepard has been generally accepted for 1,3 di-substituted

imidazoles, but not for 1-substituted imidazoles (which have substitution on one

nitrogen atom). For the anionic polymerization of epoxide groups with 1-substituted

imidazoles, such as 1-methylimidazole (1-MeI), Dearlove84 has proposed a mechanism

in which the initiating species was the 1:1 adduct (produced via the attack of the

pyridine-type nitrogen) as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
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\ — / + HjC—CH-R1 ^ N ^N-CH-C-H-R

Imidazole Epoxy 1:1 epoxy-imidazoieadduct

N
A©

N NN-CHj-CH-R'
A©

NN-CHj-C

CH-R1CH7CH-F

rT
?
CHj-CH—R1

Figure 2.12 Reaction mechanisms for polymerization process of epoxies using

imidazoles84.

2.2.5 Properties and Uses of Epoxy Resins

One of the major uses of epoxy resins is as a surface coating material due to

their toughness, flexibility, adhesion and chemical resistance. The excellent chemical

resistance of epoxy resins enables them to be used in many corrosive environments such

as storage tanks and piping for acids, alkalis, chlorinated brine, salts and oils85. Epoxy

resins are also used in molding and laminating to make glass fibre-reinforced articles as

they offer far superior mechanical strength, chemical resistance and electrical insulation

properties compared with unsaturated polyesters. One of the few disadvantages of

epoxies is cost and it is for this reason they have not replaced polyester resins in all

applications.
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2.3 Vinyl esters

2.3.1 Structure and properties

Vinyl esters are a blend of a vinyl monomer (usually styrene) with unsaturated

esters of epoxy resins and they exhibit many of the properties of epoxies but also have

the advantage of the processability of polyesters86. The most common vinyl ester resins

are a reaction product of methacrylic acid and oligomers of the diglycidyl ether of

bisphenol-A, which is dissolved in styrene monomer17>86'87. The structure of the

bisphenol-A epoxy based vinyl ester monomer is illustrated below in Figure 2.13.

o
II

H 2C=C—C—0-

CH3

-CH—CH—CH—O ((

OH

0

Jn

CM—CH—CH2-0—C—C=CII2

OH CH,

Figure 2.13 The structure of bisphenol-A epoxy methacrylate17'86'87

Apart from the bisphenol-A epoxy based vinyl esters, there are a number of

others which are commercially available. Novolac epoxyacrylate resins (Figure 2.14)

have been utilized for improving the thermal resistance and high temperature corrosion

resistance of vinyl ester resins. Inclusion of the novolac stnicture within the vinyl ester

increases the aromatic component and delivers more crosslink sites in pendant positions

along the backbone of a molecule.

—CH:

HO—CH-CH—O-

O
II
C- -C=CH,

CH3

Figure 2.14 The Novolac epoxy acrylate structure86
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2.3.2 Curing mechanisms

Vinyl esters are processed using free radical initiated polymerization17'41. A schematic

of the general curing reaction of vinyl esters is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Organic

C = C

C = C — R — C

Dimethacrylate

Styrene

C—R—(

Figure 2.15 Schematic of the radical initiated polymerization of vinyl ester

peroxides (R-O-O-R1) and aliphatic azo compounds (R-N=N-R') are two of the more

common families of free radical initiators which decompose thermally to produce free
ft Q ftQ

radicals • . The organic peroxides usually decompose by initial cleavage of the

oxygen-oxygen bond to produce two oxygen-centered free radicals (Equation 2.21) and

the azo compounds decompose by diazo cleavage to produce nitrogen and two alkyl

radicals (Equation 2.22)88'89.

R-O-O-R'- Equation 2.21

-N = N-R'-
Equation 2.22

A large number of peroxide and azo initiator systems are commercially

available. For room temperature cure, redox initiator systems are used such as methyl

ethyl ketone peroxide (MEKP) with cobalt napthenate or alternatively benzoyl peroxide

(BPO) and dimethyl aniline41 >86'88-92. At elevated temperatures t-butyl perbenzoate,
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t-butyl peroctoate and peroxy dicarbonate peroxides are often used as initiators for vinyl

esters'
,41,86,88,89

Photo-induced polymerization using photoinitiators is another pathway by which

thennosets and more specifically vinyl esters and dimethacrylates can be polymerized.

The technique of photopolymerization in neat thermosets has been well

documented21'35'93"99 and is a very rapid and precise method for producing crosslinked

polymers and has many applications, from dental composite resins21'97"100 through to

microlithography applied to integrated chip design101. There are many photo-initiator

systems used in curing or crosslinking processes93'102 and these can be divided into two

groups - photo fragmentation (in which the excited initiator decomposes into two

radicals) or photo redox (where the excited initiator is reduced by another species to

produce two radicals). An example of the latter is the camphorquinone (CQ)-amine

pair97'99. The photo-redox mechanism of CQ/amine involves the intersystem crossing of

the CQ excited singlet state to a triplet followed by the formation of an excited complex

(exciplex) by an electron transfer from the tertiary amine to the photo-excited carbonyl

compound ' Ketyl radicals are also formed but are generally slower to initiate

polymerization103. The mechanism is outlined in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16 The photoinitiatspn mechanism for the ketone/amine system97'99

A special type of this class of photofragmentation initiators is iniferters

(m/tiator-trans/er-terminator) that form radicals only during irradiation. Due to the

1
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reversible nature of the photofragmentation the concentration of the propagating species

is very low, thus reducing the incidence of radical-radical termination and resulting in a

living radical polymerization mechanism104"109. An example of this is p-xylylene

bis(N,N-diethyl dithiocarbamate) (XDT) which an irradiation produces a chain initiating

carbon-centered radical and a sulphur-centered dithiocai hamate radical which can

reversibly terminate the propagating chains, as shown in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17 The living radical polymerization mechanism for XDT 102

Extensive research has been undertaken on the curing kinetics of VERs using

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(PTIR)17'110'117. Cook et alxl studied the effect of temperature, peroxide initiator and co-

catalyst (cobalt octoate) concentration on the DSC cure kinetics of VERs and compared

these with gel times. The rate of polymerization of the VER rose with increasing

peroxide concentration, but the rate passed through a max'mum with cobalt octoate

concentration. In contrast, the gel times decreased steadily with increase in peroxide and

: .*.
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cobalt octoate concentration and this behaviour was explained by a kinetic scheme in

which the cobalt not only catalyzes the formation of radicals, but also destroys the

primary and polymeric radicals17. The DSC cure kinetics of vinyl ester resins have been

modeled using a modified phenomenological kinetic model for autocatalytic cure :

dt
Equation 2.23

.

where ki and k2 are the kinetic rate constants, a is the degree of cure and amax is the

maximum conversion dependent on the cure temperature. Dua et al.ns successfully

modified the autocatalytic kinetic model118 to fit experimental FTIR data for the cure of

a vinyl ester resin. Dua and co-workers115 studied the effects of styrene concentration,

temperature, catalyst and initiator concentration on the cure kinetics. The reactivity

ratios of the styrene and methacrylate were calculated to be close to zero suggesting

initial copolymerization. Other authors113 have successfully used other models based on

free radical copolymerization theories to fit the curing kinetics in vinyl ester resin

systems.

Work by Ganem et al.U€> suggested three distinct kinetic stages during the

radical initiated copolymerization of DGEBA-based vinyl ester resins and styrene.

During the first stage it is presumed that the copolymerization kinetics were dominated

by the intrinsic reactivity of styrene and methacrylate double bonds. The noticeable

decrease in the reactivity of methacrylate units towards themselves marked the end of

stage one and the onset of gelation (observed visually and confirmed by solubility

experiments). In the second stage styrene monomer molecules were considered to

diffuse relatively unrestricted within the network, whereas the methacrylate units,

because of their larger size and network connectivity, were increasingly more

immobilized and reacted less with themselves. At the end of the second stage,

approximately 45% of the initial methacrylate double bonds remained unreacted,

amongst which 20% were estimated to be bonded to the network. In the third stage116,

the methacrylate copolymerization was considered to have ceased, but the styrene

continued to react via homopolymerization until halted by vitrification. Despite these

different modes of polymerization, the polymers did not exhibit significant phase

separation as dynamical mechanical studies by Varma et a/.119 did not show separate

glass transition temperatures. Brill and Palmese117 found similar results - the styrene
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conversion was lower than the methacrylate conversion in the initial stages of

polymerization in a VER system, however the styrene continued to homopolymerize

after the conversion of methacrylate groups had ceased.

2.3.3 Properties and Uses of Vinyl ester Resins

Vinyl esters are easily processable but exhibit resistance to degradation by

corrosive and hostile environments, which may be mainly attributed to the crosslinked

structure, the sterically hindered ester groups, and the bulky, cnemically resistant

bisphenol-A group within the structure. This resistance enables their use in many

applications, ranging from corrosion barriers in tanks, pipe and ducting and linings in

metal tanks to skin coats used in swimming pools, boats, and spas and sandwich

composites',41,120

Vinyl ester resins can be categorized into two groups depending on which epoxy

they are based. Vinyl esters based on bisphenol-A type epoxy (see Figure 2.13) are most

commonly used because of their excellent all round properties. They are resistant to a

wide range of chemicals across the pH range, have a relatively high level of toughness

and can be used at relatively high temperatures for load bearing components86. The

second group of vinyl esters are those based on the novolac epoxy structure (see Figure

2.14) - these vinyl esters are characterized by a higher crosslink density, which leads to

increased stability at higher temperatures as well as better organic solvent

resistance86'121"123.

2.4 Polymer Blends

In the early stages of the polymer industry, property modification was usually

achieved through copolymerization. More recently multi-component polymer systems

have been used to manufacture products with exceptional chemical and physical

properties. Some of the most common are mechanically blended thermoplastic polymers

which often exhibit two phase structure due to the lack of enthalpic interaction between

the component polymers124. Other common multi-component polymers include graft

and block copolymers. Conventionally, for crosslinked polymers, properties were

optimized by use of appropriate comonomers. An alternative to copolymerization is IPN
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formation that represents a mechanism by which different polymers types can be

physically combined.

2.4.1 Interpenetrating Polymer Networks

As first proposed by Sperling6'125 IPNs are ideally a composition of two (or

more) chemically distinct polymer networks held together exclusively by their

permanent mutual entanglements (Figure 2.18a). This definition has been generalized to

include semi-IPNs where only one of the components forms a network (Figure 2.18b).

IPNs can be formed by one of two methods. A sequential IPN is one where the first

network is formed and then swollen with a second crosslinking system that is

subsequently polymerized. Such systems have great potential for the development of

unusual gradient morphologies. The second type is the simultaneous IPN in which the

two network components are polymerized together (see Figure 2.19) and it is this type

that is investigated in the present study.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.18. a) Idealized structure of an IPN; b) semi-IPN; c) grafted IPN; d)

phase separated IPN
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In an IPN formed simultaneously, both monomers (or linear prepolymers) A and B with

their respective curing agents and initiators are combined together in bulk (melt),

solution or dispersion (Figure 2.19)6, prior to polymerization.

A A A A A
Monomer A

A A
Crosslinker A

B B B B B
Monomer B

O O
B B

Crosslinker B

Stepwise and
Chain
Polymerization

IPN

Figure 2.19. Simultaneous IPN formation (adapted from Sperling etal.6)

2.4.2 Kinetics of Formation of IPNs

Complications in IPN cure

.1

The crosslinking components within the IPNs are generally formed by different

polymerization modes (such as polymerization by a combination of chain-growth and

step-growth mechanisms). However, the cure kinetics of each component can affect

each other and consequentially effect the overall cure rate, final cure and hence

properties of the resulting IPNs. There are a number of factors that can lead to these

complications in the curing of IPNs. First, interactions between the components of one

network and the initiators of the other may accelerate or retard reaction. As an example,

in a study of the cure of epoxy/polyester resins IPNs, Lin and Chang5 observed a

complexation between the cobalt salt catalyst of the polyester and the diamine curative

\4
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for the epoxy. Second, the rate of reaction of one component might be expected to be

reduced due to the dilutional effects by the other components126. In addition, it is known

that during free radical polymerization (see Section 2.3.2), the reaction may become

diffusion controlled (such -is with the termination process37"39'127) and so the change in

viscosity of the IPN due to the reaction of one component may also affect the curing

behaviour of the second component as suggested by Jin et al.l28. If a thermosetting

system is cured at a temperature below its maximally attainable Tg, vitrification may

occur during cure (see Section 2.1.1), thus slowing the final stages of reaction and

limiting the final degree of cure. But in an IPN, if the first component reacts more

slowly than the second component, the former may act as a plasticizer to the cure of the

latter, allowing faster reaction of the second component and full cure without

vitrification. Evidence for this has been reported by Lin and Chang5. In contrast, a fast

polymerization of the second component may retard the reaction of the first component

due to the presence of additional crosslinks in the system causing earlier vitrification

and preventing further reaction of the first component. Also it is known that in some

densely crosslinked polymers, the surrounding network architecture may trap reactive

groups129. Hence it might be expected that in IPNs, the developing skeletal structure of

one network might exert a topological restraint on the development of the other network

reducing the rate and final extent of reaction of the other component. In addition,

although the selection of different polymerization modes of each of the crosslinking

systems such as chain-growth and step growth mechanisms is intended to prevent

copolymerization, grafting reactions (depicted in Figure 2.18c), may occur between the

two polymer networks2. In a study of polyester/amine-cured epoxy IPNs by

Subramaniam and N^Garry3 a significant amount of intersystem grafting occurred and

FTIR investigations indicated that this was partially due to the Michaels addition

reaction - " between the amine curative for the epoxy and the double bonds of the

polyester.

Recently, Lin and coworkers5'133 have suggested an additional complication in

which mutual entanglements formed during the polymerization of IPNs led to a process

they termed "network interlock" which provided a sterically hindered environment,

reducing reactivity of the component systems. This process might be equivalent to

topological restraint, however Lin et al.5'm appear to suggest that the network interlock

effect can occur quite early in the cure and is not restricted to the last stages of

polymerization as is found with the structurally-determined topological restraint129. Lin
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and Chang5 and Lin et a/.134'135 studied the kinetics of cure of IPNs of epoxy (DGEBA)

and unsaturated polyesters (UPE) using FTIR and DSC. Lin and Chang et al5

postulated that during the cure, the 'network interlock' increased the activation energy

and reduced the cure rates for both DGEBA and UPE. In fact, experimental results

showed a lower cure rate for the UPE in the IPN compared with the neat UPE network

formation. However the cure rate of the epoxide groups within the IPN was higher than

the neat epoxy system. The higher rate constants for the cure of the epoxide within the

IPN was explained by the catalytic effect of hydroxy end groups in the UPE on the

epoxide group conversion overcoming the network interlock effect on the cure kinetics.

Further experimental results by Lin and Jeng et a/.133'136 on simultaneous IPNs based on

poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate and DGEBA showed that the rate constants were lower

and activation energies higher for the IPN compared with those of the epoxy and

diacrylate components. Thus it would appear that their "network interlock effect" has a

kinetic and not a thermodynamic basis.

For IPNs formed from amine-cured epoxy and peroxide-initiated unsaturated

polyester, Lin et al.125 found that IPNs exhibited lower Tgs compared with the neat

resins, and they inferred that the sterically hindered environment restrained chain

mobility in the curing reactions resulting in lower epoxy and unsaturated polyester

conversion resulting in lower Tgs in the IPNs. In another study by Lin and Lee137, the

cure of epoxy and methacrylate components of an IPN appeared to be affected by this

'network interlock effect' and as a consequence the scanning DSC exotherm was shifted

to higher temperatures compared to the parent resins. Another explanation for the higher

exotherm temperatures and lower Tgs for these IPNs could be the redox reaction

between the amine curative for the epoxy and the peroxide initiator for the unsaturated

polyester which could cause acceleration of the peroxide decomposition and lead to

premature depletion of the initiator system and thus undercuring of the acrylate or

polyester may result.

Fan et a/.138'139 also used the technique of FTIR in their study of the cure kinetics

of VER and polyurethane IPNs. The polyurethane and the vinyl ester components were

found to affect the cure of each other in the IPN, leading to lower reaction rates.

Because the free radical polymerization of the VER exhibited an induction period, the

early stage of the PU network formation (which occurred prior to the VER cure) was

considered to be polymerization in a polymer solution. Hence Fan et al.m argued the
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main reason for the depressed rate of PU formation was the decrease in the

concentrations of hydroxyl and isocyanate groups and the urethane polymerization

catalyst by dilution with the VER. The subsequent cure of the VER was believed to be

depressed due to the topological restraint imposed on it by the prior formation of the PU

network.

Effect of Cure Order on IPN polymerization and morphology

The polymerization rates of the components within an IPN can be modified so

that the reactions occur at similar or different rates depending on the selection of

different initiators and/or catalysts. However, the curing rate of one component may

affect the subsequent curing rate of the other. Thus, changing the sequence of cure of

the components in an IPN can have a significant effect on the cure kinetics and may

have a large influence on the resulting phase morphology of the EPN140"144.

Hsu and Lee140 investigated the effect of changing the polymerization sequence

in a polyurethane/unsaturated polyester IPN by using either a high temperature peroxide

or a low temperature peroxide/amine initiating system for the polyester component.

When the high temperature initiator was used, the polyurethane cured first and the

conversion of polyurethane in the IPN was higher than in the neat polyurethane due to a

plasticization effect by the unreacted polyester monomers, but the polyester only

reached 70% conversion, which the authors suggest may be due to a topological

restraint. When the low temperature peroxide/amine initiator was used, the polyester

polymerized much more rapidly, at a rate similar to the polyurethane. Analysis of the

effect of curing order on the cure kinetics was complicated in this system as the amine

in the peroxide/amine system had a catalytic effect on the polyurethane cure.

Chou and Lee141 also investigated the effect of changing the polymerization

sequence in polyurethane/unsaturated polyester IPNs by using two peroxides of

different activities for the initiation of the polyester. Analysis of the curing kinetics were

complicated in this system due to the presence of carboxyl end groups in the unsaturated

polyester component which accelerated the polyurethane reaction whilst retarding the

polyester cure by grafting reactions. Chou and Lee141 observed different phase separated

morphologies in the IPN depending on the cure temperature and initiator used. All IPNs

were phase separated to a degree, but changing the sequence of cure of the components
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did affect the extent of phase separation that occurred.

Zhou et a/.142'143 studied the effect of using peroxide systems of differing

activities for the cure of the methacrylate component in a crosslinked

urethane/crosslinked methacrylate IPN. When the lower temperature peroxide initiator

was used, the cure rates of crosslinking reaction of the two components were very

similar and the IPN exhibited a single-phase morphology. However if the higher

temperature peroxide initiator was used, the cure rate of the methacrylate was

significantly slower than the urethane and two Tgs were observed due to phase

separation.

Widmaier and Drillieres144 studied the effect of changing the cure order in an

acrylate/urethane LPN using combinations of three initiating systems of differing

activities for the acrylate component and two different catalysts for the urethane

component. Three different types of IPNs were formed - one where the urethane cured

first, another where both networks formed simultaneously, and one where the urethane

cured last. In the IPN where the urethane cured first, two Tgs were observed between the

Tgs of the neat polymers, representing a urethane rich phase and an acrylate rich phase.

On the other extreme where the acrylate cured first, the Tgs indicated a pure acrylate

phase and a phase-mixed urethane phase. In the IPN where both urethane and acrylate

cured at similar rates, a single Tg was observed.

When using thermal initiators in studies of the cure order of IPN components, it

may be difficult to ensure that only one component cures without partial cure of the

ether component in the IPN. Photopolymerization offers a very precise method of

curing specific components within an IPN, such that ideally only one component will

cure when irradiated and the other will remain unreacted. Frounchi et a/.145 formed a

full-IPN from a urethane diacrylate and diethyleneglycol bis(allylcarbonate) in which

the diacrylate was initially photocured followed by thermal polymerization of the diallyl

monomer with benzoyl peroxide. No evidence of phase separation was observed in this

EPN and the polymer had a single glass transition temperature midway between the

parent resins. In more elegant studies Udagawa et a/.146 and Decker et a/.147

simultaneously photocured an IPN of epoxy and acrylate by employing an onium salt

photoinitiator to cure the epoxy and a radical photoinitiator for the acrylate. In both IPN

systems, the acrylate component polymerized faster and to a greater extent than the
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epoxy component. Chou and Lee148 studied the morphology and dynamic mechanical

behaviour of IPNs formed from a thermally cured polyurethane and a photocured

unsaturated polyester and found that the structure and properties were dependent on the

cure order, however no kinetic studies were undertaken. Yang et til.149 studied IPNs

formed from photocured diacrylates and thermally cured urethanes and observed that if

the acrylate was cured first, extensive phase separation occurred however reversal of the

cure sequence gave a more homogeneous structure.

2.4.3 Methods for determining phase separation in IPNs

There are numerous methods for determining if phase separation has occurred in

cured-IPNs. DMTA and DSC are common and useful techniques to study the glass

transition temperatures and thus phase morphology of IPNs135'150"1'5"3, provided that the

individual components of the IPN have clearly defined and well separated Tgs.

Depending on the scale of phase separation and the phase contrast, the techniques of

scanning electron microscopy (SEM)135 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)149

can be useful tools to analyze phase morphology in IPNs. Small Angle Light Scattering

(SALS) (typical length scale probed 250-25000 nm) and X-ray (SAXS) (typical length

scale probed 0.1-2500 nm)154 have also been used to study the development of the

morphology during IPN formation155"159 (see Section 2.4.4). Both SAXS and SALS are

useful techniques provided that the electron density and refractive index of each phase

is sufficiently different154. Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has also been used to

investigate phase separation in IPNs but often requires deuteration of one of the

components to ensure sufficient neutron density differences between phases160"162.

Small Angle Neutron Scattering

For multiphase polymers SANS can give information about heterogeneities

down to a few angstroms, give information about the type of interface being formed

between the phase separated regions and give total interfacial area6'163. Unlike X-rays

which are scattered by electrons with the intensity of scattering increasing with atomic

number, neutrons are scattered by the nuclei of atoms and the strength of this scattering

is related to their scattering length which is not proportional to atomic number163. As a

consequence lighter atoms like hydrogen have an advantage in neutron scattering
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compared to X-ray scattering. Furthermore, the difference in scattering length of

hydrogen and deuterium are significantly different and deuterating a particular phase in

a multiphase polymer can give excellent phase contrast163. When a polymer sample is

placed in the path of a neutron beam, the scattering intensity I(Q) is the coherent elastic

scattering measured at the detector and can be defined as the normalized differential

scattering cross section per unit volume (dE (Q) /dQj where dS (neutrons s"1) is the

number of neutrons scattered per second into a small solid angle dd. The scattering

vector Q is described by Equation 2.24 in terms of the wavelength (X) of the neutron

beam and the angle of the scattered beam (0) from the samples163'164.

Q = — sin — Equation 2.24

The difference in scattering length density of each individual component (scattering

length, b, per unit volume, v) gives the contrast factor bv
163:

Equation 2.25

The intensity of scattering is proportional to the square of the contrast factor, bv between

components in a particular system as indicated in Equation 2.26. The general expression

for the absolute scattering intensities I(Q) in terms of a structure factor S(Q) and form

(or shape) factor P(Q) for small angle neutron scattering is given by154:

Equation 2.26

Here P(Q) is dimensionless and describes how [dL (Q) /dfi) is modulated by

interference effects between neutrons scattered by different parts of the same scattering

center. S(Q) describes the interference effects between neutrons scattered by different

scattering centres in the sample and is dependent on the local order in the sample and

the interaction potential between scattering components. The term Ns is the number of

scattering centres per unit volume and Vs is the volume of the sample illuminated by the

neutron beam163'164.
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Several authors have used the Debye-Bueche model165 to analyze scattering

behaviour in immiscible polymer blends155'161'166 by determining the correlation length

and thus give a scale to the phase separation. The Debye-Bueche model assumes a

random distribution of phases (of differing densities) throughout a scattering volume

(Vs) with different sizes and shapes. For such a system, the probability that two points

separated by a distance r are in the same phase155'165'166 is given by:

Equation 2.27

Where (j>i is the volume fraction of component 1, bv is the contrast factor per unit

volume between component 1 and 2, Vs is the scattering volume £, is the correlation

length or average density fluctuation length and B is the background.

2.4.4 Phase Separation and morphology of simultaneous IPNs

The rates of polymerization of components, crosslinking and phase separation
o

all influence the structure and properties of the IPN formed . During the polymerization

of simultaneous JPKA, the gelation of either component A or B (see Figure 2.19) or the

phase separation of polymer A from B can occur in any order and the morphology and

properties of the resulting IPNs are strongly dependent on these events6'167. Ideally the

polymerization of the individual components and hence interlocking of the two

networks within the IPN should prevent phase separation, although it is documented

that entropically-driven demixing and phase separation can occur7'148'153'167 (see Figure

2.18d) and this process may be enhanced in semi-IPNs7'167 where the absence of an

interlocking structure can allow phase separation. However, if sufficient crosslinking of

the components in the IPN occurs before diffusion of the components can occur, phase

separation may be largely prevented and a high degree of mixing (close to a single

phase morphology) would result168. Thermodynamic miscibility of the two components

within an IPN is governed by the Gibbs free energy of mixing. The free energy of

mixing AGM, can be expressed as:

AGM=AHM-TASM Equation 2.28

where AHM and ASM are the enthalpy and entropy of mixing, and T the absolute
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temperature. According to Flory-Huggins solution theory169'170, the free energy of

mixing is expressed as:

AGM = R T T X + , + 2 h),; $2. Equation 2.29

where V] and V2 are the molar volumes of components 1 and 2, §\ and (j>2 are the

corresponding volume fractions, and % is the thermodynamic binary interaction

parameter and R is the gas constant. A smaller % value will increase the miscibility of

the two polymers6'8. As the polymerization proceeds the molecular weight (and thus the

molar volumes) of the two IPN components increases, which lowers the entropy of

mixing and reduces the miscibility8'171. Thus, the degree of mixing is controlled by the

balance between thermodynamics and kinetics of cure because diffusion and subsequent

phase separation can not occur after crosslinking.

With compatible components, phase separation in IPNs may be almost non-

existent. However, complete miscibility is not necessary for complete phase mixing (i.e.

interpenetration), since permanent entanglements produced by interpenetraticn can

prevent phase separation172'173. IPN structures have been reported ranging from

dispersed phase domains of a few micrometers to those without a resolvable domain

structure150'167'174'176. IPNs have been formed which show either two well defined glass

transitions!M), one transition135'151'152 or an inward shift of the Tgs from the original Tgs

of the IPN components153. Frisch and Klempner152 studied a number of different EPNs,

which all exhibited one sharp glass transition at a slightly lower temperature than the

arithmetic mean of the parent Tgs.

Lin and Chang5 claimed that hydrogen bonding between DGEBA and

unsaturated polyesters resulted in minimal phase separation in epoxy/polyester IPNs. In

their study, the viscosity of blends of uncured DGEBA and unsaturated polyester were

found to be higher than either resin and this was attributed to intermolecular hydrogen

bonding. The cured network was transparent and exhibited a single broad glass

transition temperature which the authors suggested was indicative of a single phase

system, however the Tgs of the parent resins were themselves quite broad and not well

separated. FTIR spectroscopy studies by Wang et al}11 on IPNs of DGEBA and

bisphenol-A vinyl esters also indicated hydrogen bonding between the hydroxy of the
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vinyl ester and the epoxy resin as shown by a shift of the carbonyl absorption of the

vinyl ester to a lower wavenumber. DSC and DMTA :f these vinyl ester/epoxy IPNs

showed a single glass transition temperature which the authors suggested indicated

miscibility. However, this is not conclusive as the Tgs of the parent resins were not well

separated. EPNs prepared from epoxy/vinyl ester resins by Dubuisson et a/.151 were

transparent to visible light and also exhibited single glass transition temperatures,

suggesting miscibility; although no indication of the breadth of these Tgs was given.

Tan et al.159 determined the microphase separation characteristics for an

acrylate/epoxy IPN by SAXS using the Debye-Bueche and Guinier method to calculate

the correlation lengths of the segregated phases in the IPN. The SAXS analysis showed

the size of the segregation zones was 50-100A depending^ on composition. Junker et

al. also used SAXS to investigate phase separation in a poly(carbonate-

urethane)/dimethacrylate IPN using similar analytical methods and found the size of the

segregation zones varied from 20 to 350 A depending on the IPN composition.

2.5 Physical Properties of cured Thermosets

Thermoset polymers exhibit properties such ^ high rigidity, thermal and

dimensional stability, chemical resistance and insolubility due to their covalent network

i | structure. The enhancement of physical properties of network polymers is particularly

noticeable above the glass-transition temperature where creep, compression set, and

stress relaxation are all improved relative to uncrosslinked polymers.

2.5.1 Yielding and Fracture

M| The ability of a thermosetting polymer to yield is important in determining the

extent of toughening which is obtainable. The relationship between tensile stress (a) as

a function of distance from the crack tip is illustrated in Figure 2.20. If the yield stress is

high (c-yi) then the stress intensification around the crack tip produces only a small

plastic zone (ri) around the crack and little plastic energy is dissipated during fracture

(Plastic Energy 1). If the yield stress is reduced to CTy2, then the associated energy
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(Plastic Energy 2) is significantly higher. The toughness of a polymer and its resistance

to crack growth are generally evaluated by two criteria: the critical stress intensity factor

(or fracture toughness) Kc, whereby fracture proceeds when the stress field experienced

around the crack tip reaches a critical level; and the critical strain energy release rate (or

fracture energy), Gic whereby fracture only occurs when the mechanical strain energy is

greater than the surface and plastic deformation energy.

Yielding in thermosetting polymers can be regarded as deformation on a

molecular level in which adjacent molecular segments slip over one another when the

stress exceeds a critical level. The volume of the molecular segment involved in this

process is known as the Eyring 'activation volume'. Eyring theory178"180 states that the

yielding in thennosetting polymers is an Arrhenius-type rate activated process that

involves molecular segments 'jumping' over an energy barrier, (AH) which separates

them from one equilibrium site to another (see Figure 2.21). At a particular strain rate

( s ) and temperature (T), an applied shear stress (T) lowers the energy barrier for this

segmental motion by a quantity VT, where v is the activation volume (vnow)- The yield

stress is described by the Eyring equation178"180:

CTy =
2AH 2kT

v,
Equation 2.30

flow flow

Thus a linear relationship is expected between tensile yield strength (ay) and logarithm

of strain rate at any given temperature (as e 0 is a constant).
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Plastic Energy 1

Plastic Energy 2

r, H R

Figure 2.20 Schematic of the theoretical tensile stress as a function of distance from

the crack tip for materials with high (aryi) and low (cyi) yield stress (after Mayr,
181

Cook and Edward)101.

W

H
c

I

Relative Displacement

Figure 2.21 The energy barrier between two molecular sites, under an applied

shear stress (x)179>18°

2.5.2 Mechanical Properties of IPNs

The formation of IPNs allows unique combinations of polymers and as a

consequence have the potential to produce synergistic properties; this is illustrated in
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Figure 2.22 where there is a potential for the optimum properties of IPNs to be

significantly greater than the average of the two (or more) components of which it is

formed.

2
OH

optimum

100% component 1 100% component 2

Figure 2.22 Schematic of the potential synergistic properties of IPNs

Lin et a/.135 investigated the cure and mechanical behaviour of IPNs formed

from amine-cured epoxy and peroxide-initiated unsaturated polyester. They found that

IPNs of all compositions exhibited lower Tgs compared with the neat resins. The 75:25

w/w polyester/epoxy IPN had the lowest Tg, lowest storage modulus measured by

DMTA and highest elongation to break due to its low Tg, and suggested this was due to

entanglements of the two growing networks resulting in uncured components acting as

plasticizers within the IPN5. The tensile strength at break and fracture energy was also

highest in the 75:25 w/w polyester/epoxy IPN, Lin et a/.135 attributed this to the greater

extent of chain entanglements in the PN.

Investigations by Rodriguez182 on epoxy/unsaturated polyester EPNs showed

significant increases in tensile strength for the 20/80 and 30/70 blends but the modulus

was found to decrease slightly with increasing percentage of the epoxy component. Izod

impact data did not indicate any differences between the materials. Subramaniam and

McGarry3 also examined blends of polyesters and epoxies. Mixtures of polyester-styrene

and epoxy/amine terminated acrylonitrile butadiene (E/ATBN) yielded a transparent

crosslinked material. The inclusion of E/ATBN in the IPN contributed to significant

increases in fracture energy and strain to failure, as the rubbery E/ATBN lowered the

yield stress and improved the glassy matrix's ability to undergo plastic flow and

resulted in an increased blunting of the crack tip.
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Park et a/.183 studied the mechanical properties of IPNs formed from differing

compositions of epoxy and polyester. They observed a higher flexural strength and

elastic modulus in the 5:95 w/w blend of unsaturated polyester and epoxy blend than in

the neat epoxy/amine or the neat unsaturated polyester. Similar trends were observed in

the tensile strength and impact strength data, with the most significant increase in

properties being the impact strength. However as the amount of unsaturated polyester

added to the blend was increased above 10 wt% the flexural strength, elastic modulus,

tensile strength and impact strength decreased to values between those measured for the

neat resins. Park et a/.183 attributed the enhanced mechanical properties of the IPN to
•<j.

network interlocking between the epoxy and unsaturated polyester causing the matrix to

become more rigid due to the restrictions in chain mobility. In this study all samples

were cured at room temperature but there was no mention of postcuring and so it may

be possible that undercuring occurred which may have affected the validity of the

results.

Lin and Lee184 investigated the dynamic mechanical behavior and impact

resistance of a number of fully and semi-interpenetrating polymer networks based on

epoxies and acrylics. They found both the full and semi-EPNs exhibited broadened glass

transition damping peaks (possibly due to a two-phase structure) which was reflected by

an enhancement in impact resistance, Youngs moduli and elongation to break.

2.5.3 Polymer Degradation

The mechanisms of polymer degradation depend predominantly on the structure

of the polymer and exposure conditions. All polymers eventually degrade within the

environment to which they are exposed during their life cycle185. There are many

physical signs of polymer degradation including discolouration, embrittlement,

softening, delamination, blistering, cracking, crazing and swelling186. Polymer

degradation can be broadly classified into a number of mechanisms. Hydrolysis,

oxidation, thermal degradation and disintegration or degradation of a physical nature

due to absorption, permeation and solvent action are some of the more common

mechanisms of polymer degradation186.
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Oxidation - thermal

All polymers can be chemically degraded by heat. When heated to the point of

bond rupture, polymers can degrade by either random or chain-end scission which

produces free radicals187. These free radicals can react with oxygen to form smaller oxy

and peroxy-radicals and secondary polymer radicals resulting in chain scission. Thermal

oxidation is terminated when different free radicals react with each other producing

smaller molecules of varying chain length .

Swelling/solvent uptake

The properties of a polymer (such as Tg, rigidity and strength) can be impaired
ICO 1 CO

by water or solvent uptake ' . In many cases, the uptake kinetics are Fickian, which

can be described by Equation 2.3119° in the initial stages:

M ( =MJ-
7C

Equation 2.31

Here D is the diffusivity, Moo is the weight gain at saturation, Mt is the weight at time(t),

d is the thickness of the material and t is time. Diffusion can be complicated when the

polymer is plasticized by the solvent being absorbed and then the diffusion kinetics are

described as non-Fickian.

Water Sorption

The extent of moisture absorption is mostly determined by the affinity for water

molecules of polar groups in cured resins and is known as the hydrophilicity.

Hydrophilicity can be quantified by the equilibrium mass fraction of water188'191'192:

_ equilibrium mass-initial mass
initial mass

Equation 2.32

where m*, depends on the vapour pressure or activity of water and on the temperature192.

The equilibrium water concentration, Coo (expressed in mol.m*3) can be expressed as:
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0.018

where pwis the density in the wet state.

m

Equation 2.33

At low water concentrations Henry's Law relating the water concentration at

equilibrium to the water vapor pressure (p) can be used to derive the dependency of Coo

on temperature191'192:

C » = SP Equation 2.34

where S is the coefficient of solubility generally expressed in mol.m* .Pa" .

Equation 2.35

where p0 is the water vapour pressure pre-exponential factor, Hw is the enthalpy of water

vapourization (42 kJ/mol) Hs is the heat of dissolution and So is the water solubility pre-

exponential factor.

,188,191Experimentally , Coo can rise or fall with increased temperature. Verdu's
,188,191group ' has shown this effect of temperature on equilibrium water concentration can

be explained by the relationship between Hs relative to Hw: m^ increases with T if

Hs I < Hw«42 kJ.mol"1 and decreases with T if I Hs I > Hw«42 kJ.mol'1.

The nature of the epoxy resin, polyester or vinyl esters as well as the curing

agent can affect the rate of moisture absorption in the polymer networks193. A number

of studies of water sorption in amine-cured epoxies have been undertaken188'194'195.

Water uptake was found to be dependent on both the extent of cure and the curing

agents used194. Aniine cured epoxies produce systems with higher hydrophilicity due to

the polarity of the amine and can strongly influence water sorption194. The effect of

moisture absorption is swelling and plasticization of the resins which impairs the

mechanical properties.
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Hydrolysis of ester groups (polyesters/vinyl esters)

For significant reaction to occur, water must be absorbed at the surface and then

permeate into sub-surface regions. Polyesters and vinyl esters contain terminal ester

groups which are subject to hydrolysis196. Hydrolysis may be catalyzed by either acids

or bases. Compounds may also form within the polymer as a result of accompanying

thermal oxidation and these can act as a catalyst for hydrolysis. The rate of hydrolysis is

usually limited by the diffusion of the compound into the bulk polymer.

2.5.4 Effect of Swelling and Corrosion on Properties

Solvent attack on polymer networks can have a significant effect on strength,

modulus, toughness and heat distortion temperature by penetration of solvents into a

polymer network causing plasticization197. After prolonged exposure to solvents,

chemical attack can also occur such as the hydrolysis of ester groups mentioned

previously in this Section.

Sonawala and Spontak198 examined the effects of chemical exposure using a

range of solvents, on the mechanical properties of vinyl esters and polyesters. A

substantial decrease in flexural and tensile strength was observed for polyesters and to a

lesser extent in vinyl ester resins, after prolonged exposure to 1,1,1-trichloroethane. The

degradation of both vinyl ester/glass-fibre and polyester/glass-fibre composites was

found to be dependent on not only the chemical structure but also the curing processes

and the laminates construction. The corrosion resistance of bisphenol-A type vinyl ester

resins is obtained predominantly from the phenyl ether linkage in the repeating unit.

Gutierrez et al.199 investigated the effects of chemical exposure on the

mechanical properties of three different epoxy/amine systems. The degradation of the

mechanical properties of the epoxy resins were affected by the particular amine curative

used and the chemical environment to which they were exposed, however no conclusive

structure-property relationships were realized. In studies by Ranney and Parker200 the

chemical resistance of fibreglass-reinforced epoxy resins and fibreglass-reinforced

polyester resins were compared, when exposed to a number of different chemically

degradative environments. After exposure to a range of hydrocarbons, chlorinated
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solvents and oxygen containing compounds for 112 days, the epoxy resin showed

minimal weight-gain compared to the polyester resin.

2.5.5 Applications of IPNs

There are a number of papers and patents116'201>202 relating to the applications of

IPNs and these have been summarized in Table 2.1.

201Table 2.1 Commerical IPN materials (adapted from Cook et a/.201)

CompariyA:radename , ^ 7 * ^ W ' ? 7

ICI Americas (ITP)

Ultracore

Amoco Chemical

CSI

DSM

Dulux

Hitachi

Petrarch (Rimplast)

Freeman (Acpol)

CoidMiJIon/Application^^^ft^
polyurethane/polyester resin IPN for sheet
molding compound

Polyester/polyurethane foam EPN reaction

spray molding for boats

Polyester/polyurethane IPN for sheet

molding and foams

Polyester/polyurethane IPN for molding of

floorboards

polyester/vinyl ester IPN automotive

panels

polymethacrylate/melamine latex IPN for

paints

vinyl/phenolics IPN for sound dampening

siloxane/polyurethane IPN for gears

acrylic/polyurethane/polystyrene IPN for

sheet molding compound
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Chapter 3

Materials andlPN

preparation

3.1 Materials

The model vinyl ester resin (VER) studied was prepared from a solution of

bisphenol-A-diglycidyl-dimethacrylate (bisGMA, see Figure 3.1, supplied by Esschem

Co., USA) in 30 \vt% styrene monomer (see Figure 3.2, supplied by Huntsman

Chemical Company Australia Pty Limited, Australia). Four different types of radical

initiators were used to cure this thermosetting component. Methyl ethyl ketone peroxide

(MEKP, supplied by Laporte Pty Ltd as a 40 wt% solution in dimethyl phthalate),

cumene hydroperoxide (CHP, supplied by Huntsman Chemical Company Australia Pty

Limited as a 90 wt% solution in dimethylbenzyl alcohol), benzoyl peroxide (BPO,

supplied by Aldrich Chemicals as a 70 wt% suspension in water) and

azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, supplied by Aldrich Chemicals) were used separately as

initiators at a concentration of 1 wt% of the VER component (see Table 3.1 for peroxide

initiators). In some studies, cobalt octoate (Co, supplied by Thor Chemicals Australia as

a 6 wt% solution in white oil) was used as an accelerator for MEKP at a level of 0.2

w;/o based on the VER.

Pure dimethacrylates were also studied - bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether

dimcrl^crylate (bisGMA, supplied by Esschem Co., USA) and diethoxylated

bisphenol-A dimethacrylate (DEBPADM, see Figure 3.3, supplied by Sartomer, USA).
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A monomeric version of bisGMA, phenyl glycidyl ether methacrylate (PGEMA, see

Figure 3.4, synthesised by W.D.Cook203) was also studied. Four different types of azo

radical initiators were used to cure these dimethacrylates. Azobisisobutyronitrile

(denoted AIBN64 supplied by Aldrich Chemicals), l,r-azobis(cyclohexanenitrile)

(VAZO88, supplied by Dupont), 1, r-azobis(2,4,4-trimethylpentane) (VR110, supplied

by Waco) and 2,2-azobis(2-methylpropane) (AZO 168, supplied by Fluka Australia)

were used separately as initiators at a concentration of 1 wt% of the VER or

methacrylate component (see Table 3.2 for azo initiators).

o
II

H,C=C—C OCH,

-CH—CH—CH—O
OH

O
II

CH—CH—CHrO—C—C=CH2

OH CH3

Figure 3.1 Structure of bisGMA (n«0.99 see Section 3.2)

Figure 3.2 Structure of styrene monomer

o
II

H , C = C — C — O -
-CH—CH—O

CH,

O

II
o—CH-CH

CH,

Figure 3.3 Structure of DEBPADM

O CH,—CH—CHrO C—C—CH

Figure 3.4 Structure of PGEMA
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Table 3.1 The structures of the peroxide radical initiators utilized and their 10
hour half life temperatures204

Structure

<( ))—C-OOH

CH3

OOH C2H5 C2H5
H5C i~C-CH3 + H3C-C-OO-C—CH3 + other structures

OOH OOH OOH

Peroxide Initiator

Cumene

hydroperoxide (CHP)

Tt./a=10h=140oC

Methyl ethyl ketone

peroxide (MEKP)

T t '/j=ioh not specified

Benzoyl Peroxide

(BPO)

T tV4=10h=71°C

2D4*The 10-hour half life temperatures were obtained from the Polymer Handbook

Table 3.2 Structures of the azo initiators used and their 10 hour half life
temperatures.

Structure , ^ \ - '; u ' ,'" ^ *

CH3 CH3

H3C—C—N=N—C—CH3

CN CN

/ \ / \

N ' CN N C N '

CH3 CH3

H3C—C—CHj-C—CHj-N=N—CH-CH-CHj

^ n 3 ^-"3

C H 3 CH3

H3C—C—N=:N—C—CH3

CH3 CH3

CH,

-C—CH3

CH3

Azo Initiators and their 10,

hour half life temperature

Azobisisobutyronitnle

(AIBN64)

T,./3=,oh=64°C

1,1'-

azobis(cyclohexanenitrile)

(VAZO88)
T1 nnop
^ t Vi=10h ~ 0 0 ^

l,l'-azobis(2,4,4-

trimethylpentane) (VR110)

Tt!/J=10h=110°C

2,2-azobis(2-methylpropane)

(AZO168)

Tf/1=ioh=168°C

T-—50ir?07 ^;-—~, : :—-.
p

code for the initiator gives the 10-hour half-life temperature.
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For photocure using visible radiation (ca. 470 nm), 0.25 wt% camphorquinone

(CQ, supplied by Aldrich Chemicals) and 0.3 vvt% N,N,-3,5-tetramethyl aniline (TMA,

supplied by Aldrich Chemicals) was used as a photo-redox initiator, while for the UV-

initiated cure, 1 wt% of p-xylylene bis (N,N-diethyl dithiocarbamate) (XDT,

synthesised by Mr T.F. Scott using the method given by Otsu and Kuriyama ) was

used as the photo-initiator. The structures of these photoinitiating systems are illustrated

in Table 3.3

Table 3.3 Structures of visible light (470nm) and UV light photoinitiating systems

Initiator system^

CQ/TMA

XDT

;;Sti

H3

C?I

C2I

c v C H - 3

KJo
V
0

CQ

\, S
N-C—S—CH2-^

H

H3

0 ^
y -

) ^
c

TMA

SII
-CH-S—C

CH.
—Nv

CH3

CH
- N "

C2H5

The epoxy oligomer was diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA, see Figure 3.5,

Araldite GY-9708-1 supplied by Ciba Geigy) with n = 0.15 (see Section 3.2). A

monomeric form of DGEBA, 1,2 epoxy-3-phenoxy propane (PGE, see Figure 3.6,

supplied by Aldrich) was also investigated. The amine curing agents used in

stoichiometric amounts (equimolar NH and epoxy groups) for the cure of DGEBA

were: butylamine (BA, supplied by Ajax Chemicals), 1,8-diamino-octane (DAO,

supplied by Aldrich), aniline (An, supplied by Unilab) and 4,4'-diamino-diphenyl

methane (DDM, supplied by Aldrich). Butylamine and aniline are monomeric forms of

the crosslinking DAO and DDM, respectively (see Figure 3.7). An anionic initiator was

also used to cure the epoxy system and was 1-methyl imidazole (1-MeI, see Figure 3.8,

supplied by Ciba Geigy), used at a level of 2 or 5 wt% (as specified). Stoichiometric

amounts (1:1 anhydride to epoxy group) of the anhydrides cis-1,2

cyclohexanedicarboxylic anhydride (CHDCA, see Figure 3.9, supplied by Aldrich
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Chemicals) and/or n-dodecylsuccimiic anhydride (DDSA, see Figure 3.9, supplied by

TCI chemicals Tokyo) were used for the cure of the epoxy resin. The epoxy/anhydride

cure was accelerated with N,N-dimethylbenzylamine (DMBA, see Figure 3.9, supplied

by Aldrich Chemicals) which was used at a level of 2 wt% of the total anhydride in the

system.

A
C

A
H2C—CH—CHj i) O—CH—CII—CHj-

' OH

Figure 3.5 Structure of DGEBA (n=0.15-sejp Section 3.2)

O—CHj-CH-CH2

0

Figure 3.6 Structure of PGE

NIL

aniline DDM

Q

°~ CH-CH-CH2

H3C- — N H 2

butylamine

H2N-f-CH2—)— NH

DAO

Figure 3.7 Structures of monofunctional amines and corresponding diamines

NN

Figure 3.8 Structure of 1-MeI
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^ C H 2 4 — C H 3

DDSA

H , 0
" C^

CHDCA

DMBA

Figure 3.9 Structures of DDSA, CHDCA and DMBA.

3.2 Resin characterization

The molecular weights of the bisGMA and DEBADM were determined by the

titration of the a,p-unsaturation with morpholine209. The unsaturation was reacted

quantitatively with morpholine in the presence of acetic acid catalyst to form tertiary

amines. The excess morpholine was back titrated with acetic anhydride to form the

amide, which was neutral in the reaction medium. The tertiary amine wus then titrated

with methanolic hydrochloric acid, in the presence of an indicator. The amount of

tertiary amine fonned is a direct measure of the ce,P-unsaturation compound originally

present. From this technique the molecular weight of bisGMA was found to be 490

g/mol (compared with the theoretical value of 514 g/mol; n=l) and the molecular

weight of DEBADM was found to be 470 g/mol (compared with the theoretical value of

452 g/mol) assuming that both monomers were bifunctional.

The molecular weight of DGEBA (Araldite GY-9708-1) reported by Ciba Geigy

was 372 g/mol. The styrene equivalent molecular weight of the DGEBA (Araldite GY-

9708-1) was estimated to be 368 g/mol by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using

a 2 column Machercy-Nagel (KF801 and KF803) instrument. For the GPC experiments,
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tetrahydrofuran was used as the solvent at a flow rate of lmm/min. The GPC was

calibrated with polystyrene standards using a Waters Refractometer R410 detector and a

Waters 484 UV Spectrometer (wavelength 254nm) detector*. For all stoichiometric

calculations the molecular weight of DGEBA was taken as the average of these values

(i.e. 370 g/mol).

3.3 IPN preparation and cure

3.3.1 Model VER, neat dimethacrylate and neat epoxy

systems

The model VER was prepared from 70wt% bisGMA mixed with 30wt% styrene

monomer. The styrene was added in stages to the bisGMA resin and was blended with a

large glass stirring rod until the required wt% was reached and the resin was

homogeneous. The AIBN was finely ground with a mortar and pestle prior to its

addition to the resins and mixed for 2 minutes with the model VEP., neat DEBPADM

and neat bisGMA, but then allowed to sit for 30 minutes until the AIBN dissolved

completely. The other liquid and solid initiators were added separately at lwt% to the

resins and were mixed for 2 minutes at ambient temperature before being tested.

2 or 5 wt % (as specified) of 1-MeI was added to the epoxy resin and mixed for

2 minutes before being tested. The liquid aliphatic and aromatic amines BA and An

were blended in stoichiometric quantities (equimolar amino hydrogens and epoxy

groups) to the epoxy resin at room temperature. Since DDM and DAO are crystalline

solids, a stoichiometric amount of the diamine and DGEBA were heated separately to

the melting point of the diamine (see Table 3.4) prior to being mixed for 2 minutes and

rapidly cooled to ambient temperature. The crystalline CHDCA and DDSA anhydrides

and a stoichiometric quantity of DGEBA were also separately heated to the melting

points of the anhydride (see Table 3.4) prior to their mixing and then rapid cooling to

ambient temperatures. For mixtures of anhydrides, a 50:50 wt% ratio of CHDCA and

* Thanks to Dr. J. Galy for performing gel permeation chromotography experiments at

LMM,INSALyon.
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DDSA was heated to 50°C before mixing with DGEBA heated to the same temperature.

The epoxy/anhydride mixes were cooled to ambient temperatures before the addition of

DMBA (as 2wt% of the anhydride) as an accelerator. After mixing the blends were kept

at ambient temperature for a very short period before being tested.

Table 3.4 Melting points of epoxy curatives as measured by scanning DSC at

5°C/min

Aminecurative i« . V , , 'A "

DAO

DDM

CHDCA

DDSA

40°C

>90°C

32°C

74°C

3.3.2 IPNs and partial IPN systems

The IPNs were blended at room temperature with ratios of 25:75, 50:50 or 75:25

by weight of methacrylate component to epoxy component. Each component was mixed

(as outlined in Section 3.3.1.) with initiator/catalyst separately before being combined to

form the IPN mixture.

In some cases, studies were performed to investigate the effect of the presence or

omission of one of the reactive components (such as the epoxy curative or the radical

initiator) on the cure of the IPN - in these studies the ratio of the remaining individual

components were maintained at the normal level as in the IPN. These systems were

prepared by the combination of all of the components of one system prior to the

addition of the components of the second system, e.g. for the VER/AISN:DGEBA

combination, the ABBN was added to the VER and mixed for 2 minutes and allowed to

stand for a further 30 minutes prior to the addition of the DGEBA.

ir

> I *
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Chapter 4

Experimental Techniques

4.1 Fourier Transform Infrared

Spectroscopy (FTIR)

4.1.1 Mid-FTIR

Studies of the cure were followed using Fourier transform mid-infrared spectroscopy

using a Perkin-Elmer FT 1600. Potassium bromide (KBr) powder was pressed into 6mm

radius and ca 0.5mm thick discs at 10 tonnes of pressure under vacuum for 3 minutes.

All samples were mixed at room temperature and sandwiched between two KBr discs

before being placed in the spectrometer and scanned over the range 4000-400cm"1 with

a resolution of 4cm'1. Samples were cured in an oven at 70°C or 110°C over a number

of hours (depending on the rats of cure of each specimen) during which they were

periodically removed and scanned in the FTIR. After 24 hours of cure, the specimens

v/ere postcured at temperatures between 150 and 200°C depending on the specific

system under investigation. The epoxy absorption77 at 915cm"1, the unreacted vinyl

double bonds of styrene116'210 at 778cm"1 and 1630cm"1 and the methacrylate stretch210 at

1645cm"1 (see Table 4i)77«116'210
 w e r e u s ed t0 calculate the conversion after allowance

for overlapping peaks. All spectra were internally standardized using the phenyl peak of

styrene116 at 700 cm"1 and/or DGEBA77 peak at 1508 cm"1 (see Table 4.1)77.116-210.

Generally the variations in intensity of the internal standard peak were only observed

for the initial spectrum taken at room temperature (zero time) and the spectrum of the

postcured sample. Due to the overlap of the epoxy and styrene peaks in the region
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910-915 cm'1, and the overlap of the styrene and methacrylate peaks in the region

1630-1645 cm"1, separation was achieved as outlined below.

In pure styrene monomer:
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Figure 4.1 mid-FTIR spectra of the pure styrene monomer

The mid-FTIR spectra of the pure styrene monomer is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The peaks at 1630, 910 and 778 cm"1 are due to unreacted vinyl double bonds116'210 and

as mentioned previously the peak at 700cm"1 is due to the phenyl peak of styrene116'210

(see also Table 4.1). Two conversion factors (Cst778/9io and Cst778/i63o) were obtained

from the ratio of the area of the styrene monomer peak (Astm) at 778 cm'1 to the styrene

peaks (Astm) at 910 cm"1 and 1630 cm"1 respectively - see Equations 4.1 and 4.2.

stni(778cm-';
•'S1778/910

'st778/1630
_ stmC778cm"1;

Equation 4.1

Equation 4.2
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In a binary system ofepoxy and model vinyl ester resin:

1.0-,

0.0
1600 1000 800

Wavenumber (cm1)

Figure 4.2 mid FTIR spectra of DGEBA/BA:VER/AIBN unreacted system as an

example of all the peaks on interest used in this work.

The mid-FTIR spectra of an IPN example (in this case DGEBA/BA:VER/AIBN

IPN) is illustrated in Figure 4.2 with the position and identification of the main peaks of

interest clearly noted (see also Table 4.1). The conversion factors thai were developed

from the spectra of pure styrene monomer were then used in the binary systems of

epoxy and model vinyl ester (for example the DGEBA/BA:VER/AIBN IPN as

illustrated in Figure 4.2) to extract the styrene component from the regions at 910-915

cm"1 (overlapping of styrene and epoxy peaks) and 1630-1645cm"1 (overlapping of

styrene and methacrylate peaks) - see Equations 4.3 to 4.5.

A

A
stb 778cm"1 Equation 4.3

stbC910cm~';
st778/910

epbf 915cm"1,)-, =A
epb/stb(910cm'' +915cnrlj- . . -A stb(910cnr'; Equation 4.4

Astb is the proportion of the peak area due to the styrene absorption in the binary

systems. As the styrene peak at 778 cm"1 is not significantly disrupted by other peaks

(see Figures 4.1 and 4.2), the reaction of styrene can be monitored by the decrease in

this peak. Dividing the styrene peak at 778 cm"1 in the binary system by the conversion
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factor (Cst778/9io) obtained from the spectra of pure styrene monomer gives the

proportion of the overlapped peaks of styrene and epoxy at 910-915cm"1 due to styrene

(see Equation 4.3). Thus the proportion of the peak area at 910-915 cm*1 due to the

epoxy absorption in the binary systems (Aepb) can be detennined (see Equation 4.4). The

other separation of styrene and methacrylate: at 1630 and 1645 cm'1 was based on a

similar analysis using Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.5 giving the propoition of the peak

at 1630-1645 cm'1 which is the contribution of the methacrylate absorbance.

A = A
mcthbf 1645cm"1 j

A
1 J

slb(778cm"'j

'st 778/1630

Equation 4.5

The relative conversions of the various reactive species within the monomer blend were

then evaluated from the Beer-Lambert Law211:

A = ecd Equation 4.6

where s is an integrated molar absorptivity, c is the molar separation and d is the path

length. Thus assuming that Beers law is obeyed, the conversion is given by:

A
Equation 4.7

where a is the conversion, At is the integrated absorbance of the characteristic peak at

time t and Ao is the integrated absorbance of the characteristic peak at time zero. The

conversion of the reactive groups were determined from the decrease in area of the

characteristic peaks (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and Table 4.1) using the Grams Analyst

software version 3. IB. This program used the tangent baseline method to calculate the

area of the methacrylate peak between 1655-1615 cm'1 and the epoxy peak between

930-900cm"1. Due to the presence of overlapping peaks in the region between

900- 1000cm" this tangent baseline technique introduces approximately ±2%

uncertainty in the calculation of the conver&ion.
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Table 4.1 Band assignment for chemical groups from mid-FTIR absorption

spectra77'116'210

Chemical >

styrene

WavenumberJciKL1) $*

778, 910 and 1630

700

Ban f! assignment l^otr^ reactani#1or

—CH=CH2

unreacted vinyl double bonds

O
benzene ring

(Internal standard)

bisGMA 945' and 1645 —C=CH 2

CH3

unreacted methacrylate double bonds

DGEBA 915

830 and 1508

A
H2C—CH—

epoxy group

benzene ring

(Internal standard)

4.1.2 near FTIR band

Fourier transform near infra-red spectroscopy was also utilized to measure the

cure kinetics with a Nicolet 550 FTIR at a resolution of 4 cm'1. The liquid sample was

contained by a silicone gasket, which was sandwiched between two glass plates coated

with conductive indium-tin oxide and having a path length of 1 mm. A voltage was

applied across the glass plates which heated the sample in the assembly as described by

The absorption at 945 cm"1 was not vsed as a measure of methacrylate conversion in the mid FTIR
studies as it was superimposed with a broad peak which disturbed the area/height calculations.
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Rey et a/.212. The reaction temperature was maintained at 70°C as measured with a

thennocouple, which was inserted into the liquid. The characteristic peaks in the near

infrared region for the epoxy group, styrene unsaturation and methacrylate unsaturation

are 6070, 6135 and 6166 cm'1 respectively212'213. The area under the epoxy absorption

peak at 6070 cm"1 was used directly to calculate the conversion of the epoxy groups.

Unfortunately, the vinyl resonances of the styrene (6135cm"1) and methacrylate

(6166cm"1) groups overlap. Since previous mid-FTIR214'215 (see also Section 5) had

indicated that the rate of cure of styrene and methacrylate vinyl groups were very

similar, the NIR vinyl resonances were not separated, but their total area was measured

to give an average vinyl group conversion. After isothermal cure at 70°C for 450

minutes the samples were postcured at 160°C for 2 hours (unless stated otherwise).

Since the peaks lie on a curved spectrum, a 4th order polynomial was fitted to the

spectrum of the "fully CM ed" sample and this approximation of the underlying spectral

baseline was subtracted from the NIR spectra. The area under these peaks was used to

calculate the conversion of the epoxy and methacrylate groups in the uncured, partially

cured and "fully cured" systems.

Table 4.2 Band assignments for chemical groups from near-FTIR absorption

spectra212'213.

Chemical Name
. ,'>* V • */«-,

styrene

bisGMA

DGEBA

WaVenumber (cm"1) *

6135

6166

6070

4065

.Band Assignment,> 'i_ v«\*41<*'!>w/ '

- -CH=CH 2

unreacted vinyl double bonds

—C=CH 2

CH3

unreacted methacrylate double bonds

O
/ \

H,C CH

epoxy group

-O-
benzene ring

(Internal standard)
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4.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Scanning DSC

The kinetics of the cure were measured with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7, operated in

scanning mode (5°C/min) under a N2 atmosphere. The N2 gas flow rate was maintained

at ca. 20 cc/min. The temperature and enthalpy were calibrated using high purity indium

(transition point = 156.61°C, transition energy = 28.45 J/g) and purity zinc (transition

point = 419.47°C) standards. A baseline was recorded using two empty aluminium pans

that were scanned over the same temperature range of the experiment then subsequently

subtracted from the scan of the sample by the Perkin Elmer PC Series Software

(Version 3.1). Approximately 8-15 mg of the IPN resins were sealed in aluminium pans

and scanned from 40 to 300°C. In a number of cases the Perkin-Elmer Intracooler was

also used for subambient runs from -10 to 300°C. The specimens were subsequently re-

run from 40 to 300°C to determine the Tgs of the polymers using the mid-point method.

In most cases a minimum of 2 samples were measured for any one experiment to ensure

reproducibility. All exotherm energies are reported as Joules per gram of total resin

(pure resin or IPN resin). A typical exotherm obtained from a temperature scan from 50-

250°C of the neat DGEBA/1-MeI resin system is shown in Figure 4.3 In some cases,

and particularly in IPN systems, multiple peaks were recorded in the DSC scans and,

where possible, the overlapping peaks were approximately resolved by dropping a

vertical line from the heat flux curve to the baseline at the temperature corresponding to

the lowest heat flux and integrating the underlying curve to obtain the individual heats

of polymerization.

100 150 200

Temperature (°C)
250

Figure 4.3 A representative exotherm produced from scanning DSC
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Isothermal photopolymerization mode

The photopolymerization kinetics were measured with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7,

operated in isothermal mode under a N2 atmosphere. The instrument was modified to

allow the irradiation of the sample as discussed by Cook216. This modification involved

the use of a bifurcated fibre optic load (glass for visible light and quartz for UV), which

approximately balanced the thermal heating effect of the source. The standard DSC pan

lids were removed and replaced with transparent PET covers to allow irradiation of the

resin. Fine aluminium rings were placed k> each sample pan holder and PET covers (cut

to size with two small holes punched near the outside edge to allow for circulation of

N2) were placed above the rings to minimize thermal noise in the .system. The sample

(5-8 mg) was spread as a thin layer (ca 0.5mm) over the base of the aluminium sample

pan and the pan was left un-sealed to allow phctocuring. The sample pan was placed in

the DSC sample pan holder and covered with the PET cover before being left for 20

minutes at either 50°C or 100°C under a N2 atmosphere to minimize the effect of

dissolved oxygen and to equilibriate the sample temperature. No induction was

observed in the photocuring of the dimethacrylate and no thermal cure of the epoxy was

observed at. 50°C, however at 100°C approximately 10% cure occurred in the epoxy

component of the IPN during thv- 20 minute equilibriation. Isothermal scans were

repeated on the fully cured samples and the data was subtracted from all curing scans to

eliminate therma] effects from the light sources.

i

For visible light photopolyinerization, the sample was "mtiated with a Visilux-2

denial photocuring source (3.M, USA) which emits radiation predominantly in the 450-

500nm range but had a maximum ernittance near 470nm97 which is the wavelength of

maximum absorbance for CQ. The unattenuated radiation intensity at the base of the

DSC sample pan w?.s 2 mW cm*2 nra"1 at 470nm97, but for most studies the radiation

intensity was reduced by placing neutral density filters between the source and the fibre

optic bundle. For ultraviolet light photopolymerization, the sample was initiated with u

Spectroline SB-100PC/FA ultraviolet bmp (Spectronics). A glass bi-convex lens (Oriel,

USA) was used to further focus the UV radiation (predominantly 365 mn) on to the

fibre optic entrance. The unattenuated ra-.Haticn intensity at the sample pans, measured

using an International Light TU700 radiomcl^r fitted with a SED033/UVA/W detector

was 0.60 mW errf? at 365nm. In both cases, a shutter was used to allow an accurate
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control of the exposure time of the sample by the light source. A standard exotherm

produced from photopolymerization of DEBPADM/CQ/TMA with visible light is

shown in Figure 4.4. For consequent scanning DSC of these samples the sample pans

were removed and the lid clamped immediately before the sample was scanned as

specified previously in this work.

20 40 60 80 100 120

Time (seconds)
140 160 180 200

Figure 4.4 A representative exotherm produced by photopolymerization of

DEBPADMA/CQ/TMA with visible light.

4.3 Soxhlet Extractions

The un-grafted linear epoxy was extracted from the network forming VER in

semi-IPNs of VER/A1BN:DGEBA/BA and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An with chloroform as

a solvent using a soxhlet apparatus as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The sample was placed

in a pre-dried paper soxhlet (dried under vacuum at 50°C for 24 hours) tube before

further drying at 50°C under vacuum for a further 24 hours prior to extraction. The un-

grafted lineai- epoxy was extracted with chloroiorm under reflux for 24 hours. After

extraction the specimen was dried at 50°C for a further 24 hours prior to being weighed

to an accuracy of 0.01 mg.

, £*P; .".,• ,-., \,\:- -•'.
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chloroform

condensor

soxhlet extractor

extraction thimble

sample

round bottomed
flask

heating mantle

Figure 4.5 Schematic of the Soxhlet extraction

4.4 Rheology

The changes in the steady shear viscosity during cure of the neat resins and their

IPNs were followed via a Contraves Rheomat 115 type viscometer at 70°C using a cup

and bob arrangement (lmm gap) at a shear rate of 10 s'1. Gelation is commonly

determined as the stage when the stead)' shear viscosity diverges to infinity23'44 and so

the gel times were obtained by extrapolating the reciprocal of the viscosity to zero. All

steady shear experiments were repeated to ensure reproducibility.

Dynamic rheology of the systems were obtained at 70°C with angular

frequencies varying from 1 rad/s to 100 rad/s via a Rheometrics Dynamic Analyzer

(RDAII) using 40 mm diameter parallel plates, ca 0.5 mm gap and an average shear

strain of 40% which enhmced the sensitivity of the instrument to the gelation

phenomena. Gelation was determined by two criteria from this dynamic rheology data.

The time at which the real (G1) and the loss (G") shear moduli showed power law

behaviour and so tan5 became frequency independent was one definition50. In addition,

since gelation is accompanied by the formation of an elastic network, the time at which

G1 attained a value of 1 Pa, *"as also used as an operational definition which

corresponds to the detection limit of the experimental set-up.

Dynamic rheology which accentuated the vitrification phenomena of the systems
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was also performed at 70°C as above but using the Rheometrics RDAII and the Bohlin

CS-50 with ca 10 mm diameter parallel plates, and average shear strains varying from

40% (when liquid) to 0.016 % (when solid). The onset of the glass transition

temperature is often defined217 as occurring where the real shear modulus attains a value

in the region of 107-108 Pa. Since the rheometers become insensitive for stiff materials,

the vitrification time was operationally defined when G'= 107Pa. All dynamical

experiments were repeated to ensure reproducibility, however the values of shear

modulus obtained during the measurement of the gelation and vitrification properties

may not have been strictly comparable due to the different instrumentation and

experimental set-up used to accentuate the respective behaviors.

The dynamic mechanical behaviour of tL-j fully cured resins and IPNs were

measured with a Rheometrics RDAII (rectangular specimens in torsion) or a

Rheometrics Mark IV DMTA (rectangular samples in dual cantilever flexure). In the

dual cantilever bending test, both ends of the sample are clamped to a rigid frame and

the drive shaft was clamped to the center of the sample (see Figure 4.6). The glass

transition temperature was determined by the maximum in tan5 at 1 Hz in the dynamic

mechanical thermal analysis spectrum. The modulus of the rubbery region was

measured at 50°C above the giass transition temperature of the sample. Bar samples of

thickness ca lmm and width ca 6mm were tested in both Rheometrics torsion and

flexure setups. The bar samples were cured for 24 hours at 70°C and then postcured at

180°C for 2 hours (except where otherwise stated). All DMTA experiments of the fully

cured materials were repeated to ensure reproducibility. The error of the modulus was

estimated to be ca. ± 5-10 %.

Figure 4.6 Dual Cantilever Bending test frame with sample.
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4.5 Density Measurements
The densities of a selection of fully cured resin systems (to be used in the SANS

study) were measured using a Micrometrics pyncnometer. Tho pressure attained by the

fill and purge cycle was 17.5 psi. Approximately 2g of cured resin (dried at 50°C under

vacuum for 12h) weighed to an accuracy of ±0.0 lmg was sealed in the pressure

chamber prior to measurement. An average of 10 measurements of the density were

taken of each sample.

4.6 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

SANS experiments were performed at NIST*. The 8m SANS spectrometer was

configured to a sample-detector distance of 3.6m, off centre angle of 3.5°, with a central

incident neutron wavelength of 12 A (25% spread). The momentum transfer range

probed was 0.0006 A"1 < Q < 0.09 A"1. The data was reduced to absolute differential

cross section per unit volume (in cm"1) by calibration using a porous silicon standard of

know differential cross-section. The background scattering (without a sample in the

beam line), scattering due to stray neutrons and cosmic radiation (beamline blocked

with cadmium-strong neutron absorber) and incoherent scattering (predominantly due to

the hydrogen nuclei in the sample) were removed from the scattering data using the

IgorPro software attached to the SANS spectrometer. SANS was performed on plate

samples of the resins (thickness of 0.2mm to 0.3mm) which were machined from

samples (thickness 2mm) which had been cured for 24 hours at 70°C and then postcured

at 170°C for 2 hours (with exception to the VER/AflBN system which was only

postured to 150°C for 2 hours).

4.7 Water Uptake of Cured Resins

Samples for water uptake were prepared from plate samples of ca lmm

thickness were cured for 24 hours at 70°C and then postcured at 170°C for 2 hours, with

' The SANS experiments and data reduction was kindly performed at NIST, Gaithersburg by Dr Min Lin
on samples formulated and prepared by the author.
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the exception of the VER/AIBN system, which was only postcured to 150°C for 2

hours. After complete curing (confirmed by repeating DSC scans for the Tg) the samples

were machined into rectangular samples of dimension Icmx2cm. Prior to water sorption

testing the samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 50°C.

The water sorption tests were carried out at ENSAM, Paris by Dr Ilhame Merdas

on the samples at 75% relative humidity at three temperatures 50, 70 and 90°C. Each

test was duplicated to check for reproducibility. Throughout the duration of exposure,

the samples were periodically weighed using a laboratory balance with a relative

precision of 0.01 mg.
>

4.8 Mechanical Properties of Cured Resins

4.8.1 Compression Testing

IPN and neat resin samples were cured in 10mm diameter cylindrical Teflon ™

molds of length 16mm218 for 24 hours at 70°C, then postcured at 170°C for 2 hours. The

samples were then cooled slowly over a period of 4 hours before being de-molded.

The uniaxial compression yield experiments were performed at 22±2°C using a

Instron 4504 mechanical testing instrument with a 1 kN load cell with strain rates of

0.588, 0.0588 and 5.88x10"3 min"1 (corresponding to crosshead speeds from 10 to

O.lmm/min). The Instron 4504 was calibrated and balanced using the Instron Merlin

software internal balance and calibration program. The Young's modulus was

determined from the initial linear region of the stress-strain curve - a minimum of 4

repeat samples were tested. The modulus results were corrected for internal compliance

of the rig using a method described by Cook et al.219. The true sample stiffness Ks was

related to the apparent stiffness of the sample KA by the equation:

1 1 1
K

Equation 4.8

Here KR is the stiffness of the rig in compression (using a parallel sided steel specimen

having high stiffness) and was measured to be 4.ixlO4 Nmm"1. However, since the

stiffness of the polymer sample was significantly lower than the stiffness of the steel
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specimen used to obtain KR, the correction factor was small. The average yield stress

(determined from a minimum of 4 samples tested) for samples at each different strain

rate was defined as the point where the stress passed through a maximum or otherwise

as the obvious knee in the stress-strain plot.

4.8.2 Flexural Testing

Flexural testing was completed on specimens of dimensions

2mmxl0mmx2^mm using the same curing procedure as the DMTA samples. Testing

was performed using a small, steel, three point bend setup as illustrated in Figure 4.7 in

accordance with the ASTM standard220. The flexural strength was calculated using

Equation 4.9:

<r =
3FI

2bd2
Equation 4.9

where F is the force at break, 1 is the span length, b is the width of the sample and d is

the thickness of the sample.

The flexural modulus was calculated from the force-displacement curve using Equation

4.10:

E =
Abd'x

Equation 4.10

Where F is the load measured in the linear region of the curve at displacement x.

Testing was performed at 22±2°C on an Instro,1 4504 mechanical testing instrument at a

crosshead speed of 0.2mm/min, with a minimum oi:.-\ samples used for each material.
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Figure 4.7 Loading nose and support diagram for 3 point bending test setup

4.8.3 Error Analysis

A minimum of four specimens per sample, were used in the compression and

flexural tests. The average and the standard deviation (Std. Dev.) were calculated for n

samples and are represented in Tables 10.3 and 10.4.

Std. Dev. =
Equation 4.11

I „
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Chapter 5

Kinetics of Formation of

networks

5.1 Aliphatic and Aromatic Amines based

IPNs

5.1.1 Introduction

The cure behaviour of a series of IPNs formed from a model VER and an amine

cured epoxy resin has been studied by scanning DSC and isothermal mid-FTIR. This

study of semi- and full-IPNs and numerous combinations of the components within

them, gives an important understanding of the possible interactions between the VER

and the epoxy, potential grafting reactions, effects of dilution, plasticization and

vitrification, all of which are essential in building a solid base of knowledge of IPNs and

understanding their structure-property relationships.

I 5.1.2 Differential scanning calorimetry of IPN cure and

extraction studies

(a) AIBN initiated systems

The scanning DSC of the An- and DDM-cured DGEBA and the AIBN-initiated

VER are shown in Figure 5.1 The two epoxy systems show single broad exotherms at
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159 and 138°C respectively- the reason for this difference in cure temperatures is due to

an induction effect, attributable to /wra-substitution of alkyl groups on aniline as

discussed by Wise et a/.16. The heats of polymerization for the neat DGEBA/An and

DGEBA/DDM were 421 J/g and 373 J/g corresponding to 97.4 kJ/mol and 87.5 kJ/mol,

which were similar to the energy involved in opening the epoxy ring during cure

reported by Barton221 for the DGEBA/DDM system (91.4 kJ/mol) and close to that

found by Wise et a/.16 during the cure of epoxy/diamine systems (98-99 kJ/mol). The

VER exhibits a sharp peak at 92°C with a small shoulder near 110°C - the cause for the

shoulder is unclear but similar DSC traces have been observed previously for VER

resins17. Based on the heat of polymerization for methyl methacrylate of 56.2

kJ/mol17'222 and styrene 67.4 kJ/mol17'223, the theoretical heat of copolymerization of the

VER was calculated as 340.7 J/g (based on a bisGMA molecular weight of 490 g/mol

obtained by titration - see Section 3.2). The observed heat of polymerization of

VER/AIBN was 327 J/g, suggesting 96% cure. The scanning DSC curing traces of the

semi-IPN of AIBN/VER:DGEBA:An and the full-IPN of AJBN/VER:DGEBA/DDM

are also shown in Figure 5.1. The DSC traces of the IPN systems appear to show two

exothermic peaks: one narrow peak superimposed over a much broader peak,

corresponding in part to the cure of the VER and of the epoxy-amine network,

respectively. The VER/AIBN peak at 97 and 102°C in the IPNs is shifted to higher

temperatures than in the parent VER/AIBN (92°C) as a result of reduced reaction rates.

In a similar study of the cure of an IPN formed from diamine-cured DGEBA and a

radically cured diacrylate resin, Lin and Chang5 proposed a "network interlock effect"

in which mutual entanglements between the two polymer networks produced a sterically

hindered environment resulting in the reduction in the rate constant of the diacrylate.

resin. However, it is more likely that this rate reduction is due to dilution of the

reactants by the other components as suggested by Yang and Lee126 (see Section 2.4.2).

In contrast, the epoxy peak occurs at similar temperatures in the parent resin and the

IPN. This may be due to phase separation of the epoxy component, so that the

concentration of reactants in this phase are undiluted. Alternatively, this may be due to a

combination of opposing factors - the effect of dilution would be to decrease the

reaction rate however the preference of H-bonding OH groups on the bisGMA molecule

could counter this effect as it is known that the epoxy-amine reaction is catalyzed by H-

bonding groups66'73 (see Section 2.2.2). The overall heat of polymerization associated

with the peaks in the semi-IPN of VER/AIBN:DGEBA:An (373 J/g) and the full-IPN of

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM (400 J/g) corresponds closely to that expected from the
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average of their constituent parent resins (see Table 5.1). In addition, the similarity of

cure behaviour of the VER and epoxy components in the IPNs and in the neat resins

suggests that the curing mechanism of each component is not greatly affected by the

presence of the other, probably due to the lack of chemical interaction between the

components of the parent systems and in particular between AIBN and the amines. This

is in accord with research showing that azo compounds are generally not susceptible to

chemically induced decomposition90, unlike that observed for peroxides41>86'88'90'92'224.

Since the curing behaviour of the IPN is not affected by the extent of network formation

per se, the subsequent studies of IPNs containing aromatic amine curatives were

restricted to the monomeric amine species, aniline, because its liquid nature simplified
•n-

the preparation of the IPN mixture.

VER/AIBN

50:50 semi IPN
VER/AIBN: DGEBA/An

160°C
50:50 full IPN

VER/AIBN: DGEBA/DDM

DGEBA/An

DGEBA/DDM

150 200

Temperature (°C)
250 300

Figure 5.1 DSC scans of the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-IPN, the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM full-IPN and the parent resin systems
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Analogous to the investigations of the IPNs involving aromatic amine-cured

DGEBA systems, the IPNs involving aliphatic amines of butylamine and crosslinking

diamino-octane were also studied. Due to their chemical similarity, the curing behaviour

of DGEBA/BA and DGEBA/DAO were almost identical as noted by Mayr et al.n\

both exhibited broad exotherms at 90°C (Figure 5.2). The heats of polymerization for

the neat DGEBA/BA and DGEBA/DAO were 398 J/g and 424 J/g corresponding to

88.1 kJ/mol and 93.7 kJ/mol, which is close to that reported in the literature on similar

systems16'225. The neat VER/AIBN resins exhibited a narrow exotherm at 92°C with a

corresponding exotherm of 327 J/g. Due to the proximity of the exotherm curves for the

parent resins, it was not possible to comment on dilutional or catalytic effects of each

component on the other. The DSC traces of the 50:50 semi-IPN and 50:50 full-IPN are

similar to those obtained from the sum of the neat resin components, with the total heat

of polymerization for the semi- and full-IPNs being close to that predicted from the

average of the cure of the component resin systems (see Table 5.2). As a result of the

similarity between the curing behaviour of the semi-IPN and full-IPN, further studies of

IPNs containing aliphatic amine curatives were restricted to the monomeric amine

species, butylamine, because its liquid nature simplified the preparation of the IPN

mixture.
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6 r VER/AIBN

50:50 semi IPN
VER/AIBN: DGEBA/BA

50:50 full IPN
VER/AIBN: DGEBA/DAO

DGEBA/BA

DGEBA/DAO

50 100 150 200

Temperature (°C)

250 300

Figure 5.2 DSC scans of 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA, semi-IPN, 50:50

VER/AIBN

To provide further information of the curing behaviour in the IPNs, studies were

made of IPN systems containing only some of the components. For example, a DSC

scan of the VER/AIBN:BA combination (see Table 5.2) - where the weight fractions of

components is as in the IPN except that it contains no DGEBA, indicated a quite

complete exotherm attributable to the VER exhibiting a total heat of polymerization

(309 J/g for the VER/AIBN component, allowing for the dilution of the resin by BA)

which is close to that expected for full polymerization of the neat VER/AIBN system

(327 J/g). However some evidence of potential grafting reactions between the IPN

components can be observed. For example, the initiator-free systems bisGMA:An and
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bisGMA:BA (which are analogs to VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An and

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA) should not show significant reaction of the methacrylate

groups since thermal cure of VER in the absence of radical initiator was found to

require temperatures above 200°C. However mid-ITHl spectroscopy indicated that a

reaction occurred at 70°C, leading to a consumption of methacrylate groups, as shown

in Figure 5.3. This reaction is presumably the Michael addition130, in which a

nucleophile (the amine) attacks the electron deficient double bond (the methacrylate

group) followed by the transfer of a proton. The Michael reaction between secondary

amino hydrogen and the fumarate double bond in unsaturated polyester resins is well

documented130"132- see Section 2.4.2. Investigations of epoxy/polyester IPNs by

Subramaniam and McGarry3 indicated a significant amount of intersystem grafting

occurred partially due to the Michaels addition reaction between the amine curative for

the epoxy and the double bonds of the polyester. A schematic of grafting of the epoxy

and dimetliacrylate due to the Michaels addition is outlined in Figure 5.4. The extent of

methacrylate reaction in the bisGMA:BA system is higher than for bisGMA:An - this is

what would be expected for Michael addition because the aliphatic amine is a stronger

base226. A comparison of the curing kinetics of the VER component in the IPN with the

bisGMA/amine reaction suggest that although the consumption of methacrylate double

bond due to the Michael reaction is less than that due to free radical polymerization by

AIBN, it is still significant. It is interesting to note that despite the approximately

equimolar ratio of NH and methacrylate groups present in these systems, cure at 70°C

for 24 h did not produce complete reaction of the methacrylate groups in the

bisGMA/amine systems and that postcure at 150°C for 3h only resulted in

approximately 20% conversion.

The un-grafted epoxy component in the postcured 50:50 semi-IPNs of

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An was extracted with chloroform

(as described in Section 4.3) and it was found that, after 24 hrs of extraction, 22.2 wt%

of the epoxy component was grafted to the VER network in the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN and 5.3 \vt% of the epoxy component was grafted to

the VER network in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-IPN. The higher grafting in the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA IPN than in the VER/AJBN:DGEBA/An IPN is qualitatively

consistent with the higher infra-red conversions of vinyl groups for the bisGMA/BA

system than the bisGMA/An system as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Mid-FTIR methacrylate conversion (measured from the decrease in

methacrylate absorption at 1645cm"1)* versus time for the VER/AIBN,

bisGMA/BA and bisGlVIA/An at 70°C.
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Figure 5.4 Schematic of the Michaels addition of an amine across the methacrylate

unsaturation leading to grafting of the epoxy and dimethacrylate networks.

Please note that the Michael addition reaction was not quantitatively followed by the consumption of
amine groups at 3500 cm*1 as indicated previously3'4 due to the overlapping absorptions of the hydroxy
groups of the bisGMA which were also present in this region.

!-»
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(b) CHP initiated systems

The VER/CHP:DGEBA/An system shows two DSC exothermic curing peaks

(Figure 5.5) which are similar to the DSC peaks found for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An

system (Figure 5.1), except that the first peak in the VER/CHP:DGEBA/An semi-IPN is

much smaller. The dominant curing exothemi at 161 °C in the IPN corresponds to that of

the DGEBA/An component, which exhibits a peak at 159°C in the parent resin. The

invariance of the epoxy peak temperature in the IPN and the neat resin, indicates a

constant epoxy cure rate, and as discussed above may be due to the combination of a

rate reduction due to dilution in the IPN and the rate acceleration due to the catalytic

effect of H-bonding of the epoxy-amine transition state66'73'224 with the bisGMA

hydroxy groups (see Equations 2.16-2.20) or due to the similar effect of the dimethyl

benzyl alcohol in the CHP solution or phase separation. The smaller peak observed at

143°C attributed to vinyl polymerization in the IPN DSC trace occurs at a significantly

higher temperature than that in the neat VER/CHP resin (125°C), indicating a reduction

in the VER cure rate. This may be due to a dilutional effect from the DGEBA and/or

due to a reduction of the activity of the CHP. The latter may be caused by redox

interactions between the peroxide and the amine - it is known that in some cases amines

can catalyze the decomposition of peroxides41>86>88'90"92>224 to radicals but perhaps in the

present case, the redox reaction may result in non-radical products which causes a

reduction in radical formation. The total heat of polymerization for the EPN (378 J/g) is

very close to the average of the individual components (370 J/g), suggesting that full

cure can be obtained for this system under reasonable curing conditions.
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Figure 5.5 DSC scans of the CHP-initiated VER, the An-cured DGEBA and the

50:50 VER/CHP:DGEBA/An semi-IPN

Figure 5.6 shows the DSC curing exotherms for the 50:50

VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA system. In this particular semi-IPN, the DGEBA/BA cures

faster than the VER/CHP and so the first exotherm peak of the 50:50 IPN represents the

partial cure of the epoxy component. The second DSC peak at 136°C presumably

represents the partial cure of the VER network by CHP-derived radicals. However, this

system appears to have significant inter-component interaction. A broad exothermic

peak is observed in the IPN at 220°C, which may be attributed to thermal cure of the

VER resin. This assignment is confirmed by the DSC scan of VER:DGEBA/BA

(omitting the peroxide) which shows the peak cure of the epoxy at 89°C (with an

exotherm of 202 J/g corresponding to complete cure of DGEBA/BA) and a broad

exotherm at 220°C which is close to the exotherm found during non-catalyzed thermal
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cure of VER (see Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2). This thermal cure of residual vinyl groups

in the complete IPN system indicates that the CHP has been unable to fully cure the

VER component, perhaps due to catalytic decomposition of CHP by butylamme,

causing a significant loss of radicals. It is interesting to note that even after scanning up

to 300°C, the IPN is not fully cured as shown by the small heat of polymerization (259

J/g, Table 5.2) compared with the expected average value of the parent resins (358 J/g).

One possible explanation for the reduction in heat of polymerization is that the CHP

concentration is rapidly consumed by redox reactions with the butylamine, causing

premature peroxide decomposition and subsequent depletion of radicals similar to the

effect of dead-end radical polymerization227"229. This is in contrast to the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA system which showed virtually full cure (Figure 5.2 and

Table. 1).

7 r VER/CHP

J 6

| 5

o

S 4

3 3

0

124°C 50:50 semi IPN
VER/CHP : DGEBA/BA

86°C
220°C

136°C DGEBA/BA

90°C VER (thermal cure)

89°C

l/ER: DGEBA/BA

220°C

JL
50 100 150 200

Temperature (°C)

250

Figure 5.6 DSC scans of the VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN, the parent resins,

the thermal cure of VER and the system VER:DGEBA/BA (without radical

initiator).
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(c) BPO initiated systems

The IPN systems containing the BPO initiated VER resin showed interesting

behaviour. The 50:50 VER/BPO:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN exhibited two DSC peaks (see

Figure 5.7). The lower temperature exotherm at 86°C corresponds very closely to the

curing exotherm in the neat DGEBA/BA system (90°C). The shift of this peak to lower

temperatures is opposite to that expected from dilution and may be due to the

accelerating effect of the OH groups from the bisGMA or the water in the BPO paste.

The second peak at approximately 229°C corresponds closely to that of the VER

thermal curing temperature (195°C). The total heat of polymerization was measured to

be approximately 249 J/g (integration range 0-27 5 °C), which is lower than that expected

from an average of the parent resins (340 J/g). As observed in the

VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA system, the reduction in heat of polymerization may be due to

the consumption of BPO by redox reactions with the butylamine, causing premature

peroxide decomposition and subsequent depletion of radicals similar to the effect of

dead-end radical polymerization227'229. The DSC traces in the semi-IPN also exhibited

considerable noise above 250°C, possibly due to volatilization of unreacted species

within the system and this may have effected the measurement of the heat of

polymerization.

The 50:50 VER/BPO:DGEBA/An system (Figure 5.7) also exhibits two

exothermic peaks, at approximately 138°C and at 213°C. The peak at 138°C (which

would be expected to be due to epoxy cure) occurs at a lower temperature than the

epoxy cure peak in the neat DGEBA/An (150°C), possibly due to acceleration of the

DGEBA/An reaction by the bisGMA hydroxyl groups or the water stabilizer in the BPO

paste. Alternatively it may be an artificial result caused by an overlap of the epoxy peak

with a lower temperature peak due to partial cure of the VER. The higher temperature

curing exotherm in the IPN corresponds closely to the thermal VER cure (195°C - see

Table 5.2). The total heat of polymerization was measured to be 260 J/g (integration

range 25-275°C), which is lower than that expected from an average of the parent resins

(352 J/g). Similar to the VER/BPO:DGEBA/BA system, the reduction in heat of

polymerization may be due to the consumption of BPO by redox reactions with the

amine (in this case aniline), causing premature peroxide decomposition and subsequent

depletion of radicals similar to the effect of dead-end radical polymerization227*229.
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Figure 5.7 DSC scans of the 50:50 VER/BPO :DGEB A/An and

VER/BPO:DGEBA/BA semi-IPNs and the parent resins.

(d) MEKP initiated systems

The DSC scan of the VER/MEKP system (Figure 5.8) shows a sharp exotherm

at 123°C while DGEBA cured with aniline exhibits a broad exotherm at 159°C. The

50:50 blend of the two systems has a very broad exotherm region with overlapping

peaks at 93°, 150° and 209°C, suggesting that complex interactions have occurred

between the components. The first peak may be due to the cure of VER by the

accelerated decomposition of MEKP by aniline - Many workers41'86'88'90"92'224 have

reported that aromatic amines can undergo a redox reaction with peroxides, resulting in

enhanced radical production. The second peak at 150°C may be associated with the

DGEBA/An cure, perhaps accelerated by the bisGMA hydroxyl groups, as discussed

above. The final peak at 209°C may be due to thermal cure of the VER components due
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to premature loss of radical initiator in the early stages of the VER cure. The total heat

of polymerization of the IPN is 380 J/g, which is similar to the average of the enthalpies

of the pure systems (370 J/g), suggesting that full cure has been attained, but only after

high temperature cure (up to 275°C), with a significant contribution to this exotherm

pertaining to the high temperature thermal curing of VER.

c•3
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C
Oo

JO

VER/MEKP

50:50 semi IPN
VER/MEKP:DGEBA/An

DGEBA/An

150 o 200
Temperature °C

Figure 5.8 DSC scans of the 50:50 VER/MEKP:DGEBA/An semi-IPN and the

parent resins.

The scanning DSC of DGEBA cured with butylamine (Figure 5.9) exhibits a broad low

temperature DSC peak (89°C) compared with the higher temperature and narrower peak

at 124°C, due to VER/MEKP cure. However the blend of the two systems produces two

quite broad peaks at 89°C and 218°C. The heat of polymerization for the lower
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Figure 5.9 DSC scans of VER/MEKP.DGEBA/BA and the parent resins

temperature peak of the IPN (approximately 245 J/g) is greater than 50% (199 J/g) of

the heat of polymerization of the DGEBA/BA system, suggesting that partial cure of the

VER component is also occurring within this lower temperature peak at temperatures

much less than for neat resin. Such behaviour has been suggested above for the

VER/MEKP:DGEBA/An and possibly the VER/BPO:DGEBA/BA system. One

possible explanation of the apparent absence of a separate peak due to MEKP cure of

the VER may be the amine-accelerated peroxide decomposition41 >86'88'90'92'224 as

discussed previously. The presence of a residual exotherm peak at 218°C, which is close

to the peak at 195°C found in the thermal cure of VER without initiator (Table 5.2),

suggests that the redox reaction between the MEKP and BA causes premature depletion

of the peroxide (occurring at ca 90°C) before full VER cure is attained and that further

thermal cure of the VER component occurs at 218°C. The total heat of polymerization

for the two exothermic peaks of the 50:50 semi IPN of VER/MEKP :DGEBA/BA is 317

J/g (integrated from 50-275 °C) which is less than the weighted average of the
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VER/MEKP cure and the DGEBA/BA (359 J/g), suggesting a significant degree of

under-curing for this particular system.
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Figure 5.10 Variations of the VER/MEKP:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN system - DSC

thermograms of VER/MEKP:BA and VER/MEKP:DGEBA.

Variations of the VER/MEKP :DGEBA/B A system were studied to provide more

complete explanations for the unusual cure behaviour in this series of IPNs. The top

DSC curve in Figure 5.10 shows the interfering effects of BA on the VER/MEKP cure -

the first curing exothenn peak at 89°C has a heat of polymerization of only 19 J/g in

comparison with the parent resin of VER/MEKP which exhibits an exothenn peak at

123°C and a heat of polymerization of 320 J/g (see Table 5.2). The second peak near

190°C in the VER/MEKP:BA system is consistent with thermal cure of the VER (c/f

Figure 5.6). The DSC trace shows considerable noise above 210°C and this may be due

to loss of the volatile amine by evaporation. A comparison of the VER/MEKP scan in

Figure 5.9 and the VER/MEKP:DGEBA scan in Figure 5.10 also reveals the dilutional

effect of uncured DGEBA resin on the cure of the VER/MEKP resin - the VER curing
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peak is shifted from 124°C in the neat resin to 131°C in the DGEBA-diluted resin.

Figure 5.11 illustrates the differences between two semi-IPNs cured with and

without the presence of the accelerator cobalt octoate. Ao discussed previously and

shown in Figure 5.8, the VER/MEKP:DGEBA/An semi-IPN exhibits a complicated

DSC curve with peaks at 93°, 150° and 209°C. When cobalt octoate is included in the

system, the small peak at 93°C is magnified and shifted to a lower temperature (75°C)

confirming that the production of radicals from MEKP has been enhanced by the redox

reaction of cobalt and MEKP. However this peak at 75°C in the

VER/MEKP/Co:DGEBA/An system is much smaller (approximately 21 J/g) than is

observed for VER/MEKP/Co cure (321 J/g with a peak at 80°C - see Table 5.2) so that

some of the activity of the MEKP must have been lost by interactions with aniline. In

contrast, the VER/MEKP:DGEBA/BA system showed similar DSC curves with and

without Co indicating that much of the MEKP activity was destroyed by side reactions

with the amine with the result that the thermal cure of the dimethacrylate was the main

cure mechanism.
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Figure 5.11 The effects of cobalt octoate accelerator on the scanning DSC cure of

VER/MEKP/Co:DGEBA/An and VER/MEKP/Co:DGEBA/BA
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Table 5.1 Heat of polymerization and peak temperatures for individual peaks for

IPNs involving aromatic amine-cured epoxies

System - ' Curing Peak (°C) AH(J/g) Integration
range (°C)

AIBN initiated systems
VER/AIBN
50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM

DGEBA/An
DGEBA/DDM

Peakl:92°C
Peakl: 102°C
Peak2:159°C
Peakl:97°C
Peak 2: 133°C
Peakl:159°C
Peakl:138°C

327
373

400

421
373

50-275
50-275

50-275

50-250
50-250

CHP initiated systems
VER/CHP
50:50 VER/CHP:DGEBA/An

DGEBA/An

Peakl: 125°C
Peakl: 143°C
Peak2:161°C
Peakl: 159°C

318
378

421

50-250

50-250
BPO initiated systems
VER/BPO
50:50 VER/BPO:DGEBA/An

DGEBA/An

104°C
Peakl:138°C
Peak2:213°C
Peakl:159°C

283
260

421

50-200
25-275

50-250
MEKP initiated systems
VER/MEKP
VER/MEKP/Co
50:50 VER/MEKP:DGEBA/An

50:50
VER/Co/MEKP:DGEBA/An
DGEBA/An

123°C
80°C
Peaks at: 93°C, 50°C,
209° C
Peakl:75°C
Peak 2:193 °C
Peak 1: 159°C

320
321
380

Peak 1:21
Peak 2: 280
421

45-275
45-275

45-275

50-250
Other mixed systems
VER/MEKP:An

VER/MEKP/Co:An

VER/Co:An

MEKP/Co:DGEBA/An
MEKP:DGEBA/An
VER:An

Peakl:90°C
Peak 2: 220°C
Peak 1:84°C
Peak 2: 181°C
Peak 1: 190°C
Decomposition of
volatiles at 250-260°C
151°C
149°C
190°C

Peak 1: 12
Peak 2: 94
Peak 1:84
Peak 2: 36
218

444
449
195

45-275

45-275

50-275

45-275
45-275
45-275
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Table 5.2 Heat of polymerization and peak temperatures for individual peaks for

IPNs involving aliphatic amine-cured epoxies

?ystem.aiiiiit SGuriiigPeakCC) ?•*>,'wmmm. ' . r,
AH (J/g)
;. j f

Integration,
range (°C).

AIBN initiated systems
VER/AEBN
50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA
50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO
DGEBA/BA
DGEBA/DAO

Peakl:92°C
90°C

92°C

90°C
90°C

327
379

395

398
424

50-275
45-275

0-275

0-275
0-275

CHP initiated systems
VER/CHP
50:50 VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA

DGEBA/BA

Peakl:125°C
Peakl:86°C
Peak 2: 136°C
Peak3:205°C
90°C

318
259

398

50-250
45-275

0-275
BPO initiated systems
VER/BPO
50:50 VER/BPO:DGEBA/BA

DGEBA/BA

105°C
Peakl:86°C
Peak 2: 229°C
90°C

283
Peak 1:101
Peak 2: 148
398

MEKP initiated systems
VER/MEKP
VER/MEKP/Co
50:50
VER/MEKP:DGEBA/BA
50:50
VER/MEKP/Co:DGEBA/BA
DGEBA/BA

123°C
80°C
Peakl:89°C
Peak2.218°C
Peakl:91°C
Peak2:204°C
90°C

320
321
Peak 1:245
Peak 2: 72
Peakl: 162
Peak 2: 78
398

50-200
0-275

0-275

45-275
45-275
50-275

50-275

0-275
Other mixed systems
VER/AIBN:BA
MEKP:DGEBA/BA
Co/MEKP:DGEBA/BA
VER/MEKP/Co:DGEBA

VER/MEKP/Co:BA

VER/Co:DGEBA/BA

VER/MEKP:BA

VER/BA

VER (thermal cure)
VER/MEKP:DGEBA
VER:DGEBA/BA

96°C
89°C
89°C
Peakl:85°C
Peak 2: 193°C
Peak 1:118°C
Peak 2°C 197
Peakl:91°C
Peak 2:203°C
Peakl:89°C
Peak2:190°C
Peakl: 125°C
Peak2:195°C
195°C
131°C
Peakl:89cC
Peak 2. 220°C

324
390
341
Peakl: 134
Peak 2: 19
Peak 1:16
Peak 2: 42
Peak 1:142
Peak 2: 82
Peak 1:19
Peak 2: 40
Peak 1:20
Peak 2:40
320
161
Peak 1:202
Peak 2: 108

45-275
45-275
45-275
45-275

45-275

45-275

45-275

25-275

100-275
25-275
25-275
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5.1.3 Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy of IPN cure

(a) AIBN initiated systems

Figure 5.12 shows the variation in the mid-FTIR spectrum during the cure of the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-EPN. The main change appears to be the reduction in

magnitude of the methacrylate (1645cm'1), styrene (778, 910and 1650 cm"1) and epoxy

(915cm"1) peaks as cure proceeds.

0.0

— 0 time
— 10 minutes
• • 90 minutes

— 180 minutes
- - - 2 4 hours
— 24 hours + 3 hours postcure at 150°C

(S: 700cm" - reference peak)

1660 1640 1620 1000

Wavenumber cm-i

Figure 5.12. FTIR spectra for the cure of 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An at 70°C

illustrating the epoxy (E), methacrylate (M) and styrene (S) characteristic peaks.

The conversion with time of styrene, methacrylate and epoxy groups during cure

of the IPN at 70°C are shown in Figure 5.13. During the isothermal cure of both the

vinyl ester system and the 50:50 IPN, the styrene and methacrylate conversion data

exhibit brief induction periods, presumably due to the presence of free radical inhibitors

in the resins. The conversions of styrene and methacrylate groups are significantly

delayed in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An system compared with the neat VER/AIBN

system, as suggested by the DSC studies (see Section 5.2.1). The decrease in the rate of

C=C conversion in the semi-IPN may be partly attributable to the dilution of the

reactants by the DGEBA resin as discussed above. However after 300 minutes cure at
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70°C, the IPN system exhibits a higher level of conversion of both styrene and

methacrylate groups, compared with the neat VER. Since the reaction of DGEBA is

very slow in the IPN, the increased conversion of vinyl groups in the IPN may be due to

the presence of imreacted DGEBA in the IPN that acts as a plasticizer by enhancing

mobility within the system and hence enabling a higher degree of reaction before

vitrification occurs (see Section 2.1.1). This behaviour is similar to that observed by Jin
1 OQ

et al. for polyurethane-monomethacrylate/trimethacrylate IPNs. However, postcuring

of the VER and of the IPN at 150°C caused almost complete vinyl conversion in both

networks, confirming that the undercure of the epoxy was due to vitrification of the

IPN.
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Figure 5.13 Conversion versus time for the epoxy, methacrylate and styrene in the

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An and the parent resins at a cure temperature of 70°C

As shown in Figure 5.13, the rate of epoxy conversion in the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-IPN is very similar to that in the neat DGEBA/An system

up to 100 min. The apparent similarity of epoxy cure rate up to 100 min may be the

combined result of a dilutional effect and a rate accelerating effect in the IPN, discussed
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above. However after 100 min, the epoxy conversion in the IPN is retarded in

comparison with the neat resin, which may be due to the dominance of the dilutional

effect. Close to full conversion of the epoxy was observed after postcure at 150°C

which is close to the Tgs of the two components, indicating that the presence of the VER

network does not produce a significant topological restraint on the cure of the epoxy.
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Figure 5.14 Conversion versus time for the epoxy, methacrylate and styrene in the

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGE3A/BA semi-IPN and the parent resins at a cure

temperature of 70°C

The conversion with time of styrene, methacrylate and epoxy groups for the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN is shown in Figure 5.14. The conversions of styrene

and methacrylate groups are significantly delayed in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA

system possibly due to dead-end polymerization227"229 resulting from a depletion of

active radicals by their reaction with amine to form a less active species. However, this

does not explain why full cure was not attained on postcure or why full cure was

observed by DSC (Figure 5.2). An alternative explanation, supported by other data (see

Chapter 8) is that phase separation occurs during cure, resulting in a low Tg (epoxy rich)

phase and a VER rich phase. For the epoxy component, the final conversion at 70°C in

the IPN and the neat resin is close to 100% because the low Tg of DGEBA/BA (67°C by

DMT A) prevents vitrification in the epoxy phases (see 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). However, at

70°C the VER rich phase would vitrify prior to complete conversion (see Figure 5.14)
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because its TBis greater than the rvi-fng temperature. In confirmation of this postcuring

of the VER and of the EPN at 150°C caused almost complete conversion of styrene and

methacrylate groups.

(b) CHP initiated systems

The conversion of the reactive groups at 70°C in the neat resins and the 50:50

VER/CHP:DGEBA/An semi-IPN is shown in Figure 5.15. The cure of styrene and the

methacrylate groups is significantly slower in the IPN than in the VER resin, in

agreement with the DSC results. The IPN and the neat VER both show full conversion

of the styrene and methacrylate groups when postcured at 150°C (above the maximum

Tg of the parent resins). While it was found in the VER7AIBN:DGEBA/An system that
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Figure 5.15 FTIR conversion versus time for the 50:50 VER/CHP:DGEBA/An and

the parent resins at 70°C.

the epoxy component enhanced the VER cure through a plasticizing mechanism, in the

VER/CHP:DGEBA/An system, the epoxy reacts at a similar rate to the VER

components and so there are fewer small molecules able to act as plasticizers of the

VER component. This may account for the lower level of cure of the VER components

(c/f the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPN) when cured at 70°C due to vitrification of the
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VER/CHP:DGEBA/An IPN.

The epoxy conversion is initially faster in the VER/CHP:DGEBA/An semi-IPN

(Figure 5.15), than in the neat resin. As mentioned earlier, this may be a catalytic effect

of the hydroxy groups in the bisGMA molecule on the diamine/epoxy reaction"',

however the initial epoxy cure rate is also faster in the CHP-initiated IPN (Figure 5 15)

than in the AEBN-initiated IPN (Figure 5.13) and this may be due to the additional

accelerating effect of the hydroperoxy groups. After approximately 250 minutes, the

cure rate of the epoxy in the IPN becomes less than the neat epoxy and this may be

partly due to a dilution effect in the IPN.
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Figure 5.16 FTIR conversion versus time for 50:50 VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA and the

parent resins at 70°C.

The conversion of the reactive groups at 70°C in the neat resins and the 50:50

VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN is shown Figure 5.16. The conversions of styrene and

methacrylate groups are significantly delayed in the VER/CHP:DGEBA/BA system

possibly due to the vitrification of the epoxy network at the curing temperature of 70°C

- as suggested for the VER/AEBN:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN (see Figure 5.14). In this

system it is the DGEBA that cures more rapidly than the model VER. Since the reaction

of the VER is slower in the IPN, the increased conversion of epoxy groups in the IPN

may be due to the presence of unreacted VER in the IPN, which acts as a plasticizer by

enhancing mobility within the system and hence enabling a higher degree of reaction

• - ; > •
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before vitrification occurs. There appears to be a premature loss of peroxide initiator

due to interactions between the amine and the peroxide because even after postcuring at

150°C the methacrylate component in the IPN could not reach full conversion.

5.1.4 Conclusions

The polymerization behaviour of IPNs formed from radically-initiated VER and

amine-cured epoxy has been investigated by temperature-ramping DSC from 0°C to

300°C and by isothermal mid-FTIR at a curing temperature of 70°C. Apart from a

dilutional (solvent) effect by the other components on the YER cure, the DSC studies

showed that IPNs formed with AEBN-initiated VER exhibited the most independent

cure behaviour. In contrast, initiation of the VER component by BPO, CHP and MEKP

all showed strong interactions between the peroxide and the amine, particularly for

aliphatic amines. The cure of the DGEBA resin was less affected by the radical initiator,

however there is evidence that the hydroxy groups of bisGMA (or in the diluent of the

peroxide) caused acceleration of the epoxy cure by H-bonding catalysis66'73. Evidence

for grafting reactions (presumably by Michael addition) between the amine groups of

the epoxy-amine system and the methacrylate groups of the YER were demonstrated by

FTIR and extraction studies.

More detailed studies of the IPN cure by isothermal FTIR showed that the cure

rate of one of the components affected the level of cure of the second component. Thus

the presence of unreacted components (such as DEGBA or amines) of the epoxy system

could plasticize the IPN and enable a higher level of reaction in the VER before

vitrification occurred. In addition, if one of the components (such as the VER

component) attained a high level of cure early in the formation of the IPN, the high

level of crosslinking contributed to premature vitrification, which limited the extent of

cure of the other component. Due to these complications in the cure of IPNs, the kinetic

expressions discussed in Section 2.2 and 2.3 could not be applied. None of the curing

behaviour could be attributed to the "network interlock" process suggested by Lin and

co-workers133'137'230. In most cases, near-complete cure of the IPN components could be

attained by postcuring above the Tg of the component networks. Topological constraint

by one network on the full cure of the other component was relatively limited for the

systems showed.
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5.2 Jmidazole based IPNs

5.2.1 Introduction

In this section the polymerization kinetics for full and semi IPNs based on a

model VER and an imidazole-cured epoxy resin have been studied by scanning DSC

and isothermal FTIR. The chemical interactions between the VER initiating system and

the imidazole curative, effects of plasticization by one component of the cure of the

other and effects of vitrification have been examined.

5.2.2 Differential scanning calorimetry of IPN cure

(a) AIBN initiated systems

The temperature ramping DSC cure behaviours of the AIBN-initiated VER, the

1-MeI initiated DGEBA and their IPNs are shown in Figure 5.17. The DSC

thermograms of the neat VER/AIBN and the DGEBA/1-MeI (5 wt%) exhibit single

peaks with slight shoulders at the higher temperature side of the exotherms whereas the

IPNs of the vinyl ester resin and DGEBA epoxy (Figure 5.17) show two distinct

exotherms. The observed heat of polymerization of VER/AIBN was 327 J/g, suggesting

96% cure (c/f theoretical - see Section 5.1.2).The heat of polymerization for the neat

DGEBA/1-MeI was 471 J/g corresponding to 92 kJ/mol, which was similar to the

energy involved in opening the epoxy ring during epoxy cure, as reported in the

literature for epoxy/imidazole systems (97-103 kJ/mol)231'232 and within the range

reported for DGEBA/amine systems16"221'225. Based on the close correspondence of

peak temperatures in the neat and blended systems, the lower and upper exotherms in

the DSC traces of the IPNs can be attributed to the vinyl ester and DGEBA cure,

respectively. The designation of the lower and upper exotherms to the cure of vinyl

ester and epoxy respectively is confirmed by variations in the composition of this

system. The resolved contributions to the DSC exotherm show that the areas of the

lower and upper peaks are approximately proportional to the weight fractions of VER

and epoxy components in the IPN respectively as shown in Table 5.3. In addition, the

total polymerization enthalpies for the 75:25, 50:50 and 25:75 blends of
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VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel are 364, 415 and 444 J/g, which are comparable with the

weighted averages of the entlialpies for the individual components of 362, 399 and 435

J/g, respectively, suggesting that 'full' cure was achieved at moderate temperatures and

that blending had not impaired the curing ability of each resin.
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Figure 5.17 DSC scans of VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI (5 wt%) and their IPNs.

The curing exotherm peak of the vinyl ester component shifted from 92°C to

101°C in the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel EPN and the epoxy exotherm shifted

from 117°C to 120°C in the 50:50 BPN (Figure 5.17). Similar behaviour was also

observed for IPNs prepared from diamine-cured DGEBA and VER (see Section 5.1)

and may be due to dilution of the reactants, which reduces the rate of cure and therefore

raises the peak temperature. However the 75:25 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN

exhibits an acceleration of the cure of the VER - the reason for this observation is
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unclear because catalytic decomposition of AIBN is not expected. In a similar study of

the cure of an EPN formed from diamine-cured DGEBA and a radically cured diacrylate

resin, Lin and Chang5 proposed a "network interlock effect" in which mutual

entanglements between the two polymer networks produced a sterically hindered

environment resulting in the reduction in the rate constant of the diacrylate resin.

However this argument does not seem to be applicable to the data shown in Figure 5.17

because the epoxy network does not start to develop until the cure of the VER is nearly

complete.

m
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Table 5.3 Summary of the DSC analysis of the VER cured with various radical

initiators, DGEBA cured with 1-MeI and the IPNs formed from these resins.

System , '
t

Curing Peak (°C) t • AH (j/g) • , ? « « ? ;^Integration M*

AIBN and 1-MeI initiators
VER/1%AIBN
75:25 VER/1 wt% AIBN:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI
50:50 VER/1 \vt% AIBN:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI
25:75 VER/1 wt% AIBN:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI
DGEBA/5 wt%l-MeI

92°C
Peak 1: 85°C
Peak 2: 125°C
Peakl: 101°C
Peak 2: 120°C
Shoulder: 94°C
Peak: 118°C
117°C

327
Peak 1:250
Peak 2: 114
Peakl: 176
Peak 2: 239
444

471

50-275
50-275

50-275

50-275

50-275
CHP and 1-MeI initiators
VER/1 \vt% CHP
75:25 VER/1 wt% CHP:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI

50:50 VER/1 wt% CHP:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI

25:75 VER/1 \vt% CHP:
DGEBA/5 \vt% 1-MeI

DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI
lwt%CHP:DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI
VER/1 wt% CHP:
5 wt% 1-MeI

125°C
Peakl: 104°C
Peak2:124°C
Peak3:242°C
Peakl:95°C
Peak 2: 122°C
Peak3:244°C
Peakl:83uC
Peak 2: 115°C
Peak3:245°C
117°C
114°C
Peakl: 107°C
Peak 2: 191°C

318
Peak 1: 343
Peak 2: 102
Peak 3: 12
Peak 1: 133
Peak 2: 254
Peak 3: 8
Peak 1:56
Peak 2: 375
Peak 3: 4
471
468
Peak 1:308
Peak 2: 22

50-250
50-250

50-250

50-250

50-275
50-275
50-275

MEKP and 1-MeI initiators
VER/ 1 wt% MEKP
50:50 VER/1 wt% MEKP:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI

DGEBA/5 wt%l-MeI
MEKP:DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI
VER/1 wt% MEKP:5 w<%l-MeI

123°C
Peakl: 87 °C
Peak 2: 120 °C
Peak 3: 225 °C
117°C
114°C
Peakl:106°C
Peak 2: 233°C

320
Peak 1:8
Peak 2: 232
Peak 3: 64
471
470
Peak 1:302
Peak 2: 23

45-275
45-275

50-275
50-275
50-275

BPO and 1-Mel initiators
VER/1 \vt% BPO
50:50 VER/1 wt% BPO:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI

DGEiW 5 \vt%l-MeI
VER/1 wt% BPO:5 wt%l-MeI

lwt% BPO:DGEBA/5 \vt% 1-MeI

105°C
Peakl:91°C
Peak 2: 121°C
Peak3:235°C
117°C
Peakl:93°C
Peak 2: 204°C
116°C

323
Peak 1:34
Peak 2: 203
Peak 3: 34
471
Peak 1:302
Peak 2: 19
Peak 1:472

50-200
45-275

50-275
50-275

50-275
Thermal Cure
VER 195°C 320 100-275

The curing behaviour of the systems discussed above are complicated by the

presence of three curing components - styrene, methacrylate and epoxy. To try to

simplify these IPNs and to investigate the effect of network formation in one component

on the cure of the other, a series DSC scans of semi- and full-IPNs based on the linear

PGEMA and its crosslinking counterpart bisGMA and PGE and its crosslinking
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counterpart DGEBA were studied and are shown in Figure 5.18. The neat

bisGMA/AEBN and neat PGEMA/AIBN systems both exhibit single exotherm peaks at

99 and 84°C respectively. The reason for the different peak temperatures is unknown

but may be associated with different levels of inhibitors in the resins (see section 2.1.3).

Based on the heat of polymerization for methyl methacrylate of 56.2 kJ/mol1''222, the

theoretical heat of polymerization of the bisGMA was calculated as 229.4 J/g (based on

a bisGMA molecular weight of 490 g/mol obtained by titration - see Section 3.2). The

observed heat of polymerization of bisGMA/AIBN was 175 J/g, suggesting 76% cure.

Based on the same heat of polymerization for methyl methacrylate of 56.2 kJ/mol17'222,

the theoretical heat of polymerization of the PGEMA was calculated as 238.1 J/g. The

observed heat of polymerization of PGEMA/AIBN was 240 J/g, suggesting 100% cure

(within error). The neat DGEBA/1-MeI and neat PGE/1-MeI system also produced

single exotherms at 117°C and 124°C respectively. As mentioned previously, the heat

of polymerization for the neat DGEBA/1-MeI was 471 J/g corresponding to 92 kJ/mol

and similar to that reported in the literature16'225. The heat of polymerization for the neat

PGE/1-MeI was 515 J/g corresponding to 81.3 kJ/mol, which is a little lower than

reported in the literature for the epoxy ring opening16'225. The resulting 50:50 IPNs of

bisGMA/AIBN:PGE/l-MeI and PGEMA/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel both show two distinct

exotherms. Based on the close correspondence of peak temperatures in the neat and

blended systems, the lower and upper exotherms in the DSC trace can be attributed to

the methacrylate and epoxy cure respectively. In the 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:PGE/l-MeI

EPN the bisGMA curing exotherm shifted from 99 to 102°C and the PGE exotherm

shifted from 124 to 130°C, as expected from dilution effects. Similar shifts in exotherm

were observed in the 50:50 PGEMA/ALBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN where the exotherm

due to the PGEMA shifted to 89°C (c/f 84°C for the neat PGEMA/AIBN) and the

exotherm due to the DGEBA shifted to 129°C (c/f 117°C for the neat DGEBA/1-MeI).

The resolved contributions to the DSC exotherm show that the areas of the

lower and upper peaks are approximately proportional to the weight fractions of

dimethacrylate and epoxy components in the IPN (see Table 5.4), indicating that the

cure of individual components in the IPNs were relatively independent. This study

agrees with the results in Section 5.12 indicating that network formation in the IPN does

not significantly affect the cure.

As will be shown in Section 8.2 the 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:PGE/l-MeI IPN is
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phase separated whereas the 50:50 PGEMA/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN is misciblc. The

fact that similar dilutional effects are observed in both systems may result from a high

level of phase mixing and the absence specific partitioning of the reacting components

between the phases.

Table 5.4 Summary of the DSC analysis of the bisGMA/AIBN, PGEMA/AIBN,

DGEBA/1-MeI, PGE/1-MeI and the IPNs formed from these resins.

System

bisGMAyi%AIBN

PGEMA/lwt%AIBN

50:50 bisGMA/1 wt% AIBN:
PGE/5 wt% 1-MeI

50:50 PGEMA/1 wt% AIBN:
DGEBA/5 wt% 1-MeI

PGE/5 \vt% 1-MeI

DGEBA75 wt%l-Me!

Curing Peak (°C)

99°C

84°C

Peakl: 102°C
Peak2:130°C

Peakl:89°C
Peak2:129°C

124°C

117°C

AH(J/g) ;

175

240

Peakl: 101
Peak 2: 295

Peakl: 123
Peak 2: 245

515

471

Integration
rsinge (°C)
50-200

50-200

50-250

50-250

50-275

50-275
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Figure 5.18 DSC scans of bisGMA/AIBN, PGEMA/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI (5 wt%),

PGE/1-MeI (5 wt%) and their IPNs.

(b) CHP initiated systems

The DSC thermograms of the VER/CHP resin and the DGEBA/1-MeI resins

exhibit single major peaks while each of the 50:50 IPNs exhibit two well resolved

exotherms (Figure 5.19). Based on the size of the peaks in the IPNs for the three

compositions (75:25, 50:50 and 25:75), the lower and higher temperature exotherms

observed may be attributed to the cure of vinyl ester and epoxy components

respectively. The polymerization enthalpy and temperature at the peak for each system

are listed in Table 5.3. The total heat of polymerization (measured from 50°C to 250°C)

for the 50:50 blend is 387 J/g which is only slightly less than the average of the
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enthalpies for the individual exotherms (395 J/g), suggesting that nearly full cure can be

obtained with these IPNs at moderate temperatures. However, the enthalpy associated

with the first peak (133 J/g; estimated by the peak resolution method discussed in

Section 4.2) is less than that expected for complete polymerization of the VER (159 J/g)

- the remainder of this enthalpy may be included in the epoxy cure exotherm at 122°C

and in the broad exothemi (8 J/g) at temperatures around 200°C, which has previously

been attributed to thermal cure for the VER component (see Section 5.1).

10 r
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VER/CHP

VER/CHP:DGEB A1 -Mel
75:25

VER/CHP:DGEBA/1-Mel
50:50

VER/CHP:DGEBA/1-Mel
25:75

DGEBA/1-MeI

100 150

Temperaiuie °C

200 250

Figure 5.19 DSC scans of VER/CHP, DGEBA/1-MeI (5 wt%) and their IPNs

The small shift of the temperature of the epoxy exotherm peak from 117°C to

122°C in Figure 5.19 can be attributed to dilution effects within the 50:50 blend as
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found above with the AIBN-cured IPN. In contrast, dilution effects cannot account for

the downward shift of the VER exotherm peak from 125°C to 95°C (in the 50:50 blend)

for the vinyl ester cured with CHP. This unusual behaviour may be attributed to a redox

reaction between the CHP and 1-MeI - similar redox reactions between aromatic amines

and peroxides have been observed by a number of workers4ll86'88'90"92'224 (see Section

2.3.2). These redox reactions may cause premature decomposition of the peroxide and

enhance radical production, resulting in the observed acceleration of the cure of the

vinyl ester component. To confirm the acceleration of the cure of the vinyl ester resin by

the imidazole in the 50:50 blend, a separate sample of the VER/CHP systems was

blended with 5% 1-MeI and studied by scanning DSC (see Table 5.3). Close to full cure

of the VER was observed, with a small amount of thermal cure (20 J/g) at 191°C. The

temperature of the main exotherm peak for the VER/CHP:!-Mel has shifted to 107°C,

compared with 125°C for the vinyl ester resin initiated with CHP alone, confirming that

the imidazole accelerates the rate of radical production and hence the rate of cure.

Suprisingly this peak occurs at a lower temperature (95°C) in the IPN than in the

VER/CHP:1-Mel system - the reason for this is unclear.

(c) MEKP initiated systems

The DSC thermograms of the VER/MEKP and the DGEBA/1-MeI resins exhibit

single exothermic peaks respectively, however the DSC thermogram of the 50:50 IPN

of epoxy and vinyl ester exhibits three significant exothermic peaks (Figure 5.20),

indicating that much more complex interactions are occurring between the components

in the EPNs. The total polymerization enthalpy and the temperature at each exotherm

peak are listed in Table 5.3 for each system. The total heat of polymerization for the

50:50 blend (304 J/g, integrated from 45°C to 275°C) is substantially less than that

predicted from the average of the enthalpy for the individual component exotherms

(average of the VER/MEKP and DGEBA/1-MeI, i.e. 396 J/g). One possible explanation

for the reduction in heat of polymerization is that the MEKP concentration is rapidly

consumed by redox reactions with the imidazole, causing premature peroxide

decomposition and subsequent depletion of radicals similar to the effect of dead-end

radical polymerization227"229. Alternatively, the 1-MeI may also reduce the MEKP by a

side reaction, which uocs rxjt produce radical species, thus also causing premature

depletion of the peroxide. VAX^Q processes would be observed as a decrease in the heat

of polymerization and a lower peak exotherm temperature for the vinyl ester resin
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component. On this basis, the small peak at 87°C could be due to the accelerated but

incomplete polymerization of the vinyl ester resin. This assignment is consistent with

the accelerated VER cure when 5 wt% 1-MeI was added to the VER/MEKP system (see

Table 5.3) resulting in a large peak at 106°C due to accelerated VER cure. Suprisingly,

this peak occurs at a higher temperature and develops a greater exotherm than in the

IPN - the reason for this is unclear. The VER/MEKP: 1-Mel system also shows a small,

broad peak at 233°C. This peak occurs close to the peak around 225°C in the IPN and is

similar to the broad exotherm at 195°C observed for the vinyl ester resin when

thermally cured without added initiator. In contrast, the DSC cure of the

MEKP:DGEBA/1-Mel blend (containing no VER) shows no significant decrease in

polymerization enthalpy of the epoxy groups compared with the pure system (see Table

5.3). On this basis, the middle peak at 120°C in the IPN may be identified with cure of

the epoxy component - the enthalpy of this peak (232 J/g) is similar to the contribution

expected from the pure epoxy system (236 J/g) suggesting that the epoxy achieves close

to full cure. The shift of the peak exotherm of the epoxy from 117°C in the neat resin to

120°C in the IPN may be attributed to dilution effects within the blend as found with the

AIBN- and CHP-containing IPN systems.
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Figure 5.20 DSC scans of VER/ MEKP, DGEBA/ 1-MeI (5 wt%) and their 50:50

IPN.

(d) BPO initiated systems

The DSC thermograms (see Figure 5.21) of the BPO-initiated vinyl ester resin

and the 1-MeI initiated epoxy resin both exhibit single primary peaks whereas the 50:50

IPN of the epoxy and vinyl ester resins exhibits three exotherms - a small exotherm at

91 °C, a larger peak at 121°C and a broad exotherm around 235°C. On the basis of their

1

1
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proximity to the parent resins, the lower and intermediate temperature exotherms

observed in the 50:50 blend may represent the paitial cure of vinyl ester and epoxy

respectively, whereas the broad peak at high temperatures can be assigned to thermal

cure of the remaining VER components, as discussed earlier. The exothermic VER

curing peak at 91°C is significantly lower than in the neat VER system (104°C) and can

be attributed to the reduction of the BPO by the 1-MeI causing accelerated radical

production similar to that observed in both the CHP and MEKP cured IPNs. This is

confirmed by the shift of the curing peak of VER/BPO from 104° to 93°C when 5 wt%

of 1-Mel is added (see Table 5.3) and is similar to the behaviour found for MEKP-cured

systems. The broad peak around 235°C in the IPN is close to the broad high temperature

exotherm at 203°C in the VER/MEKP:1-Mel system and corresponds with the

exotherm at 195°C observed for the vinyl ester resin when thermally cured without

added initiator. The upwards shift of the peak temperature of the epoxy component

exotherm in the VER/BPO:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN, from 117°C to 121°C, can be attributed

to dilution effects within the 50:50 blend as found in the AIBN, CHP and MEKP cured

IPNs. The exotherm enthalpy of the epoxy peak in the IPN (203 J/g) is less than that

expected for full cure (236 J/g); however, this may be within the experimental error

associated with the separation of overlapping peaks.

The total heat of polymerization for the 50:50 blend (237 J/g not including the

thermal component of the VER cure of 34 J/g at 235°C) is substantially reduced from

the average of the enthalpies for the individual exotherms of VER/BPO and

DGEBA/1-MeI (i.e. 397 J/g) suggesting that the VER component does not fully cure at

normal curing temperatures. This decrease in size of the VER component exotherm in

the IPN can be explained by the premature decomposition of the BPO by the 1-MeI, as

discussed above, which causes dead-end radical polymerization227"229. Alternatively

BPO may be depleted by a side reaction that does not produce radical species, thus

decreasing the heat of polymerization. The lower total heat of polymerization for the

50:50 blend may have also been due to the undercure of the epoxy component if

sufficient 1-MeI had been consumed in the redox reaction with the BPO.
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Figure 5.21 DSC scans of the VER/BPO and DGEBA/1-MeI (5 wt%) resins and

their 50:50 IPN
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5.2.3 Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy of IPN cure

(a) AIBN initiated systems

Figure 5.22 illustrates the variation in the FTIR spectrum during the cure of the

VER/AIBN.-DGEBA/l-Mel IPN - the main changes appear to be the reduction of the

magnitude of the absorption peaks associated with the methacrylate (1645 cm"1), styrene

(778, 910 and 1630cm"1) and epoxy (915cm"1) groups.

2.0 r

0 minutes 70°C

10 minutes 70"C

30 minutes 70°C

80 minutes 70°C

• 24 hours 70°C

-• 24 hours ?0°C + 3 hours 150°C
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Figure 5.22 FTIR spectra in the region from 1660 cm'1 to 1600 cm"1 and from

1000cm"1 to 600 cm"1 of the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel (5 wt%) IPN cured at

70°C for varying times and after post-cure at 150°C for 3 hours.

Typical conversion-time data for the reaction of the vinyl groups in the neat

VER at 70°C are shown in Figure 5.23. As predicted from the similar reactivity ratios of

the methacrylate groups of dimethacrylate, and styrene116, both groups copolymerize at

similar rates. The VER shows incomplete cure at 70°C (see Figure 5.23) but close to

full cure was observed during isothermal cure at 110°C (see Figure 5.24). This

difference can be attributed to the effect of vitrification during cure which occurs when

crosslinking raises the glass transition temperature to the curing temperature233 (see
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Section 2.1.1). Thus, when the polymerization was conducted at an isothermal cure

temperature that was significantly below the Tg of the fully cured VER (169°C),

incomplete cure resulted. However, regardless of the initial isothermal cure temperature,

nearly complete cure occurred upon postcure of the resin at 150°C.

lOO-i 2
V

..•0

•;o

methacryiate conversion in VER/AIBN
• styrene conversion in VER/AIBN

methacrylate conversion in 1-MeI IPN
styrene conversion in 1-MeI IPN

methacrylate conversion in aniline semi-IPN
styrene conversion in aniline scmi-IPN

200 250 300 t
Time (minutes)

Figure 5.23 Dimethacrylate and styrene conversion versus time in the pure

VER/AIBN system and in the 50:50 blend of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel at 70°C.

The dashed lines show the cure behaviour of the IPN formed with

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/aniline (see also Figure 5.13)

As observed in the isothermal curing study of aniline or butylamine based IPNs

(see Section 5.1.3), the styrene and methacrylate conversion in both the vinyl ester

system and the 1-MeI based IPN exhibit brief induction periods (see Figure 5.23),

presumably due to the presence of free radical inhibitors in the resins. Isothermal

infrared spectroscopy undertaken at 110°C showed negligible induction periods (see

Figure 5.24) as would be expected for a rate acceleration. At each given temperature,

the methacrylate groups within the IPN initially polymerize more slowly compared with

the pure resin. This decrease in reaction rate can be attributed to the dilution of the

reactants by the DGEBA resin; in agreement with the DSC results for this IPN (see
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Section 5.2.2(a)). In Section 5.1, FTIR studies of semi-IPNs formed from a vinyl ester

resin with DGEBA cured by a stoichiometric amount of primary amine (either aniline or

butylamine) also showed a similar reduced polymerization rate for styrene and

methacrylate, suggesting that a dilutional effect was operative. However, when this data

and in particular the data for the aniline-containing IPN data is compared (see Figure

5.23) with that for the EPNs containing imidazole, it is apparent that the IPN containing

a primary amine reacts more slowly. This difference in cure rates may be attributed to

the retardation of the vinyl ester polymerization by the large quantities of aniline or

butylamine that are present in a much higher concentration than the imidazole curing

agents. This hypothesis is supported by the work of Imoto et al.90 who showed that

dimethyl aniline reduced the polymerization rate in the AIBN-initiated methyl

methacrylate and suggested that this effect was due to radical transfer to the amine,

which was incapable of re-initiating the polymerization.

Similar to that found previously for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPN (see

Section 5.1.2), the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN exhibits a higher level of

conversion of both styrene and methacrylate units compared with the neat resins (see

Figure 5.23). This increase in final conversion of styrene and methacrylate groups may

be attributed to the presence of the unreacted DGEBA in the system since the cure of

the epoxy resin is much slower than that of the VER (compare Figure 5.23 and Figure

5.25). Thus, if the IPN is considered to be miscible (or partly miscible), the unreacted

DGEBA can act as a plasticizer during the cure of the VER components, enabling

greater mobility within the system and hence a greater degree of conversion for the

styrene and methacrylate units prior to vitrification of the resin - see Section 2.1.1 and

2.4.2.

Typical conversion-time data for the reaction of the vinyl groups in the neat

VER/AIBN and the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel at 110°C are shown in Figure

5.24. The induction period which was clearly visible at 70°C has virtually disappeared

and the methacrylate and styrene groups in the neat VER/AIBN and the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN reach close to 100 % conversion in less than 10

minutes. Due to this rapid cure, all conversions are within error of each other and no

valid comparisons were made between the neat and IPN systems at 110°C.
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Figure 5.24 Dimethacrylate and styrene conversion versus time in the pure

VER/AIBN system and in the 50:50 blend of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel at 110°C.

The isothermal conversion-time plots for the epoxy groups in neat DGEBA as

measured by FTIR at 70°C and 110°C are illustrated in Figure 5.25. Although the FTLR

conversion-time data was only semi-quantitative (see Chapter 4), the epoxy conversion

curve at 70°C suggests a two-stage cure process. This process has been previously

observed during isothermal (but not scanning) DSC cure studies and is believed to be

associated with the distinct stages of formation of the 1:1 adduct and of polymerization

(see Section 2.2.4). As discussed above for the VER system, ihe epoxy groups are not

fully reacted (80% conversion) after 24 hours at 70°C because this is well below the Tg

of the fully cured epoxy resin (the Tg of DGEBA/1-MeI (2 wt%) was 185°C by DMTA)

and so vitrification occurs during cure233.
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Figure 5.25 Epoxy conversion versus time for the neat DGEBA/1-MeI (5 wt%)

resin and in the 50:50 blend of the model VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel (5 wt%).

In the early stages of cure of the epoxy groups, the neat epoxy system and the

IPN appear similar (see Figure 5.25) - the data is not sufficiently accurate to distinguish

between them. However, as the reaction proceeds, the cure rate in the IPN is slower than

in the neat system, as observed by DSC (see Figure 5.17), possibly due to a dilutionai

effect. It is interesting to note that the plateau conversions of the epoxy groups in the

IPN cured ?t 70°C was significantly lower than in the neat resin at these temperatures.

This may be explained in terms of the vitrification of the IPN during cure233, as

suggested in Section 5.1.2 for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPN. A comparison of

Figure 5.23 with Figure 5.25 indicates that the VER components polymerize at a much

faster rate than does the epoxy component. Thus if the IPN is considered as a single

phase material, an increase in its crosslink density by the curing of the VER component

may raise the Tg of the IPN so much that the material vitrifies before complete reaction

of the DGEBA. When the systems were cured at 110°C, the epoxy conversion in the

neat resin was almost 100%, but less than full cure was attained in the IPN perhaps due
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to premature vitrification of the IPN as a result of the high level of crosslinking

provided by the VER component as suggested in Section 5.1.3(a). In partial support of

the vitrification explanation, Figure 5.25 shows that nearly full conversion of the epoxy

groups can be attained when the IPN is postcured at 150°C. Alternatively, the "network

interlock effect5'133 (see Section 2.4.2) may retard the cure of the epoxy in the presence

of the already formed VER network, due to stevic hindrance and restricted chain

mobility. However, the network interlock mechp.flism does not explain why postcuring

at 150°C produces near complete epoxy cure in the IPN.

(b) CHP initiated systems

Figure 5.26 illustrates the conversion of styrene and methacrylate species

obtained by FTIR at 70°C in the neat and IPN systems. The reaction of the methacrylate

and styrene groups in the neat VER exhibited a short induction period, probably due to

radical inhibition, however this induction period is significantly reduced for the IPN

systems. In contrast to the AIBN initiated VER systems, the conversion of both styrene

and methacrylate is faster in the CHP-containing IPN which agrees with the DSC data

(see Table 5.3) and confirms that the imidazole does act as a promoter causing enhanced

radical production from the CHP. Similar to that observed in the IPN systems initiated

with AIBN (see Figure 5.25), the cure rates of the VER components are faster than the

epoxy (compare Figures 5.26 and 5.27) and as a result the final isothermal conversion of

both styrene and methacrylate groups is higher for the IPN than for the neat system due

to the plasticization of the developing VER network by the unreacted DGEBA, thus

delaying vitrification in this time regime. Accelerated cure behaviour was observed in

FTIR studies at 110°C but here full cure was observed during the isothermal phase.
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Figure 5.26 Dimethacrylate and styrene conversion versus time in the pure

VER/CHP system and in the 50:50 blend of VER/CHP:DGEBA/1-Mel at 70°C.

The conversion of the epoxy groups in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI resin and the

VER/CHP:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN, obtained from isothermal FTIR at both 70°C and

110°C, is illustrated in Figure 5.27. As expected, the rate of polymerization is faster at

the elevated isothermal temperature of 110°C compared with 70°C. In agreement with

the DSC data (see Figure 5.19); the initial rate of conversion of epoxy groups in the IPN

is slower than in the neat epoxy system, perhaps due to dilution by the surrounding

VER, as suggested for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPNs. Also in agreement with

the previously presented data, the final epoxy conversion at 70°C is higher for the neat

bGEBA resin than for the IPN, possibly due to vitrification caused by the high level of

crosslinks g of the VER component in the IPN. This is confirmed by the observation

that, postcuring at 150°C (which is close to the Tgs of the individual components) leads

to an epoxy conversion of greater than 95% in the IPN. When the resins were cured at

an isothermal temperature of 110°C, the final conversion of the epoxy component was

still incomplete and this may result, from the vitrification effect caused by the high level

••.•rs-eij
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of crosslinking of the VER component as discussed above (see Sections 5.1.3(a) and

5.2.3(a))

neat epoxy conversion at 70°C
neat epoxy conversion at 110°C

o epoxy conversion in IPN at 70°C
O epoxy conversion in IPN at 110°C

0

50 100 150 200 250
Time (minutes)

300 £2 u
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Figure 5.27 Epoxy conversion versus time for both the neat DGEBA/1-MeI resin

and in the 50:50 blend of VER/CHP:DGEBA/1-Mel

(c) MEKP initiated systems

The FTIR conversions of styrene and methacrylate units in both the pure

VER/MEKP resin and the IPN at 70°C are shown in Figure 5.28. In contrast to the

extensive induction period found for the conversion of vinyl ester components in the

neat resin, a minimal induction period is observed for both the styrene and methacrylate

groups within the IPN at 70°C (Figure 5.28) and the initial polymerization rate is higher

in the IPN as was observed with the CHP-containing IPNs. These results support the

DSC data (Figure 5.20) suggesting accelerated decomposition of the MEKP initiator by

the 1-MeI tertiary amine. For the neat resin, the conversion of styrene and methacrylate

groups at 70°C attains a plateau conversion of approximately 70% and 80% respectively

due to vitrification (see Section 2.1.1), and both groups reach close to full cure after

postcuring at 150\"J. In contrast, the IPN conversion of the styrene and methacrylate

groups level out at approximately 50% and 60% respectively and even after the postcare
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at 150°C, the styrene and methacrylate units within the EPN only reach 70% and 80%

conversion, respectively. This is consistent with the DSC studies of this system (Table

5.3) and further confirms the degradation of the MEKP by the imidazole causing either

a dead-end effect227'229 or depletion of radicals by a non-radical-producing side reaction.

A

•

•*• methacrylate conversion in VER/MEKP at 70°C
• styrcne conversion in VER/ MEKP at 70°C

A methacrylate conversion in IPN at 70°C
D styrcne conversion in IPN at 70°C

50 100 150 200

Time (minutes)

250 300
postcure
at 150°C

Figure 5.28 Dimethacrylate and styrene conversion versus time in the VER/MEKP

system and in the 50:50 blend of VER/MEKP:DGEBA/1-Mel (5 vvt%) at 70°C.

Figure 5.29 compares the epoxy conversion in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI and the

MEKP-initiated IPN. As found for the IPN systems radically initiated by CHP (see

Section 5.2.3(b)) and AIBN (see Section 5.2.3(a)), the epoxy conversion within the IPN

i.s significantly retarded in comparison with the neat system, due to a dilution effect and

perhaps due 10 the crosslinking of the VER component prior to significant epoxy cure,

as discussed earlier. Full cure of the epoxy groups in the IPN was attained on postcure

at 150°C.
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Figure 5.29 Epoxy conversion versus time for both the neat system of

DGEBA/1-MeI and in the 50:50 blend of VER/MEKP:DGEBA/1-Mel at 70 and

5.2.4 Conclusions

IPNs were prepared from imidazole-cured DGEBA and radical-cured VER. The

AEBN-containing IPNs did not show significant interaction effects between the VER

and epoxy components, and for the AIBN- or CHP- initiated systems, full cure of the

VER was achieved at moderate temperatures as indicated by the scanning DSC heat of

polymerization and from the isothermal FTIR conversion-time data. However, all of the

peroxide-initiated IPN systems exhibited an apparent redox reaction between the 1-MeI

amine and the peroxide, causing accelerated decomposition of the peroxides to radicals,

and hence this accelerated the rate of cure of the vinyl ester component. In the case of

MEKP and BPO, the cure of the vinyl species was incomplete due to loss of initiator

activity, perhaps by non-radical redox reactions - full cure was not achieved even at

high temperatures for these two IPNs.
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The extent >f epoxy cure was nearly complete at moderate temperatures for all

IPN systems. This suggests that even if interactions occurred between the initiator

systems, there was sufficient residual imidazolo to allow full cure.

In general, dilution effects of the reacting DGEBA system by the VER

components were observed for the IPNs in the early stages of the cure. In addition,

during isothermal cure at 70°C, unreacted DGEBA monomer plasticized the IPN

allowing a higher plateau conversion of the vinyl groups in the IPN, provided there

were no strong interactions between the 1-MeI and the radical initiators. In contrast,

when the conversion of the VER component was near complete, the subsequent reaction

of the epoxy was limited by vitrification of the IPN associated with the high level of

crosslinking in the VER component.

5.3 Anhydride based IPNs

5.3.1 Introduction

In this section the polymerization kinetics for IPNs formed from a model VER

and an anhydride-cured epoxy resin have been studied by scanning DSC. This system

was chosen as an alternative to the amine-cursd epoxy based IPNs, as it was observed in

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 that a number of interactions occurred between amines and cdier

components within these IPNs.

5.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry of IPN cure

The cure behaviours of the AIBN-initiated VER, the CHDCA/DMBA cured DGEBA

and the resulting 50:50 IPN is shown in Figure 5.30. The DSC thermograms of the neat

VER/ATBN and the DGEHA/CHDCA/DMBA exhibit, single peaks at 92°C and 144,

•whereas trie 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CKDCA/DMBA shows two distinct exothenns.

The observed heat of polymerization of VER/AIBN was 327 J/g, si>£«*esting 96% cure

(c/f theoretical - see Section 5.1.2). The heat of polymerization of the epoxy system was

330 J/g corresponding tc 122 kJ/mol, which was a little higher than the energy involved
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in opening the epoxy ring during cure of the uncatalyzed tetraepoxy/anhydride systems

(105-106 kJ/mol) reported by Corcuerra et a/.234. Based on the close correspondence of

peak temperatures in the neat and blended systems, the lower and upper exotherms in

the DSC trace of the 50:50 IPN can be attributed to the VER and DGEBA cure,

respectively. The exotherm due to the VER/AIBN cure is shifted from 92 to 95°C,

perhaps due to a dilution effect by the epoxy component and the exotherm due to the

DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA has shifted from 144 to 150°C due to the corresponding

dilution effect by the VER. The total heat of polymerization (332 J/g) is very close to

the mean of the parent resins (329 J/g) and the resolved contributions to the DSC

exotherm show that the areas of the lower and upper peaks are approximately

proportional to the weight fractions of VER and epoxy components in the IPN

respectively - the discrepancy in these values may be due to the method by which the

exotherm contribution from each component is measured (see Section 4.2).
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Figure 5.30 DSC scans of VER/AIBN, DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA and the 50:50 IPN
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5.3.3 Conclusions

Both the VER/AEBN and DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA components within the IPN

produced exotherms at slightly higher temperatures compared to their parent resins due

to dilution effects. The 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN did not show

any significant interactions between the VER and the epoxy components (as seen in

some of the previously discussed systems). The heats of polymerization measured for

the IPN indicated that close to full cure was achieved.
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Chapter 6

Chemorheology oflPNs and

correlation with near FTIR

6.1 Introduction

The changes in rheology of a thermoset as it cures are very important to its

application but evolution of the rheology can also provide vital information on the cure

kinetics, phase separation, gelation and vitrification. Rheological and NIR spectroscopic

investigations have been undertaken for two different IPNs based on a model VER

cured with AIBN and an epoxy monomer cured either with 1-MeI, or with a

stoichiometric quantity of DDM. The VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN was selected as

it exhibited minimal interactions between components (see Section 5.2) and close to full

cure could be achieved while the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN was chosen as a more

complicated system in which a number of interactions occurred (identified in Section

5.1).

6.2 Curing Kinetics

Typical NIR spectra of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel (using 2 wt% 1-MeI rather

than the standard level of 5 wt%) are shown in Figure 6.1 obtained during isothermal

cure at 70°C. The level of imidazole was reduced in an attempt to reduce the

discoloration of the cured DGEBA/1-Mel resin caused by the 1-MeI, and curing studies

(see Chapter 7) indicated the level of cure of the DGEBA was not lowered by this

reduction. The absorptions due to the styrene (6135cm"1)212 and methacrylate
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(6166cm"1)212 species rapidly decrease in the initial 25 minutes of isothermal cure at

70°C while the epoxy group absorption (6073cm"1)213 decreases less rapidly due to its

lower polymerization rate. After postcure at 160°C, however, the epoxy reaction

appeared to be essentially complete. Unfortunately, the vinyl resonances of the styrene

(6135cm"1) and methacrylate (6166cm"1) groups overlap. Since previous mid-FTIR

investigations (see Sections 5.1.3 and 5.2.3) indicated that the rate of cure of styrene and

methacrylate vinyl groups are very similar, the NIR vinyl resonances were not separated
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Figure 6.1 Near infra-red spectra during cure of the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN at 70°C.

50:50

in the present study, but their total area was measured to give the total vinyl group

conversion. As observed in the isothermal curing study of aniline, butylamine and

imidazole based IPNs (see Sections 5.1.3 and 5.2.3), the vinyl conversion in the neat

VER/AIBN, 1-MeI- and DDM-based IPNs exhibit brief induction periods (see Figure

6.2), presumably due to the presence of free radical inhibitors in the resins. Figure 6.2

shows that the rate of conversion of btyrene and methacrylate species in the neat

VER/AIBN is faster than in the 50:50 IPN of DGEBA/1 -Mel:VER/AIBN and, more
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significantly faster than in the 50:50 IPN of DGEBA/DDM:VER/AIBN. If the effect of

dilution of the VER component by the epoxy component on the rate constant is ignored,

then one would expect the VER to polymerize more slowly in the IPN than in the neat

resin system due to the reduction in concentration of the reactant components. Thus the

lower rate of vinyl group conversion in the IPNs may be due (in part) to the dilution of

the VER reactants, as we have observed elsewhere (see Chapter 5 and Section 2.4).

Figure 6.2 also shows that the vinyl groups in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN cure

more slowly than in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN. This may result from the

reaction of the isobutyl radicals or the polymer chain radicals with the DDM amino

groups forming less reactive amine radicals. This explanation is consistent with similar

observations that the polymerization of methyl methacrylate can be either retarded or

inhibited by aromatic primary amines235, as discussed in Section 5.2.3. In the

VER/AIBN.-DGEBA/DDM system, the DDM concentration is much higher than the

1-MeI concentration in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel system and so the DDM radical

reaction would be more likcJy and may explain its slower cure.
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of the total vinyl conversion in the neat VER/AIBN system,

the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPNs at

70°C.
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The conversion of the vinyl groups in the neat VER reaches a plateau value of

ca. 90% at 70°C (see Figure 6.2). This premature cessation of the reaction is presumably

due to vitrification of the matrix14'56 which reduces the molecular mobility and hence

reactivity, because the Tg of the post-cured VER (169°C)* is much greater than the

isothermal cure temperature employed (70°C). Both IPN systems exhibit a higher final

conversion of styrene and methacrylate groups compared with ihe neat VER/AIBN

system. As suggested earlier (see Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.23), this increase in

conversion may be due to the presence of the unreacted DGEBA from the more slowly

reacting epoxy component of the IPN that acts as a plasticizer providing greater

mobility within the system and hence allowing a higher degree of vinyl conversion

before vitrification occurs.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of epoxy conversion in the neat DGEBA systems, the 50:50

\vt% VER/AIBN:DGEBA 1-MeI and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPNs at 70°C .

The dependence of epoxy group conversion on cure time is illustrated in Figure 6.3. For

both IPNs and their parent resins, the rate of consumption of epoxy groups is not as

rapid as observed for the styrene and methacrylate groups as noted above. For the

imidazole-cured system, the rate of epoxy conversion in the IPN is lower than in the

* Early DMTA studies236 suggested that the Tgs for the VER and epoxy were lower than reported here.
This has since been proved incorrect and may have been due to incorrect temperature calibration of the
instrument.
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neat, resin. This observation is consistent with results presented in Chapter 5 and can be

explained in terms of a dilution effect such that the presence of the vinyl erter

component within the IPN reduces the concentration of 1-MeI and epoxy species and

thus slows the rate of the polymerization reaction. In contrast, Figure 6.3 shows an

enhanced rate of epoxy conversion in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM DPN system

compared with the epoxy conversion in the neat system. As discussed in Section 2.1.2

and Section 5.1.2, it is well known that the amine/epoxy reaction is catalyzed by H-

donors66'73 and it is possible that the presence of the hydroxy groups in the bisGMA

molecule act as a catalyst of the epoxy-amine reaction which offsets any dilutional

effect, with the result that the rate of epoxy conversion within the

VER/A1BN:DGEBA/DDM IPN is actually enhanced. Alternatively, the IPN may be

phase separated when the epoxy component cures so that its components are not diluted

by the VER. The epoxy conversion approaches a plateau of approximately 90-95%

(after 450 minutes at 70°C) in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI and DGEBA/DDM sy^ems (see

Figure 6.3). This conversion limit may be caused by vitrification of the network during

cure at 70°C because the fully cured resins have Tgs of 185°C (DGEBA/1-MeI with 2

wt% 1-MeI) and 189°C (DGEBA/DDM), which are greater than the curing temperature.

More significantly, the conversion of the epoxy group approaches a plateau of

approximately 60% and 70% (after 450 minutes at 70°C) in the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPNs respectively which is

significantly lower than in the neat systems. If it is assumed that ihe IPN is one phase

(or if a certain level of miscibility exists) then the difference between the plateau

conversions of the neat epoxy resin and in the IPN can be interpreted in terms of the

degree of cross-linking in the VER component as suggested previously (see Section

5.2.3). After curing at 70°C for only 30 minutes, the VER component in the IPN is

nearly fully cured (see Figure 6.2) and so its contribution to the crosslink density of the

IPN would be high. Therefore the Tg of the IPN (or the epoxy-rich phase if partially

phase separated) would have been raised by the prior cross-linking of the VER

component so that during cure at 70°C, the epoxy component may only polymerize

partially before the IPN vitrifies. In fact, full conversion of the epoxy component in the

IPNs is not observed until after postcuring above the Tg of both pure components,

indicating that vitrification was responsible for incomplete epoxy cure. The observation

that the epoxy component in the IPN can be fully cured shows thai the pieiicnce of the

VER network does not exert a significant topological restraint on the capability of the

epoxy to cure.
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6.3 Gelation
The changes in the steady shear viscosity during cure of the thermoset blends

and their respective pure components at 70°C are shown in Figure 6.4. Using the gel

point criteria of viscosity divergence (see Section 2.1.4), the neat VER/AEBN system

gelled at 8 minutes. The two neat epoxy systems, DGEBA/1-MeI and DGEBA/DDM,

gelled at 57 minutes and 115 minutes, respectively. It would appear that the neat

VER/AIBN system gels earlier than the epoxy resin because the VER/AIBN system

polymerizes faster and because gelation of divinyl systems occurs at low conversions33

(see 2.1.3) - in fact a comparison of the NIR and rheology data for the VER/AIBN

system suggests the conversion of vinyl groups at gel point is less than 2% (Table 6.1).
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—•—DGEBA/1-MeI
—A—DGEBA/DDM
—o— VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1 -Mel
—A— VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM

0
r

30 40
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Figure 6.4 Steady shear viscosity versus time for the pure components and

respective blends at 70°C

In contrast, the epoxy systems polymerize more slowly and the conversions at the gel

points are expected to be higher. For DGEBA/DDM, the high conversion at the gel

point (measured to be 60%- compared to the theoretical value23'31 of 57%- see Section

2.1.2) is a result of the step growth nature of the reaction. The DGEBA/1-MeI system

should gel at a relatively high conversion for a chain growth polymerization because the

kinetic chain length of the anionic chain growth polymerization of epoxy groups is

relatively low237 however the measured value (70% - see Table 6.1) is higher than

expected. The VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN and the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN
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gelled (as determined by steady shear rheometry) at 12 minutes and 21 minutes

respectively. The proximity of the gel times for the VER/AEBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPNs to that of the neat VER system is close and the

resemblance of their viscosity indicates that gelation in the IPNs is determined by

gelation of the VER component. The gelation times of VER/AIBN,

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM also correlates well with

the near-FTIR data, which shows that the rate of vinyl conversion in the VER/AIBN

resin is fastest, the rate in the VER7AIBN:DGEB A/1-Mel IPN is intermediate and that

for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN the vinyl cure is slowest.

1000 t,el = 52 minutes

—D— 2.15rad/s
-•-<>•• 4.64rad/s
—A— io rad/s
—•— 21.5 rad/s
—•--46.4 rad/s
—*—100 rad/s

0.1.

45
Time (minutes)

Figure 6.5 Frequency dependence of tan5 as a function of reaction time for neat

DGEBA/1 Mel at 70°C

The frequency independence of tan8 at the gel point is commonly observed as a

'frequency crossover point' (see Section 2.1.4) - below the gel point, the tan5 decreases
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with increasing frequency whereas the reverse is observed above the gel point. A

frequency crossover in tan8 for the pure DGEBA/1-MeI system is illustrated in Figure

6.5 indicating the gel point at 52 minutes. This value agrees quite well with the steady

shear viscosity experiments, which indicated a gel point at 57 minutes (Table 6.1). The

corresponding dynamic rheometry behaviour for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel P N is

illustrated in Figure 6.6 and shows a frequency crossover for the IPN at 11 minutes, in

good agreement with the 12 minute gel time determined by steady shear rheometry (see

Table 6.1). A frequency crossover in tan5 for the pure DGEBA/DDM system was

observed at 112 minutes. This value also agrees quite well with the steady shear

viscosity experiments, which indicated a gel point at 115 minutes (Table 6.1). The

corresponding dynamic rheometry behaviour for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN is

illustrated in Figure 6.7 and shows a frequency crossover for the IPN at 13 minutes,

100 U

10J

t o

o.oi J

1E-3

Tgcl=ll minutes

t • • • — - •

1— 10 rad/sec
— 22 rad/sec

46 rad/sec
100 rad/sec

0
T

4
T

6 8 10 12 14 16
Time (minutes)

Figure 6.6 Frequency dependence of tanS as a function of reaction time for

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel at 70°C

slightly shorter than the 21 minute gel time determined by steady shear rheometry Table

6.1 shows that the value of the power-law exponent n (see Chapter 2), calculated from

tan5 via Equation 2.13, varies from 0.48 to 0.98 which lies within the range 0.33-1.0

(see Section 2.1.4) predicted from various gelation theories54.
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Figure 6.7 Frequency dependence of tanS as a function of reaction time for

VER/AIBN.DGEBA/DDM at 70°C

Figure 6.8 illustrates the dependence of real modulus (G1) on cure time for the

pure components and their respective blends. In each system, there is a time regime in

which the modulus starts rapidly rising because of the increasing number of crosslinks

being added to the hyper-branching structure as it develops into a three dimensional gel.

As revealed in Table 6.1, the operational definition of gelation as the stage where G1

equals lPa (see Section 4.4), gives an approximation to the gel time which agrees

reasonably well with the more rigorous methods.

The gel times of the network-forming systems and the corresponding

conversions of the reactive functional groups (obtained by NIR- see Section 6.2) are

listed in Table 6.1. For the free radical polymerized VER/AEBN system, gelation occurs

at such low conversions that the crossover of tan5 could not be observed, hence the

times at which G1 equaled 1 Pa and when the steady shear viscosity diverged to infinity

were used to determine the gel point. The gel points of the IPNs are close to that of the

VER/ABN system and occur at low conversions of the vinyl groups, showing that the

gelation of the IPN is very much dependent on the gelation of the VER/AIBN

component of the IPN. Table 6.1 reveals that the gel times of the IPNs are longer than
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for the neat VER and this is consistent with the effect of dilution on the reaction rate

(for VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel) and cure retardation

by amine-radical interactions (for VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM) as suggested earlier (see

Section 5.1.3). The effect of dilution on the gelation time of the IPN components is

further supported by dilution studies of the VER with xylene - Figure 6.8 shows that the

gelation of the resin was delayed when it was diluted by 50 wt% xylene.
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Figure 6.8 Real modulus (G1) at 22 rad/s as a function of reaction time for the neat

resins and the 50:50 IPNs and for a 50:50 mixture of VER and xylene at 70°C,

the gelation point.
near

6.4 Vitrification

Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the development of the real modulus with time,

highlighting the rheological changes occurring in the final stages of cure. The

vitrification times (taken to be the time when G1 equals 107 pa) and the conesponding

vinyl and epoxy conversions at the onset of vitrification for the neat resins and IPNs are

listed in Table 6.2. All neat resin systems vitrified at high conversions when cured at

70°C. The VER/AIBN system was the first to approach the vitrification region, with the

real modulus attaining a value of 107 Pa after curing at 70°C for approximately 30

minutes. The neat epoxy resins reached the vitrification region well after this time -

vitrification occurs at 145 minutes for DGEBA/1-MeI and at 180 minutes for the
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DGEBA/DDM system. In contrast, the PNs vitrify at much later times of 260 minutes

for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN and 435 minutes for the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN.

cprxm

• VER/AIBN
D VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel
A DGEBA/1-MeI

10"
200 300 400 500

—I
600

Time (minutes)

Figure 6.9 Real modulus (G1) at 22 rad/s as a function of time for the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN and the parent resins in the vitrification region at

70°C.

For the parent resins, there is a correlation between the rheological vitrification

time and that measured from the NIR conversion data (see Table 6.2), although the

latter values are generally significantly smaller than the former. This difference is

explained by the different sensitivity of vitrification on cure as measured by the two

methods. Similarly, for the IPNs, the vitrification times determined by NIR are smaller

than the rheological values, however there is no correlation between the two. This lack

of agreement may be a reflection of the fact that small changes in reaction can have

dramatic effects on the modulus in the transition region and that this is further

complicated in an IPN because there are two reaction processes building up the

structure.
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Figure 6.10 Real modulus (Gf) at 22 rad/s as a function of time for the 50:50 wt%

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN and the parent resins in the vitrification region at

70°C.

It is interesting to note that for the IPNs, the modulus slowly rises to the glass-

like plateau over a long period of time compared with the parent resins. For

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel, there appears to be two steps in the development of the

modulus. These observations are qualitatively consistent with the conversion data

(Figure 6.3) because the modulus of the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN develops from

the point where the first component (the VER) gels through to the stage where the more

slowly reacting component (the epoxy resin) finally vitrifies. In contrast, a two stage

development of the real shear modulus is not evident for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM

IPN, possibly due to the greater overlap of the time regimes where the VER and the

DGEBA/DDM components are curing.

Table 6.2 shows that the conversion of vinyl and epoxy groups at the

vitrification point was incomplete in the neat parent resins because the curing

temperature (70°C) was less than the maximally attainable Tg. However, the vinyl group

conversion was marginally higher in the IPNs than in the neat resin system while the

epoxy conversions in the IPNs were significantly lower at vitrification. This is
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consistent with the observations that the VER is the faster polymerizing component and

its reaction is aided by the plasticizing effect of the more slowly reacting DGEBA

component - in contrast the cure of the DGEBA is prematurely interrupted by

vitrification as a result of the high level of crosslinking in the VER component, as

discussed in Section 5.1.3 and 5.2.3.

Table 6.1 Summary of rheology and kinetics at the gel point at 70°C.

System^ . K

Gel time from steady
shear viscosity
Gel time determined
from the time when
G1 = 1 Pa
Gel time from tan5
crossover

tan5 at gelation and
power-law exponent
(in brackets)
NIR conversion
of total C=C groups
at gelation
(tan5 crossover)
NIR conversion
of epoxy groups at
gelation
(tan5 crossover)

AIBN,
-* t

8 minutes

5 minutes

Not clearly
observed

Not clearly
observed

<ca 2%*

-

DGEBA/
1-MeI '

57
minutes
46
minutes

52
minutes
5.5
(0.88)

-

70%

DGEBA/, ,
****** *

DDM , *
i ,115

minutes
98 minutes

112
minutes
43.2
(0.98)

-

60%

yER/AIBN: t

DGMAI
1-MeI \
12 minutes

9 minutes

11 minutes

1.25
(0.57)

<ca 2%

<ca 1%

VER/A1BN: ,
DGEBAVDDM ,

i. TV * o , . i

21 minutes

11 minutes

13 minutes

0.94
(0.48)

<ca 2%

<ca 1%

* determined at G1 = 1 Pa

Table 6.2 Summary of rheology and kinetics at the onset of vitrification (at G1 =

107 Pa) at 70°C

System

Vitrification time
atG'=107Pa
Vitrification time
(plateau in
conversion)
NIR conversion of
total C=C groups
at vitrification
NIR conversion of
epoxy groups at
vitrification

VER/AIBN

30 minutes

15 minutes

90%

DGEBA/
1-MeI
145
minutes
60 minutes

93%

DGEBA/
DDM
180
minutes
170
minutes

90%

VER/AIBN:':. -
DGEBA/i-lVIel \
260 minutes

140 minutes

98%

57%

'.VER/AIBN:, %.::
DGEBA/DDM* i
435 minutes

90 minutes

96%

68%
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6.5 Conclusion

4

i
»

&

IPNs were prepared from a model VER and two epoxy resin systems and the

rheometry was compared with NIR conversions at 70°C. For all systems, the rate of

consumption of epoxy groups was slower than that found for the vinyl groups. The rate

of vinyl (styrene and methacrylate) conversion in the 50:50 VER/A1BN:DGEBA/DDM

was found to be slower than in the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel, and the rates of

vinyl conversion in both IPNs were slower than in the neat VER/AIBN resin. This

decrease in rate in the IPNs is partly due to the dilution of the VER reactants by the

other components as previously observed by DSC and mid-FTIR studies of similar

systems (see Chapter 5). In addition, a more dilute system may also promote

cyclization, resulting in an increase in the critical conversion and thus delay gelation. In

addition, for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN, the DDM amino groups interacted

with the radicals and retarded the cure rate of the vinyl groups. The rate of epoxy

conversion in VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel was slower than in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI,

which is also consistent with dilutional effects. In contrast, for the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN, the epoxy group reaction was faster compared with the

epoxy conversion in the neat system, due to the presence of the hydroxy groups in the

bisGMA molecule acting as a catalyst of the epoxy-amine reaction, which offset any

dilutional effect by the VER components.

The similarity between the gel points for the VER/AIBN system and the IPNs

indicated it was the gelation of the VER component rather than the gelation of the

epoxy component that had the dominant effect on the overall gel point of the IPN. The

gelation was fastest in the neat VER/AIBN system and was slowest in the

VER/A1BN:DGEBA/DDM IPN which correlated well with the NIR vinyl conversion

data for VER/AIBN, VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM

systems. The delayed gelation of the IPNs was due, in part, to a dilutional effect

(confirmed by the study of a xylene diluted VER/AIBN resin) and in part due to

amine-radical interactions.

All systems vitrified in the latter stages of the reaction because the isothermal

cure temperature was well below the glass transition temperature of the resin
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components. Compared with the parent resins, the real modulus for both IPNs rose more

slowly to the glassy region and was consistent with the NIR results. The degree of

conversion of the vinyl and epoxy groups when the parent resins and their IPNs vitrified

was interpreted in terms of the plasticization of the VER component by DGEBA and the

vitrification of the IPN prior to full cure of the epoxy component caused by the high

level of crosslinking contributed by the VER component.
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Chapter 7

Azo initiator selection to

control the curing order in

epoxy/dimethacrylate IPNs

7.1 Introduction

In Chapters 5 and 6 the cure kinetics and rheology of IPNs formulated from

DGEBA cured with a range of amines and a model VER mixture initiated by various

radical sources were investigated. Two classes of effects were observed. The dilution

effect and the influence of vitrification on the kinetics are innate to the cure of IPNs. In

addition, chemical interactions between components which are specific only to the

particular system investigated were observed. A number of effects were identified and

are discussed in the conclusions of these chapters. In this chapter DSC and FTIR studies

were undertaken on the cure of IPNs formed with imidazole-cured DGEBA and with

either DEBPADM or bisGMA polymerized by a range of azo initiators (AIBN64,

VAZ088, VR110 and AZO168) with differing decomposition rates. These systems

avoid the Michael addition and minimized interactions between the radical initiator and

the epoxy curative, and the range of azo initiators used enable the effect of curing order

on the cure kinetics and final conversion to be investigated.
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7.2 Curing Kinetics
bisGMA-based IPNs

The temperature-ramping DSC scans for bisGMA/AIBN64, DGEBA/1-MeI and

the 50:50 IPN are shown in Figure 7.1. Based on the heat of polymerization for methyl

methacrylate of 56.2 kJ/mol17'222, the theoretical heat of polymerization of the bisGMA

was calculated as 229.4 J/g (based on a bisGMA molecular weight of 490 g/mol

obtained by titration - see Section 3.2). The observed heat of polymerization of

bisGMA/AIBN was 175 J/g, suggesting 76% cure. The exotherm of DGEBA/2 wt%

1-MeI is located at a similar temperature and has a similar energy as that found for the

resin cured with 5 wt% of 1-MeI. The heat of polymerization of DGEBA/2wt% 1-MeI

was 475 J/g, corresponding to 92.5 kJ/mol, which was similar to that found in the

literature for epoxy/imidazole systems (97-103 kJ/mol)231'232 and similar to that reported

in the literature for the cure of epoxy/diamine16'221'225. The DSC thermograms of the

neat bisGMA/AIBN64 and the neat DGEBA/1-MeI exhibit single peaks whereas the

corresponding 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN64:DGEBA/l-Mel IPN shows two distinct

exotherms. The lower and upper exotherms in the DSC trace of the 50:50 IPN can be

attributed to the bisGMA and DGEBA cure, respectively, because the resolved

contributions to the DSC exotherm of the EPN show that the heats associated with the

lower and upper peaks are approximately proportional to the weight fractions of

bisGMA and epoxy components in the IPN respectively (see Figure 7.1). The bisGMA

and DGEBA curing exotherms are shifted to higher temperatures in the IPN, as was

found in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/5wt% 1-MeI IPN (see Section 5.2.2), which is

consistent with the effects of dilution, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. The shape of the

exotherm due to the dimethacrylate cure is sharper in the IPN than in the parent resin

which also suggests that the free radical polymerization kinetics are influenced by the

presence of the epoxy components. The total heat of cure of the 50:50 IPN (326 J/g) is

close to the weighted average of the parent resins (325 J/g - see Table 7.1) and is 92%

of the average theoretical heat of polymerization for the 50:50 IPN (352 J/g) calculated

from bisGMA (229 J/g) and the epoxy (from the epoxy ring opening value of 92

k/J/mol).

.:• ̂
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Table 7.1 Summary of the DSC analysis of the bisGMA/ATBN64,

DEBPADM/AIBN64, DEBPADM/VAZO88, DEBPADM/VR110,

DEBPADM/AZO168, DGEBA/1-MeI and the IPNs formed from these resius

System" » ' »

DisGMA/AIBN64

bisGMA/AIBN64:DGEBA/l-MeI
50:50 \vt %

DGEBA/2wt%l-MeI

Curing Peak (?C) \

99 °C

Peak 1. 104°C
Peak 2. 127°C

118°C

AH (J/g) , :

175 J/g

Peak 1.104 J/g
Peak 2. 222 J/g

475 J/g

Integration1' . '

fcawerantv
50-200

50-250

50-250

DEBPADM/AIBN64

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel
75:25

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel
50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel
25:75

DGEBA/2wt%l-MeI

78°C

Peak 1.86°C
Peak2. 127°C

Peakl. 95°C
Peak2. 126°C

Peakl.90°C
Peak 2. 123°C

118°C

220 J/g

Peakl. 191 J/g
Peak 2. 103 J/g

Peak 1. 138 J/g
Peak 2. 226 J/g

Peak 1.58 J/g
Peak 2. 386J/g

475J/g

50-200

50-250

50-250

50-250

50-250

DEBADM/VAZO88

DEBADM/VAZO88:DGEBA/1-Mel
50:50 IPN

DGEBA/2 wt% 1-MeI

93°C

Peakl. 115°C
Peak 2. 127°C

118°C

225 J/g

301 J/g

475J/g

50-200

50-250

50-250

DEBADM/VR110

DEBADMA^Rl 10:DGEBA71-MeI
50:50 IPN
DGEBA/2 wt% 1-MeI

129°C

Peakl.l31°C
Peak 2. 155°C
118°C

220 J/g

285 J/g

475J/g

50-275

50-275

50-250

DEBPADM/2 wt% AZO 168

DEBPADM/2wt%AZO 168:
DGEBA/1-MeI 50:50 TPN

DGEBA/2 wt% 1-MeI

184°C

Peak 1.134°C
Peak 2.153°C
Peak3. 217°C

118°C

177J/g

3O5J/g

475J/g

100-275

50-275

50-250
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Figure 7.1 DSC scans of bisGMA/AIBN64, DGEBA/1-MeI and their IPNs

DEBPADM-based IPNs

Figure 7.2 shows the DSC thermograms for the neat DEBPADM/AIBN64 and

DGEBA/1-MeI systems and their IPNs. As found for the bisGMA based IPNs, the

DEBPADM-based IPNs (Figure 7.2) show two distinct exotherms in contrast to the neat

resins. The lower and upper exotherms in the DSC trace of the IPNs can be attributed to

the polymerization of the DEBPADM and DGEBA components, respectively and this is

confirmed by the analysis of the 75:25 and 25:75 blends of this system - the resolved

contributions to the DSC exotherm of the lower and upper peaks are approximately

proportional to the weight fractions of DEBPADM and epoxy components in the IPN

respectively (see Table 7.1). The peak exotherm temperature for each component in the
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IPN appears to be shifted to higher temperatures than in the parent resins, due to

dilution effects, as observed for the 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN64:DGEBA/l-MeI IPN.

8 r

DEBADM/AIBN

DEBADM/AIBN:DGEBAyi-MeI 75:25 IPN

DEBADM/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel 50:50 IPN

DEBADM/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel 25:75 IPN

100 150 200

Temperature (°C)

250 300

Figure 7.2 DSC scans of DEBADM/AIBN64, DGEBA/1-MeI and their IPNs

The effect of the chemical nature of the azo initiator on the cure of DEBPADM

is shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.4 and Table 7.1. The neat resin initiated by either AIBN64

(10 hr half-life temperature 64°C), VAZO88 (10 hr half-life temperature 88°C) or

AZO168 (10 hr half-life temperature 168°C) showed one major peak but the

DEBPADM/VR110 (10 hr half-life temperature 110°C) system exhibits several peaks,

perhaps due to the presence of isomers or impurities in the initiator. Based on the heat

of polymerization for methyl methacrylate of 56.2 kJ/mol17'222, the theoretical heat of

polymerization of the DEBPADM was calculated as 239.2 J/g (based on a DEBPADM

molecular weight of 470 g/mol obtained by titration - see Section 3.2). The observed
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heat of polymerization of the neat DEBPADM/AIBN64 was 220 J/g suggesting 92%

conversion. The heats of methacrylate polymerization using VAZO88 (225 J/g, 94%

conversion) and VRl 10 (220 J/g, 92% conversion) were similar but much lower

conversion was obtained with lwt% AZO168 (134 J/g, 56 % conversion) or even with

2wt% AZO 168 (177 J/g, 74% conversion). This suggests that there exists a balance

between having a cure temperature which is adequate for dissociation of the

azo-initiator to radicals and one which causes depolymerization or degradation of the

dimethacrylate, as suggested elsewhere21.

The AIBN64 and VAZO88 initiators (see Figure 7.3) cause exotherms of the

neat dimethacrylate at 86°C and 93°C, respectively, which occur at lower temperatures

than the peak exotherm for the neat epoxy system (118°C), while VRl 10 and AZO168

produce exotherms (see Figure 7.4) at 129°C and 184°C respectively, which is higher

than produced by the epoxy system. As a result, the order of the curing peaks in the

IPNs is reversed for the latter two initiators - in the AEBN64 and VAZO88 initiated

IPNs, the dimethacrylate cures before the DGEBA/1-MeI component, however for the

VRl 10 and AZO168-initiated IPNs, the dimethacrylate curing exotherm occurs after the

epoxy component. The peak exothenn temperature of the epoxy component of the IPN

is shifted to higher temperatures (between 126°C and 134°C, depending on the azo

initiator) than the neat resin (118°C), as expected of a dilution effect. For the IPNs

containing the ABN64, VAZO88 and VRl 10, the dimethacrylate peak is also shifted

due to dilution. However the DSC cure behaviour in the 50:50

DEBPADM:AZO168:DGEBA:1-Mel IPN (with 2 wt% of AZO168 initiator) does not

follow these trends but exhibits an epoxy peak at 134°C, another peak at 154°C and a

shoulder at 217°C, indicating more complex interaction between the components'*". The

peak at 154°C may involve partial cure of the dimethacrylate but it is unclear why it

occurs so much lower than the parent resin (184°C). The broad shoulder at 217°C in the

AZO168-based IPN may be due to the thermal cure of the DEBPADM resin or

degradation, because the DSC of uninitiated DEBPADM (not shown) has a small

exotherm peak at 178°C (with 42 J/g and corresponding to 17% conversion), followed

by an even higher temperature exotherm with a peak temperature of approximately

290°C.

+ DSC peaks were observed at 146°C and 221°C in the DEBPADM/AZO168:DGEBA/1-Mel system
using only l\vt% of AZO 168, but this system shows substantial undercure (164 J/g) due to incomplete
methacrylate polymerization. Similarly in the neat DEBPADM/AZO168 using only lwt % AZO 168
undercure (134 J/g or 56% conversion) was also observed.
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Table 7.1 lists the experimental heats of polymerization for the IPNs.

Comparison of the total heat of polymerization for the 50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN (364 J/g) with the weighted average (357 J/g)

of the theoretical heats of polymerization for the DEBPADM (239 J/g) and the epoxy

(475 J/g), shows that full cure is achieved. The 50:50 IPN of

DEBPADM/VAZO88:DGEBA/1-Mel gives a heat of polymerization of 301 J/g which

is 86% of what would be expected from the weighted mean (350 J/g) of

DEBPADM/VAZO88 and DGEBA/1-MeI and is 84% of that expected value from the

8

S 3

DEBPADM/AIBN64

D78°C

DEBPADM/VAZO88

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel 50:50 IPN

E 126°C

D 115°C
DEBADM/VAZO88:DGEBA/1-Mel 50:50 IPN

E 127°C

DGEBA/1-MeI

E 118°C
I

50 100 150

Temperature (5C)

200 250

Figure 7.3 DSC scans of DEBPADM/AIBN64, DEBADM/VAZO88, DGEBA/1-MeI

and their IPNs. (D= dimethacrylate peak; E = epoxy peak)

weighted mean of the theoretical heats of polymerization (357 J/g), suggesting that the

cure of the components affects one another. Similarly, the 50:50 IPN of

DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI gives a heat of polymerization of 285 J/g which is
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82 % of that expected from the weighted mean for DEBPADM/VR110 and

DGEBA/1-MeI (347 J/g) or 80% of expected value from weighted mean of the

theoretical heats of polymerization (357 J/g). Interestingly, despite the more

complicated DSC profile of the DEBPADM/AZO168:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN (using 2wt%

AZO168) the measured heats of polymerization for this IPN is 85% of the expected

cure, although this includes the high temperature exotherm at 217°C (and uses a wider

integration range of 50 to 275°C).

8 r
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II
3
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DEBPADM/VR110

D129°C

D 184°C

DEBPADM/AZO168

E 131°C
DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI 50:50 IPN

D155°C

E 134°C 217°C
D154°C

DEBPADM/AZO168:DGEBA/1-Mel 50:50 IPN

DGEBA/1-MeI

50 100 150 200 250

Temperature (°C)

300

Figure 7.4 DSC scans of DEBPADM/VR110, DEBADM/AZO168 and

DGEBA/1-MeI and the 50:50 IPN. (D= dimethacrylate peak; E = epoxy peak)

Mid-FTIR spectra (Figure 7.5) of the 50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN illustrates the consumption of epoxy and

methacrylate groups during cure. The corresponding conversion data are shown in
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Figure 7.6 for the 50:50 DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN and its parent resins

at 70°C. Figure 7.6 shows that the cure of methacrylate in the 50:50

DEBPADM/AD3N64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN is almost complete prior to any

polymerization of the epoxy because AD3N64 is a low temperature initiator. Thus the

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

- 0 minutes
15 minutes

25 minutes
50 minutes
120 minutes

24hoursat70°C
24 hours at 70°C +

postcure at 150°C for 3 hours

1660 1650 1640 1630 1620 1000 980 960 940 920 900

Wavenumber (cm")

Figure 7.5 FTIR spectra in the region from 1660 cm-1 to 1600 cm-1 and from

1000cm-l to 900cm-l for the 50:50 DEBADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN cured

at 70°C for varying times and after post-cure at 160°C for 3 hours.

cure of the methacrylate and the epoxy are well separated, which agrees with the DSC

data for this system (see Figure 7.3). For the 50:50 DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI

IPN containing a higher temperature initiator, the polymerization rate of methacrylate

and epoxy groups is initially quite similar, in agreement with the DSC data for this

system (see Figure 7.4). As shown in Chapters 5 and 6, if the curing temperature is low

enough so that the IPN can vitrify, a difference in curing rates of the two IPN

components will have an effect on the final isothermal conversions of the two species

because they react in environments of differing mobility. Assuming that the IPNs are

miscible, the more slowly polymerizing component can act as a plasticizer for the more

rapidly reacting component so that a higher conversion can be obtained prior to

vitrification (see for example, Section 5.2.3(a)). On the other hand, the extent of cure of

the more slowly reacting component is limited by the presence of the already formed
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network and thus vitrification of the IPN will prevent full cure (see for example Section

5.2.3(a)). Both of these behaviours are clearly evidenced in the

DEBPADM/A1BN64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN (see Figure 7.6). When cured at 70°C, the

neat dimethacrylate resin does not cure to its topological limit because the TB of the

fully cured resin (189°C-see Section 8.2) is well above the curing temperature and so

vitrification prevents full cure. However, in the IPN, the more slowly reacting epoxy

resin acts as a plasticizer and so the final methacrylate conversion is higher than in the

neat DEBPADM/AIBN64 system. Contrasting with this observation, the extent of cure

of the more slowly reactiriSj component (the epoxy) in the 50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN is less than in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI resin

due to vitrification of the EPN by the highly crosslinked dimethacrylate component. In

confirmation that this behaviour is due to vitrification and is not a topological effect,

postcuring of the IPN at 160°C led to almost complete cure of reactive groups.

lOO-i
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100

—•—epoxyconversion in DGEBA/1-Mel
—*— methacrylate conversion DEBADM/AIBN
—o— epoxy conversion in 50:50 DEBADM/MBN:DGEBA/1-Mel
—A— methacrylate conversion in 50:50 DEBADM/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel

/L I I
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S» U
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Figure 7.6 Epoxy and methacrylate conversion versus time for the neat resins and

in the 50:50 blend of DEBADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel at 70 °C.
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Figure 7.7 Epoxy and methacrylate conversion versus time for the neat resins and

in the 50:50 blend of DEBADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI at 110°C.

In the 50:50 DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI IPN (Figure 7.7), the

isothermal conversions of methacrylate and epoxy groups are less than for the parent

resins because the development of the two network components in the IPN occur at

similar rates and so vitrification of the IPN limits full cure of both species. Postcuring at

180°C led to almost complete cure of the epoxy groups and lower but similar extents of

cure of the methacrylate groups in the IPN and the neat dimethacrylate. Showing that

vitrification of the IPN was the cause of the incomplete polymerization at 70°C.

i
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Figure 7.8 Epoxy and methacrylate conversion versus time for the neat resins and

in the 50:50 blend of DEBADM/VAZO168 (2 wt%):DGEBA/l-MeI at 160°C.

FTTR studies (Figure 7.8) show that the neat DGEBA/1-MeI system

polymerized faster than the DEBPADM/AZO168 resin at 160°C, which is consistent

with the DSC results (Figure 7.4). In the 50:50 IPN of these resins, the epoxy groups

reacted more slowly than in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI resins due to a dilution effect and

this is consistent with the scanning DSC results (Figure 7.4). The faster isothermal cure

of the methacrylate groups in the IPN is also consistent with the DSC data (Figure 7.4)

but the reason for this acceleration is unclear. The final isothermal conversions of the

epoxy in the IPN are similar to that in the parent resin because the cure temperature

(160°C) is close enough to the maximally attainable Tgs (see Table 8.2) to allow full

cure without vitrification. The final cure of the methacrylate groups in the IPN and neat

resin is less than 100% perhaps due to degradation or depolymerization of the polymer

at the high isothermal cure and postcure temperatures

7.3 Conclusions

DSC and FTIR studies of a range of IPNs prepared from an epoxy resin and
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several different azo-initiated dimethaciylates have been undertaken. In the neat

DGEBA/1-Mel, DEBPADM/AIBN64, DEBPADM/VAZO88 and DEBPADM/VR110

resins, close to full cure was achieved. For the neat, high temperature

DEBPADM/AZO168 resin, full cure was not attained, possibly due to the compromise

between using a high enough temperature for azo decomposition while avoiding

depolymerization or decomposition of the methacrylate polymer. The IPN cure studies

showed that, by appropriate initiator selection, it was possible to interchange the order

of cure of the components within the DPN so that either the dimethacrylate or epoxy

cured first, without the complications due to interactions between components as

observed in Chapter 5. In the isothermal cure of 50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel, it is the dimethacrylate which polymerizes first

because the 10 hr half-life of AIBN is low. As a result, the final conversion of the

dimethacrylate in the IPN is enhanced and the epoxy conversion is reduced. However

after postcure both groups react nearly completely. For the 50:50 IPN of

DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI the methacrylate and epoxy groups cure at a

similar rate and the final isothermal conversions are less than 100%. Postcuring causes

almost 100% reaction of the epoxy but the methacrylate groups are not fully cured due

to the competition between polymerization and degradation. In the 50:50 IPN of

DEBPADM/AZO168:DGEBA/1-Mel, it is the epoxy which cures first, but the high

isothermal temperature required to initiate the polymerization of the methacrylate

causing further degradation of the methacrylate component producing an incompletely

cured system.
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Chapter 8

DMTA and SANS of cured

systems

8.1 Introduction

Dynamical mechanical studies (DMTA) and small angle neutron scattering

(SANS) have been performed on a number of the IPN systems in order to probe their

phase structure. These IPN systems display a number of different results, from IPNs that

produce one tanS peak (indicative of a single phase system) to systems that are clearly

phase separated (showing two tan8 peaks). These DMTA results were correlated with

the SANS studies - samples that showed two tan5 peaks also showed scattering in the

SANS spectrum. Fitting of the SANS data to various theories gave a scale to this phase

separation.

8.2 Dynamical Mechanical Thermal Analysis

(DMTA)

VER based IPNs

The Glass Transition

The DMTA results for a range of 50:50 IPNs based on VER/AIBN and DGEBA

cured with a range of amines and anhydride are listed in Table 8.1. Figure 8.1 shows the

real modulus and tan8 versus temperature for the VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-Mel and the
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corresponding 50:50 IPN. The Tg (taken as a maximum in tan§) for the neat VER/AIBN

is 169°C and the Tg for the r oat DGEBA/l-Mel is 185°C. The resulting 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel EPN exhibits a single tan5 peak with a maximum

corresponding to a Tg of 189°C which is close to the Tg of the neat DGEBA/l-Mel, and

would occur if the conversion of epoxy, methacrylate and styrene was higher in the IPN.

This cannot be confirmed because the conversion in the parent resins and the IPN are all

close to 100%.

Table 8.1. DMTA results for parent resins and their IPNs

System

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/l-Mel
DGEBA/l-Mel

P relaxation'
(°C)

-80
-70

-60

a relaxation •
(tan 5 maximum)
<°C)
169
1S9

185

E'ofrubbery
plateau , V
(107Pa)

3.0
4.5

4.7

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/BA
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/DAO
DGEBA/BA
DGEBA/DAO

-80
-69

-57

-66
•47

169
Peak 1.71
Peak 2. 141
Peakl . 120
Peak 2. 146
67
119

3.0
1.6

2.4

-
2.0

VER/AIBN
VERVUBN:
DGEBA/An
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/DDM
DGEBA/An
DGEBA/DDM

-80
-65

-63

-64
-50

169
Peakl . I l l
Peak 2. 161
171

109
189

3.0
0.8

2.3

-
2.0

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DMBA
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DMBA

-80
-54

-41

169
157 with a large
shoulder

159

3.0
2.1

2.0

The DMTA spectra for VER/AIBN, DGEBA/BA, DGEBA/DAO and the

resulting semi-IPN and full IPN are illustrated in Figure 8.2. The neat VER/AIBN

shows a single Tg at 169°C, the neat linear DGEBA/BA shows a single Tg at 67°C and

the neat crosslinking DGEBA/DAO shows a single Tg at 119°C (which is higher than

the DGEBA/BA due to the presence of crosslinks). The 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA

semi-IPN produces two Tgs at 71°C and 141°C, the lower Tg at 71°C due to the epoxy
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(neat DGEBA/BA has Tg of 67°C) and the higher Tg due to the VER (neat VER/AIBN

Tg is 169°C). There does not appear to be much difference in the Tg of the epoxy

whether in the neat or IPN system, however the VER Tg is 28°C lower in the IPN

compared with the neat resin, this may be due to phase mixing of DGEBA/BA with

VER or some undercuring of this component. Previous investigations of the cure

kinetics of this system (see Section 5.1.2) indicated a Michael addition130'132 (see

Section 2.4.2), between the amine (a nucleophile) and the electron deficient carbon in

the methacrylate groups (see Figure 5.4 and Section 5.1.2) in both the VER/AIBN:BA

and the VER/AIBN:An systems. Therefore, it may be concluded that although the

dimethacrylate conversion in the IPN (97% - see Chapter 5) is similar to that of the neat

VER (98%), this is not a direct measure of the level of VER network formation, since it

also contains the grafted VER-amine polymer - thus the Tg of the VER component in

this IPN system may be reduced as a result or grafting which may contribute to the

compatibility of the two networks noted by a shift of the VER Tg toward the Tg of the

epoxy. The 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO full-EPN also exhibits two Tgs of 120°C

and 146°C, the lower glass transition at 120°C can be assigned to the epoxy (neat

DGEBA/DAO has Tg of 119°C) while the higher transition is due to the VER (neat

VER/AIBN Tg is 169°C). Similarly to that found for the BA based IPN, there does not

appear to be much difference in the Tg of the epoxy whether neat or in the IPN system,

however the VER Tg is 23°C lower in the IPN compared with the neat resin and this

may also be due to the phase mixing or Michael addition reaction causing undercuring

of the VER network, as discussed above.

The DMTA spectra for VER/AIBN, DGEBA/An, DGEBA/DDM and the

resulting semi-EPN and full IPN are illustrated in Figure 8.3. The neat VER/AIBN

shows a single Tg at 169°C, the neat linear DGEBA/An shows a single Tg at 109°C and

the neat crosslinking DGEBA/DDM shows a single Tg at 189°C (which is higher than

that of DGEBA/An due to the presence of crosslinks). The resulting 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-IPN produces two Tgs at 111°C and 161°C, the lower

corresponding to the Tg of the DGEBA/An and the higher corresponding to the

VER/AIBN. Similar to the effects of the Michael addition between the BA and the

dimethacrylate (see Section 5.1.2) the Tg of the VER/AIBN component in the phase-

separated 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA IPN, Michael addition between the An and

the dimethacrylate also occurs, but to a lesser extent (see Section 5.1.2) because the

aliphatic amine is a stronger base226, so that the downward shift of the Tg (from 169°C
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in the neat VER/AIBN to 161 °C in the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An) is not as

significant as the 28°C shift observed in the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA IPN. A

larger contribution of the measured dimethacrylate conversion in the BA-based IPN is

may also be due to the Michael addition, therefore it is possible that the level of VER

network formation was reduced. In contrast, the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN

produces a single Tg at 171°C, however, the small difference in Tg of the parent resins

in the DDM base IPN (VER/AIBN - 169°C and DGEBA/DDM - 189°C) makes it

difficult to determine whether a two-phase system exists. Thus, based solely on the

DMTA data, the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN may have complete phase

separation, or partial separation with small epoxy-rich or dimethacrylate-rich phases, or

complete miscibility.

The DMTA spectra for VER/AIBN, DGEBA/CHDCA and the corresponding

IPN is shown in Figure 8.4. The neat VER/AIBN shows a single Tg at 169°C, the neat

DGEBA/CHDCA shows a single Tg at 157°C and the resulting 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA IPN produces a single Tg at 159°C with a shoulder on the

higher temperature side of the peak suggesting some degree of phase separation in this

IPN. Further evidence for this is provided by DMTA studies on mixed anhydride

systems in Chapter 9.

Rubbery Modulus

The modulus in the rubbery region is related to the crosslink density (see

Equation 2.15); however for materials with a high rubbery modulus, deviations from

this relationship have been observed238. The rubbery moduli values reported here give a

qualitative indication of the crosslink density. The rubbery modulus of the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN is 4.5 x 107 Pa which is between the rubbery modulus

of the DGEBA/1-MeI (4.7 * 107 Pa) and the VER/AIBN (3.0 x 107 Pa). The

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO (2.4 x 107 Pa), VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM (2.3 x 107 Pa)

and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA (2.1 x 107 Pa) IPNs also all exhibited rubbery

modulus values between those recorded for the parent resins. The values of rubbery

modulus for the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA (1.6 x 107 Pa) and

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An (0.8 x 107 Pa) IPNs are low (as expected) due to the

uncrosslinked nature of the PGEBA/BA and DGEBA/An of which they consist.
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Relaxational Behaviour

The secondary (or P) relaxation in the neat VER (-80°C) is generally associated

with localized molecular motion of the methacrylate group239, as the secondary

relaxation of styrene occurs between -100°C and -140°C . The P relaxation in the neat

DGEBA/1-MeI (-60°C) may be due to the localized motion of the bisphenol-A group240.

The P relaxation of the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN (-70°C) is a combination

of the P relaxation for the two parent resins. The P relaxation for the DGEBA/BA

(-66°C) and DGEBA/DAO (-47°C) may be partly due to motion of the bisphenol-A

group, but has also been connected with the motion of the hydroxyether groups240.

Similar to the 1-MeI based IPNs, the aliphatic-amine based IPNs exhibit P relaxation

close to an average of the two parent resins. The P relaxation for the DGEBA/An

(-64°C) and DGEBA/DDM (-50°C) may be due to similar motions of the bisphenol-A

group or hydroxyether groups241 as observed in the aliphatic-amine based systems240. As

observed for the aliphatic amine-based IPNs, the aromatic-amine based IPNs exhibit P

relaxations close to the average of the two parent resins. The P relaxation for the

DGEBA/CHDCA (-41 °C) may be due to a combination of the motion of the

bisphenol-A group240'241 and the diester segment from the anhydride79*242. The 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA IPN exhibited a P relaxation (-54°C) which occur

between the values measured for the parent resins.
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1 0 l U F

—A—DGEBA/l-McI
—a—VER/AIBN:DGEBA/l-McI ~

10'

1.0

0.9

-100 100
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Figure S.I DMTA scans of DGEBA/2wt% 1-MeI, VER/AIBN and the

corresponding 50:50 IPN.
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Figure 8.2 DMTA scans of DGEBA/BA, DGEBA/DAO, VER/AIBN and

corresponding 50:50 IPNs.
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Figure 8.3 DMTA scans of DGEBA/An, DGEBA/DDM, VER/AIBN and

corresponding 50:50 IPNs.
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Figure 8.4 DMTA scans of DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA, VER/AIBN and

corresponding 50:50 IPN.

DEBPADM-based IPNs

The Glass Transition

The neat DEBPADM cured with various azo initiators, the neat DGEBA and

their corresponding IPNs all exhibited a single maximum in tan8 - see Figures 8.5 to

8.7. The DMTA results for these systems are listed in Table 8.2. The neat

DEBPADM/AIBN64 polymer had a high Tg of 189°C followed by 163°C for

DEBPADM/VR110 and 158°C for the DEBPADM/AZO168 resin. The difference in

Tgs for the DEBPADM may be due to the competition between polymerization and

degradation, as the VRllO and AZO168 initiated systems had to be cured at high

temperatures (110 and 160°C respectively) to enable sufficient decomposition of the

initiator, and these temperatures may cause depolymerization or degradation of the

polymer21. The neat DGEBA/1-MeI polymer had a Tg of 186°C. The resulting 50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN64:DGEBA/1-Mel gave a Tg of 178°C, only slightly lower than the

Tgs of the parent resins. The IPNs cured with the higher temperature azo initiators

(VRllO, AZO168) had Tgs that were significantly lower than the Tgs of the parent

resins, due to plasticization with unpolymerized DEBPADM or small degradation
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products as suggested by the incomplete cure observed by DSC (see Table 7.1) and

FTIR (see Figures 7.7 and 7.8).

Table 8.2. DMTA results for parent resins and their IPNs

System

DEBPADM/AIBN64

DEBPADM/A1BN64:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

P relaxation
(?C)

-80

-72

-60

a relaxation
(tan8 maximum)
(°C) ' •
189

178

186

E',of rubbery
plateau v
(lO7Pa)

6.4

5.4

4.7

DEBPADM/VR110

VER/VR110:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-Mel

-

-65

-60

163

120

186

5.7

3.9

4.7

DEBPADM/VAZO168
DEBPADM/VAZO168:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

-90
-76

-60

158
97

186

4.1
1.3

4.7

* using 2 wt% VAZO168; all other azo levels were 1 wt%

Rubbery Modulus

The rubbery modulus of the 50:50 DEBPADM/AE3N:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN is 5.4

x 107 Pa which is between the rubbery modulus of the DGEBA/1-MeI (4.7 x 107 Pa)

and the DEBPADM/AIBN (6.4 x 107 Pa). However, the modulus values for the 50:50

DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI IPN (3.9 x 107 Pa) and 50:50

DEBPADM/VAZO168:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN (1.3 x 107 Pa) both exhibit values of

rubbery modulus which are lower than both the parent resins which may be due to

under-curing.

Relaxational Behaviour

Similar to the (3 relaxation in the neat VER, the p relaxation in the DEBPADM

systems may also be associated with localized molecular motion of the methacrylate

group239. In the neat DEBPADM systems some variation in the (3 relaxation is observed

and this may be attributed to varying levels of cure in these systems: the undercured

DEBPAD3WVAZO168 has a lower (3 relaxation at -90°C compared to the more fully
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cured DEBPADM/AIBN64 with a (3 relaxation at -80°C. The p relaxations of the IPNs

were close to the average of the parent resins.

0 100 200

—A—DGEBA/l-McI
— D — DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEDA/1-Mcl 50:50 IPN
- • — DEDPADM/AIBN

1 0 0 - 8 0 - 6 0 - 4 0 -20 0
Temperature ("C)

10'
-100 0 100

Temperature (°C)

200

Figure 8.5 DMTA scans of DEBPADM/AIBN64, DGEBA/2\vt% 1-MeI and the

corresponding 50:50 IPN

10
-100
10

100 200

10"

10°

107

—A—DGEBA/1-McI
3— DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-Mci 50:50 IPN.
»— DEBPADM/VR1 10

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20

-100 100

Temperature (°C)

200

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

Figure 8.6 DMTA scans of DEBPADM/VR110, DGEBA/2>vt% 1-MeI and the

corresponding 50:50 IPN
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-100 100 200

w

.1010'

10"

107

10°

10=

—*— DGEBA./1-McI
- • — DEBI'ADM/2\vtAZO168:DGGBA/l-Mcl 50:50 IPN
- • — DEBPADM/2wtAZO168

0.10

0.08

U.06

0.02

0.00
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0

Temperaturc(°C)
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0.7

0.6
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Temperature (°C)

200

Figure 8.7 DMTA scans of DEBPADM/VAZO168AIBN, DGEBA/2wt% 1-MeI and

the corresponding 50:50 IPN

Variations of semi- and full-IPNs

The Glass Transition

A series of DMTA scans of semi- and full-IPNs based on the linear PGEMA or

its crosslinking counterpart bisGMA with PGE or its crosslinking counterpart DGEBA

are shown in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. The neat PGEMA/AIBN and neat bisGMA/AIBN

have Tgs of 45°C (from DSC) and 173°C (from DMTA) respectively (see Table 8.3).

The neat PGE/1-MeI and neat DGEBA/1-MeI have Tgs of 5°C (from DSC) and 185°C

(from DMTA) respectively (see Table 8.3). The corresponding IPNs exhibit a range of

dynamical mechanical behaviours. The 50:50 PGEMA/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel semi-IPN

exhibits a single Tg at 100°C midway between the Tgs (45°C and 185°C) of the parent

resins suggesting a single phase. The 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:DGEBA/l-MeI IPN also

exhibits a single Tg at 177°C which is midway between the Tgs of the parent resins but

in this case the superposition of the Tgs is too small to lead to any conclusions about

phase separation. In contrast, the 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:PGE/l-MeI IPN exhibits a

broad Tg at 83°C between the PGE/1-MeI (Tg of 5°C) and the bisGMA/AIBN (Tgof
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173°C) suggesting a wide variation in phase mixing.

Table 8.3 DMTA results for parent resins and their IPNs with PGE and PGEM.

;• System i$ffi$$$^££.;;$$M-$f^x

PGEMA/AIBN

bisGMA/AIBN

50:50 PGEMA/AIBN:
DGEBA/1-Mel(5wt%)
50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:
DGEBA/1-Mel(5wt%)
50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:
PGE/1-Mel(5\vt%)

PGE/1-Mel(5\vt%)

DGEBA/1-MeI (2 vvt%)

iBreliaixatiori^

"<-k--u-.••'-«•,.";•:'•••••'(.. v . i * : - > A

J ; ' # " - - i , v : •;:!•••;.•.•• •.•;'5^|::
-

-70

-75

-60

-

-60

''arelaxitions;^
ilsiliii
nmximuni) (?C) f
45*

173

100

177

Broad peak at
83 °C with a
small shoulder at
18°C.
5*

185

iE&6f*iibberyS

;::(10??a)fiitfe
liquid

4.6

2.9

4.7

1.7

liquid

4.7

*Tgs from scanning DSC at 5°/min (DMTA measurements could not be made due to the

low Tgs of these materials)

-100 100 200

-D-bisGMA/AIBN:DGEBA/l-McI
-•—bisGMA/AIBN

0.1

101

-100 0 100

Temperature (°C)

200

Figure 8.8 DMTA scans of DGEBA/Me-I (2 wt%), bisGMA/AIBN, and

corresponding 50:50 IPN.
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-100 200

-A-DGEBA'I-Mcl
- A - PGEMA/AIBN:Dl;bBA/l -Mel
- c - bisGMA/AlBN:PGE/l -Mel
- • — bisGMA/AIBN

00 -80 -60 -40 -20

Temperature (°C)

10°
-100 100

Temperature (°C)

200

Figure 8.9 DMTA scans of DGEBA/1-MeI (2 >vt%), bisGMA/AIBN, and the 50:50

semi-IPNs of PGEM/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel (5 vvt%) semi-IPN and

bisGMA7AIBN:PGE/i-MeI (5

Rubbery Modulus

The rubbery modulus of the 50:50 bisGMA/ABN:DGEBA/l-MeI IPN is 4.7 x

107 Pa which is between the rubbery modulus of the DGEBA/1-MeI (4.7 x 107 Pa) and

the bisGMA/AIBN (4.6 x 107 Pa). The values of rubbery modulus for the 50:50

PGEMA/AI3N:DGEBA/1-Mel (2.9 * 107 Pa) and 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:PGE/l-MeI

(1.7 x 107 Pa) are low (as expected) due to the uncrosslinked nature of the

PGEMA/AJBN and PGE/1-MeI of which they consist.

Relaxational Behaviour

As noted above, the (3 relaxation in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI (-60°C) may also be

due to the localized motion of the bisphenol-A group240. Similar to the (5 relaxation in

the neat VER, the (3 relaxation in the neat bisGMA (-70°C) may be associated with

iocalized molecular morion of the methacrylate group239 The broad |3 relaxations of the

50:50 bisGMA/AE3N:DGEBA/l-MeI (-60°C) is close to the average of its parent resins
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and the 50:50 PGEMA/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel 1PN also exhibited a broad p relaxation in

this region.

8.3 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS).

An exploratory SANS study was undertaken on a series of IPNs and their parent

resins and the spectra of the scattering intensity I(Q) in cm"1 versus the scattering vector

Q in A"1 are shown in Figures 8.10 to 8.15*. The atomic weight and scattering length

due to individual atoms is listed in Table 8.4. A summation of the scattering due to each

particular atom within each particular component of the BPN has been calculated to

produce a scattering length per repeat unit for each component sub-unit (listed in Table

8.5). The scattering length (bj) for each component (see Section 2.4.3), the molecular

weight (MW) of the repeat unit and density of the neat resin (see Table 8.6) were used

to calculate the scattering length density for the neat resins:

. , , , fpxAvogradros number) A^-., \
scattering length density= - xl> b; )

{ MW of repeat unit ) ^ u
/component

Equation 8.1

In some cases the difference in scattering length density of components is close

to the tlireshold of observable scattering; for example the scattering length density for

the VER/AIBN is 148x108 cm'2 which is very close to DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA (155

xlO8 cm"2), hence even if the system was phase separated, the difference in scattering

length density may be too small for scattering to be observed.

Table 8.4 Scattering length and atomic weight associated with particular atoms163.

Atoms

Scattering length (cm)
(xlO'12)
Atomic weight (g/mol)

Hydrogen

-0.374

1.001

Deuterium

0.667

2.014

Carbon

0.665

12.011

Oxygen

0.5S

16.00

Nitrogen

0.937

14.007

* SANS measurements were kindly performed at NIST, Gaithersburg by Dr Min Lin on samples
formulated and prepared by the author.
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Table 8.5 Composition and scattering length associated with the repeat unit.

DGEBA/DAO

DGEBA/BA

DGEBA/DDM

DGEBA/An

DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA

DGEBA

model VER

DAO

BA

DDM

An

CHDCA

Me-I

bisGMA

Styrene

Hydrogen;;^

32

35

31

31

34

24

17

20

11

14

7

10

6

36

8

Oarbon'H?

tiliU
25

25

27.5

27

29

21

14.7

8

4

13

6

8

4

29

8

4

4

4

4

7

4

2.6

0

0

0

0

3

a

Nitrogen;

iiitii
i

i

i

i

0

0

0

2

1

2

1

0

2

8 0

o 1o

Scattering Length

7.2

6.8

10.0

9.6

10.6

7.3

4.9

-0.3

-0.5

5.3

2.3

3.3

2.3

10.5

2.3
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Table 8.6 Summary of scattering length, MW of repeat unit, density and scattering

length density for all the neat resins

DGEBA

DGEBA/DAO

DGEBA/BA

DGEBA/DDM

DGEBA/An

DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA
model VER

DAO

BA

DDM

An

CHDCAN

1-MeI

bisGMA

Styrene

Scattering length
cm (xlO -"cm)

7.3

7.2

6.8

10.0

9.6

10.6

4.9

•0.3

-0.5

5.3

2.3

3.3

2.3

10.5

2.3

Mw oil ,
repeat*unit Density* -
g/mol te/cm3

340.2

412.3

413.3

429.3

433.3

494.3

234.7

144.1

73.1

198.2

93.1

154.1

82.1

512.3

104.1

1

1.2

1.18

1.19

1.18

1.2

1.17

1

1

1

1

1.19

1

1

1

Scattering ; ; length
density! V-v-^V'''1'-7

cm 2 (x l0V : : - •

129

126

117

162

158

155

148

-12

-43

160

149

154

168

123

135

Figures 8.10 to 8.15 show that the neat resins, the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN and the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA

IPN showed weak scattering patterns indicating either a single phase system or the

scattering density difference between phases was too small to produce any significant

scattering. The 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-IPN, the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN, the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA semi-IPN and to a

lesser extent the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPN all produced scattering

indicative of a two phase system (see Figures 8.14 and 8.15). The DMTA data confirms

evidence of a two phase structure for the semi-IPNs of 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA

and 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An (see Figures 8.2 and 8.3) and the 50:50

+ density measurements taken from fully cured parent resins described in Section 4.5
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VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPN (see Figure 8.2). The 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM

IPN only produced a single TB, (see Figure 8.3) however the difference in Tg of the

parent resins in the DDM based IPN (VER/AIBN - 169°C and DGEBA/DDM - I89°C)

was not as significant as the DAO based IPN and thus a two phase system may be

difficult to identify by DMTA alone.

2.0-1

1.5-

S
u

1.0-

0.5-

0.0'

02
P

• DGEBA/1-MeI (2wt%)
o VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel (2\vt%) 50:50 IPN
A VER/AIBN

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Figure 8.10 Scattering intensity I(Q) versus scattering vector Q for DGEBA/1-

Mel, VER/AIBN and the 50:50 IPN.
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A VER/AIBN

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Figure 8.11 Scattering intensity I(Q) versus scattering vector Q for DGEBA/DAO,

VER/AIBN and the 50:50 IPN.
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Figure 8.12 Scattering intensity I(Q) versus scattering vector Q for DGEBA/DDM,

VER/AIBN and the 50:50 IPN.
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o VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA 50:50 IPN
A VER/AIBN
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Figure 8.13 Scattering intensity I(Q) versus scattering vector Q for

DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA, VER/AIBN and the 50:50 IPN.

The scattering of the VER/AIBN:DGEBA:BA, VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DAO

VER7AIBN:DGEBA:An, VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DDM IPNs was fitted to the Deybe-

Bueche model (see Section 2.4.3) as shown in Figures 8.14 and 8.15 and values of the

correlation length in each IPN are listed in Tables 8.7 and 8.8.

At low Q, a simplified version of the Deybe-Bueche equation is given by164,166.

(\H2Q2J
Equation 8.2

where A is a constant for the system, ^ is the correlation length and B is the background

scattering. Equation 8.2 was fitted to the SANS data using a least square iteration over

the Q range from 0.006 to 0.03 A"1 (see Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15)

The scattering data from the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA IPN fits the Deybe-Bueche

reasonably well (but deviates at 0.010A<Q<0.014A), giving a \ of 181±4A. The

scattering from the 50:50 VER7AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPN fits the Deybe-Bueche

equation well giving a £ of 151±12A. The scattering data from the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPN and 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN produced good
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fits to the Deybe-Bueche equation with no observable deviation over the whole range of

fitting from 0.007A<Q<0.03A. From this fit, the correlation lengths for

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM were 186±8A and 184±6A

respectively. The sizes of the domains, however, are very small and, being far smaller

than the wavelength of light, are not visually opaque.

30-,

25-

20-

I 15-1

10-

5 -

• VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO
Q VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03

Q (A'1)

Figure 8.14 Deybe-Bueche fitting of 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA:BA and 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DAO scattering data

Table 8.7 Deybe-Bueche fitting results for 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA:BA and

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DAO

Deybe-Bueche Model VER/AIBN:DG£BA:BA
X2" = 0.05 " • - ' '

Variables

A
4 (A)
B (cm'1)

Fitted values

155
181
1.6

Error

±8
±4
±0.1

Deybe-Bueche Model VER/AIBN:I)GEBA:DAO !

X2"=s0.006 • , '

Variables

A
4 (A)
B (cnV1)

Fitted values

2.2
151
1.10

Error

±0.4
±12
±0.01
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0.00

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An

0.01 0.02 0.03
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Figure 8.15 Deybe-Bueche fitting of 50:50 VER/AlBN:DGEBA:An and 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DDM scattering data

Table 8.8 Deybe-Bueche fitting results for 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA:An and

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DDM

Deybe-Bueche Model VER/AIBN:DGEBA:An
X2' = 0.0007 ..

Variables

A

UA)
B (cm-1)

Fitted values

10
186
0.80

Error

±1
±8

±0.01
Deybe-Bueche Model VER/AIBN:DGEBA:DDM
%2' = 0.0006 . . ,

Variables

A

UA)
B (cm"1)

Fitted values

61
184
1.02

Eiror

±6
±6
±0.02

8.4 Conclusions

A range of 50:50 IPNs with differing morphologies have been produced. These

comprise the clearly phase separated IPNs which showed two Tgs by DMTA and excess

small angle neutron scattering: 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An} 50:50
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VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA and the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPNs. Others whose

phase structure can not be determined by DMTA analysis (showing a single Tg by

DMTA) but which show obvious small angle neutron scattering such as the 50:50

VER/A1BN:DGEBA/DDM IPN; and those which are not obviously phase separated by

DMTA (showing a peak with a shoulder in the DMTA spectrum) or SANS analysis (no

small angle neutron scattering) such as the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA

IPN. The last groups of IPNs are those that appear to be single phase materials (showing

a single TB by DMTA and no small angle neutron scattering) such as the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGFBA/1-Mel IPN. The phase morphology as observed by DMTA and

SANS and the cure order and presence of grafting is summarized in Table 8.9.

Table 8.9 Summary of phase morphology and curing order of IPNs

System

VER/AIBN:

DGEBA/1-MeI

VER

cured

first (V)

epoxy

cured

first (E)

V

Grafting

(Michael

addition)

K

no

ATC ;

(parent

.resins)

16

Two Tgs

by DMTA

no

Scattering

density

difference

19

VER/AIBN:

DGEBA/BA

VER/AIBN:

DGEBA/DAO

E

E

yes

yes

102

40

yes

yes

31

22

VER/AIBN:

DGEBA/An

VER/AIBN:

DGEBA/DDM

V

V

yes

yes

50

20

yes

no

10

14

VER/AIBN:

DGEBA/CHDCA/

DMBA

V no 10 yes (*i peak

with a

shoulder)

7

Observed

'SANS.,- "

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

(borderline)

The four systems that showed significant small angle neutron scattering were

fitted well to the Deybe-Bueche model which assumes a random distribution of phases

with different sizes and shapes throughout a scattering volume (V). The correlation
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length ^, calculated from the Deybe-Bueche equation was 181±4A, 151±12A, 186±8A

and 184±6A for the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA IPN, 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPN, 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPN and 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN respectively. The lower correlation length for the

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPN may be due to a reduction in phase separation due to

the near simultaneous interlocking of the two networks during cure. This is not observed

for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM DPN in which the correlation length is similar to that

of the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An semi-IPN perhaps because the slower cure of the cpoxy

component and the reduction in enthalpy during the cure of the DGEBA/DDM

component causes phase separation before the interlocking of the two networks can

occur.
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Chapter 9

Dual Photopolynienzation

and thermal curing kinetics

of dim eth acrylate-epoxy

IPNs

9.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7, it was demonstrated that the cure order in IPNs could be reversed

depending on the initiator systems used, although the effect of cure order on resulting

morphology was difficult to interpret due to incomplete methacrylate cure. In Chapter 8,

DMTA investigations also indicated that the cure order affected the resulting IPN phase

morphology. In the present chapter, the isothennal photopolymerization kinetics of a

dimethacrylate and the thermal cure of an epoxy/anhydride mixture have been

investigated separately and within a 50:5C dimethacrylate/epoxy IPN using DSC and

NIR. This combination of crosslinkable resins permits the partial or complete cure of

each component independently of each other. The miscibility of the resulting IPNs is

also presented here.

jI

M
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9.2 Cure kinetics and DMTA

Thermal cure kinetics

Figure 9.1 shows the thermal polymerization behaviour of the dimethacrylate

(using AEBN as initiator) and of the epoxy/anhydride system. Based on the heat of

polymerization for methyl methacrylate of 56.2 kj/mol222, the theoretical heat of

polymerization of DEBPADM was calculated as 239 J/g (based on a molecular weight

of 470 g/mol obtained by titration - see Section 3.2). The observed heat of

polymerization of the dimethacrylate was 220 J/g, suggesting 90% cure. The heat of

polymerization of the epoxy system was 300 J/g corresponding to 112kJ/mol, which is

similar to that found in Sections 5.1.2, 5.2.2 and 5.3.2 and in the literature16'231'234. The

DSC behaviour of the 50:50 EPN (Figure 9.1) shows two distinct exothenns for which

the lower and upper exotherms can be attributed to the DEBPADM/AIBN and

DGEBA/anhydride cure, respectively. In agreement with this, the resolved contributions

to the DSC exotherm (see Figure 9.1) are approximately equal to that expected from the

weight fractions of DEBPADM and epoxy components in the IPN. The peak exotherm

temperature for the methacrylate cure appears to be shifted to higher temperatures than

in the parent resins, as observed in earlier DSC cure studies of related IPN systems (see

Chapter 5), due to the effect of dilution of the system by the epoxy component. The

peak exotherm temperature for the epoxy does not shift to a higher temperature as one

might expect due to dilutional effects, but occurs at a similar temperature as that in the

neat system. A similar behaviour was found for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM and

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPNs in Section 5.1.2 and this was attributed to the combined

result of the decelerating dilution effect and an accelerating catalytic effect. This

explanation is not applicable here because DEBPADM has no potentially accelerating

hydroxyl groups. As shown later in Figure 9.15, the DMTA of the fully cured sample of

the 50:50 DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA JPN exhibits two Tgs.

Thus it is possible that phase separation occurs during the cure of the dimethacrylate

component so that the subsequent polymerization of the epoxy occurs in its own phase.

If this is the case, then a smaller dilution effect would be observed for the epoxy

exotherm in the PN.
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Figure 9.1 Scanning cure of DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA

Photochemical curr kinetics

Two photo-polymerization systems were used in this work. The photo-red ox

mechanism of CQ/TMA - see Figure 2.16 and the iniferter XDT - see Figure 2.17.

Figure 9.2 shows the dependence of the photocuring behaviour of the

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA system at 50°C on the radiation intensity varied by using

different neutral density filters. The rate of photo-polymerization depends strongly on

the radiation intensity and approximately follows the theoretical square root

dependency2" but the total heat of polymerization at 50°C is approximately constant at

115 kJ/mol, suggesting that the final structure is independent of the rate of cure. The

heat of polymerization of 115 J/g corresponds to 48% conversion und this low

conversion is due to vitrification during cure which prevents complete

polymerization14'19'20'56 because the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the fully cured

DEBPADM (189°C, from DMTA at 1 Hz - see Section 8.2) is well above the
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isothermal cure temperature.

Because the photocure reaction proceeds very rapidly during exposure to the

unattenuated visible light source, a filter with an optical density of 1.3 (light

transmission of 5%) was employed as the standard condition for the CQ/TMA

photocuring to ensure that the reaction could be easily monitored. Figure 9.3 illustrates

the effect of different exposure times on the DSC traces for the DEBPADM/CQ/TMA

system at 50°C. Analogous, but slower photocuring behaviour was observed for

DEBPADM/XDT (see Figure 9.4), however after 20 min of UV irradiation at 50°C, the

heat of polymerization was 108 J/g (45% conversion) which is comparable to that found

for the CQ/TMA initiation system after 10 min of irradiation (see Figure 9.3).

Comparison of Figures 9.3 and 9.4 also show that when the irradiation is stopped, the

polymerization drops off much more rapidly for the DEBPADM/XDT system as

expected of a photo-iniferter. The advantage of the XDT over the CQ/TMA system is

that the former results in less thermal dark reaction because the small dithiocarbamate

radical (produced during irradiation of XDT) terminates growing radical chains in the

absence of UV radiation105.

'too

ffi 3

2

1

0

O D = 1.3; AH =115 J/g

O D = 1.0; AH =114 J/g

OD = 0.0; AH =116 J/g

100 200

Time ^ seconds)

300 400

Figure 9.2 Photocuring o f DEBPADM/CQ/TMA at 50°C with visible light using

neutral density filters of differing optical densities (ODs); all systems exposed for

10 min..
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exposed for 18 s; AH = 10 J/g
exposed for 24 s; AH = 48 J/g
exposed for 10 min; AH = 115 J/g

/ indicates irradiation off

100 200

Time (seconds)

300

Figure 9.3 Photocuring of DEBPADM/CQ/TMA at 50°C with visible light for

varying exposure times using the standard neutral density filter with an optical

density of 1.3.

irradiation on
I

photocured 6 s; AH = 21 J/g
\ > photocured 14 s; AH = 47 J/g
^ X photocured 48 s; AH = 74 J/g

photocured 84 s; AH = 88 J/g
photocured 20 mins; AH =108 J/g

I indicates irradiation off

200 300 400
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Figure 9.4 Photocuring of DEBPADM/XDT at 50 °C with UV radiation (with no

neutral density filter) for varying exposure times.

To investigate the possible interactions between the initiator components, studies

of the effects of components from each curing system on the other were undertaken.

"ii

1
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The effects of the dimethacrylate components on the epoxy cure were first investigated.

Scanning DSC of the DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA system containing 0.15 wt%

TMA revealed that the DSC peak shifted from 129 to 122°C but the heat of

polymerization was unaffected (see Figures 9.5a and 9.5b). This shows that the TMA,

like DMBA, has an accelerating effect on the epoxy/anliydride cure. The scanning DSC

of DGEBA/CQ/TMA (Figure 9.5c) and DGEBA/XDT (Figure 9.5d) also reveals a very

high temperature exotherm close to 300°C, presumably due to thermal cure or

degradation of the epoxy. Compared with the neat DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA

curing behaviour, which gives a DSC exotherm peak at 129°C (see Figure 9.5a),

ramping DSC of the 50:50 DEBPADM:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA (see Figure

9.5e) shows an exotherm peak at 149°C (146 J/g), due to the dilution of the

epoxy/anhydride reactants by the dimethacrylate resin which reduces the rate of epoxy

cure, however close to full cure is achieved. From these studies it can be concluded that

the cure of the epoxy is accelerated but otherwise not greatly changed when it is

blended with the dimethacrylate component.

3 r

o

129°C
(300 J/g)

high temperature exotherm

122°C
(300 J/g)

149°C
(146 J/r)

I I . I . I . I

80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

temperature (°C)

Figure 9.5 Effect of initiator components on the cure of DGEBA: a) temperature

ramping DSC of DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA; b) temperature ramping DSC of

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA/TMA; c) temperature ramping DSC of

DGEBA/CQ/TMA; d) temperature ramping DSC of DGEBA/XDT; e) temperature

ramping DSC of the 50:50 DEBPADM;DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA
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The effect of IPN components on the dimethacrylate cure was also investigated.

Figure 9.6a illustrates the behaviour of uninitiated DEBPADM when scanned from 50

to 300°C - an exotherm peak appears at 178°C (42 J g or 17% conversion), followed by

an even higher temperature exotherm with a peak temperature at approximately 290°C,

both apparently due to thermal cure of the dimethacrylate groups or degradation. The

temperature ramping DSC of the DEBPADM/CQ/TMA system is also >hown (see

Figure 9.6b), and reveals three exothermic peaks - an onset to the polymerization occurs

at 110°C and two overlapping peaks occur at 137°C and 195°C (having a total exotherm

of 61 J/g or 25% conversion), and these peaks are followed by a broad, high

temperature exothemi with a peak temperature close to 310°C. The peak at 137°C may

result from thermally induced radicals from the CQ/TMA pair, while the peaks at 195°C

and 310°C may be due to thermal cure of DEBPADM or degradation. To further

investigate the effect of temperature on the CQ/TMA pair, the DEBPADM/CQ/TMA

system was initially scanned from 50 to 170°C giving an exotherm of 32 J/g. When this

sample was then photocured at 50°C, the resin produced an exotherm of 72 J/g.

Although this exotherm is 43 J/g less than that for the virgin system (115 J/g)

summation of partial polymerization of the DEBPADM during the prior thermal cure

and the subsequent isothermal photopolymerization shows that the thermal scan does

not impair the photo-initiating capacity of the CQ/TMA pair. When a mixture of

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA:DGEBA was temperature ramped from 50°C to 300°C (see

Figure 9.6c), a small exotherm (lOJ/g, equivalent to 6% methacrylate conversion) at

186°C was observed. This small peak was superimposed over a broader exotherm,

which is difficult to analyze in the higher temperature range of this scan (see Figure

9.6c) due to baseline instability, perhaps due to volatiles. These results suggest that the

CQ/TMA system is more thermally stable in the IPN mixture than in the dimethacrylate

monomer. Figure 9.6d also shows that if DEBPADM/CQ/TMA is partially photocured

for 24 s at 50°C (giving a heat of polymerization of 48 J/g, equivalent to 20%

conversion of methacrylate groups) and is then thermally scanned from 50 to 300°C, a

broad exotherm of 55 J/g occurs with an onset at 75°C and a peak at 143°C. This peak

may be due to the 'dark reaction' due to polymerization by the residual trapped radicals

in the matrix (see Section 2.3.2) and also may be partially due to thermal cure of the

system as was observed in the thermal scan of DEBPADM/CQ/TMA (see Figure 9.6b).

This suggests that the CQ/TMA photo-initiating system may not be ideal for studies of

sequential curing in the fully formulated IPN.
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Similar investigations were undertaken on the DEBPADM/XDT system (Figure

9.7). Temperature-ramping DSC of the DEBPADM/XDT mixture (Figure 9.7b) over

the range of 50-300°C shows an exotherm of 46 J/g (19% conversion) with an onset at

127°C and a peak at 184°C due to thermal cure. When the DEBPADM/XDT system

was only scanned up to 170°C, an exothemi of 11 J/g was observed and subsequent

photocuring of this sample at 50°C produced an additional exotherm of 95 J/g. The

summation of these two exotherms (106 J/g) is very close to that found for the

isothermal photocure of the virgin system (108 J/g) and shows that the thermal scan has

little effect on the photo-initiating capacity of the XDT. When the neat

DEBPADM/XDT system was partially irradiated with UV light for 14 s at 50°C, giving

a heat of polymerization of 47 J/g (20% conversion), and was then temperature scanned

from 50 to 300°C (Figure 9.7c), it produced a peak at 193°C and an exotherm of

approximately of 17 J/g (7% conversion) which is smaller and at a higher temperature

than that found with CQ/TMA as initiator (Figure 9.6d). Unlike the partially cured

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA system (Figure 9.6d), the peak in the XDT system (Figure 9.7c)

is unlikely to be due to residual radicals because the dithiocarbamate radical terminates

other radicals in the absence of radiation104'109 (see Section 2.3.2). The exotherm is most

likely due to the thermal cure of the unreacted DEBPADM and the similarities of the

peaks in these systems (Figures 9.7a-c) support this conclusion. In a similar temperature

ramping DSC study of the partially photo-cured DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA (Figure

9.7d), a more complicated exotherm profile is observed. There is a small exotherm

(lOJ/g or 4 % conversion) at 146°C, which may be thermal cure of the

DEBPADM/XDT, followed by a larger exotherm at 240°C possibly due to the higher

temperature thermal cure of the DGEBA or DEBPADM. Temperature ramping DSC of

a blend of DEBPADM/XDT and the anhydride mixture (Figure 9.7e) produces a small

exotherm (12 J/g or 5 % conversion) at 144°C possibly due to thermal cure of the

dimethacrylate.

In summary, the studies shown in Figures 9.5 to 9.7 reveal a number of

interactions between the componenis in the IPN. The thermal cure of the DEBPADM is

enhanced with the addition of the CQ/TMA producing a series of broad peaks with an

onset at 110°C and an exotherm of 61 J/g (see Figure 9.6b). More significantly a dark

reaction occurs during thermal ramping of the partially photocured

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA system due to polymerization by radicals trapped in the matrix

(see Figure 9.6d). In contrast, the DEBPADM/XDT (see Figure 9.7) is a cleaner system
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because the dithiocarbamate radical terminates chain radicals in the absence of

radiation. Thus XDT appears to be more suitable for sequential studies of cure in the

IPN.

0.6

0.4

.2
• 4 - 1

s

ox
CD 0.2

0.0
50

higher temperature exotherm

137°C
1 9 5 ° C total AH =61 J/g

186°C(AH=10J/g)

143°C(AH=55J/g)
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Temperature (°C)
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Figure 9.6 Effect of initiator components on the thermal cure of

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA: a) temperature ramping DSC of DEBPADM alone; b)

temperature ramping DSC of DEBPADM/CQ/TMA; c) temperature ramping DSC

of DEBPADM/CQ/TMA:DGEBA; d) temperature ramping DSC of

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA after photocuring for 24s to 20% conversion
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Figure 9.7 Effect of initiator components on the thermal cure of DEBPADM/XDT:

a) temperature ramping DSC of DEBPADM alone; b) temperature ramping DSC

of DEBPADM/XDT; c) temperature ramping DSC of DEBPADM/XDT (after

photocuring for 14s to 20% conversion of methacrylate); d) temperature ramping

DSC of DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA (after photocuring for 25s to 27% conversion of

methacrylate); e) DEBPADM/XDT: DDSA/CHDCA (containing the normal

amount of ingredients - see Chapter 3)
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Figure 9.8 Photocuring behaviour of the 50:50 IPN DEBPADM/CQ/TMA:

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA at 50°C for varying irradiation times with visible

light and the effect on the subsequent temperature-ramping exotherm behaviour.

Figure 9.8a shows the effect of temperature ramping or the

DEBPADM/CQ/TMA:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN system without prior

photocuring. The DSC peak occurs at 134°C which is a little greater than that found for

the pure epoxy system (129°C - see Figure 9.1). This peak shift is partly due to the

dilution of the epoxy/anhydride reactants by the dimethacrylate resin which reduces the

rate of epoxy cure, as has been observed in Chapter 5 for VER based IPNs. However,

opposing this dilution effect is an acceleration effect of TMA on the epoxy/anhydride

cure (as noted above) so that the shift in the peak is not as much as expected. The

temperature-ramping DSC peak in Figure 9.8a also appears to have a shoulder which

differs from that of the pure epoxy/anhydride system (see Figure 9.1) and this may

suggest that an additional process is occurring, such as was found in the thermal scans

of the DEBPADM/CQ/TMA system (Figure 9.6b). Furthermore, we would expect an

exotherm of 150 J/g due to the epoxy cure, but in the IPN system the exotherm is 178

J/g - the additional 28 J/g of energy evolved is consistent with partial thermal cure of
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the DEBPADM component. When the dimethacrylate was partially photo-cured at

50°C (Figure 9.8b and Figure 9.8c), the temperature-ramped thermal epoxy cure peak

became more symmetric but the heat of polymerization was reduced further and further

below that expected for the full cure of the epoxy (theoretically 150 J/g for epoxy cure

in the 50:50 IPN). This latter behaviour is very unusual - it should be noted that the

second stage of the experiment depicted in Figure 9.8 involves a temperature ramp and

so limitation in the extent of cure by vitrification cannot occur here. One possibility is

that the formation of the dimethacrylate network topologically restricts the development

of the epoxy network and this explanation may be similar to the ill-defined "interlock

effect" suggested by Lin and co-workers133'137*230 - see Section 2.4. Another explanation

is that phase separation may occur during the IPN cure and evidence for this is

discussed below. This may cause an imbalance in the partitioning of the DGEBA and

anhydride species between the two phases so that full cure of the epoxy groups would

not be attained.
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Figure 9.9 Photocure behaviour of 50:50 DEBPADM/XDT:

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA at 50°C for varying times, followed by scanning

DSC cure from 50-300°C.
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Figure 9.9 illustrates the isothermal photocuring behaviour at 50°C of the

dimethacrylate component in the 50:50

DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN and also shows the subsequent

scanning cure behaviour of the epoxy component. For the un-irradiated sample (Figure

9.9a), the temperature-ramping DSC curing peak occurs at 145°C which is a

considerably higher than that found for the pure epoxy (129°C - see Figure 9.1) due to

the dilution of ;he epoxy/anhydride reactants by the dimethacrylate resin which reduces

the rate of epoxy cure, as observed in Chapter 5. The epoxy curing peak is also higher

than that in the 50:50 DEBPADM/CQ/TMA:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN

(134°C - see Figure 9.8). This difference is due to the absence of TMA in the XDT-

based IPN formulation so that no additional acceleration of the cure of the epoxy

component occurs. The DSC peak in Figure 9.9a appears to be relatively symmetric in

contrast to the DEBPADM/CQ/TMA:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA EPN peak (see

Figure 9.8a) perhaps due to the lack of any significant thermally-activated cure of the

dimethacrylate. This is partly supported by the exotherm of 170J/g which is only

slightly more than would be expected for the epoxy cure per se. Increasing the level of

partial photo-curing of the DEBPADM/XDT component within the IPN (Figures 9.9b-

e) reduces the amount of epoxy cure and this may be due to topological restrictions to

the epoxy cure or may be due to an imbalance in epoxy/anhydride stoichiometry due to

phase separation, as was suggested for the CQ/TMA initiating system (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9.10 Partial scan-cure of the epoxy component followed by photocuring of

the dimethacrylate in DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA at 50°C

Figures 9.10 and 9.11 show the effect of partial cure of the epoxy component on

the isothermal photocuring behaviour of the dimethacrylate component in the 50:50 IPN

of DEBPADiM/XDT:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA. As the upper temperature is

raised in the temperature ramping part of the experiment, the amount of heat evolved

rises due to an increase in the extent of epoxy cure. However the temperature ramping

DSC stage may also involve some thermal cure of the dimethacrylate when ramped to

the highest temperature (170°C) because the heat of polymerization evolved during the

scan up to 170°C (158 J/g - see Figure 9.10d) is slightly more than the 150J/g expected

from the epoxy cure and because Figure 9.7 shows that the DEBPADM/XDT system

undergoes thermal cure at 184°C. Figure 9.10 and 9.11 also show that an increase in the

extent of thermal cure of the epoxy component resulted in a reduction in the exotherm

during the subsequent isothermal photopolymerization of the dimethacrylate

component. This behaviour may have two causes. If the IPN is considered to be

miscible, an increase of the epoxy conversion in the IPN would raise the Tg and this

would reduce the mobility of the dimethacrylate groups and thus cause incomplete

methacrylate polymerization due to IPN vitrification (as discussed in Chapter 5). This is

further supported when one considers the effect of the isothermal photopolymerization
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temperature - contrasting with the photocure behaviour in Figure 9.10 at 50°C, Figure

9.11, shows that much higher dimethacrylate conversions were obtained when the

photopolyinerization was perfomied at 100°C because the IPN can react further before

vitrification occurs.

The effect of cure order on the cure behaviour and final conversion of each IPN

component can be determined from a comparison of Figures 9.9e and 9.10d. If the

dimethacrylate is photocured at 50°C before the subsequent thermal ramp (Figure 9.9e),

the dimethacrylate is cured to 69% but less than its maximally attainable value (ca

90%), while the epoxy cure is limited to 69% by topological restrictions or by

stoichiometry imbalance caused by phase separation. In contrast, if the curing sequence

is reversed (see Figure 9.10d), the cure of the epoxy groups (158 J/g) is complete, while

due to vitrification or topological restraint the dimethacrylate only cures to 3%

conversion (4 J/g).
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Figure 9.11 Partial scan-cure of the epoxy component followed by photocuring of

dimethacrylate component in DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA
at 100°C
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Figure 9.12 shows the NIR spectra of the uncured IPN mixture and of IPNs after

various sequences of photochemical and thermal cure - the conversion results are listed

in Table 9.1. As suggested by the DSC studies (Figure 9.9), UV irradiation of the IPN

mixture at 100°C for 30 min primarily causes methacrylate cure while the epoxy groups

do not react significantly. Only after thermal cure of the IPN at 100°C for

approximately 12 h do the epoxy groups undergo significant polymerization (see Table

9.1). Similarly, isothermal cure of the IPN at !00°C for 12 h only results in the

polymerization of the epoxy-anhydride network and UV irradiation is required for

methacrylate polymerization. Table 9.1 reveals that the extent of conversion of each

species after thermal and radiation cure is dependent on the curing order in qualitative

agreement with the DSC data. The first species to be polymerized was found to cure to a

higher conversion because the other IPN component had plasticized the system. If the

second species to be polymerized was the dimethacrylate then its conversion after

photo-irradiatinn at 100°C was limited by either vitrification or topological restraint by

the interpenetrating epoxy network. On the other hand, if the epoxy component was

polymerized at 100°C after dimethacrylate photo-curing, the epoxy conversion was

limited, due to vitrification or topological restraint (as discussed above) or may be due

to phase separation (as discussed above) that causes an imbalance in the epoxy-

anhydride stoichiometry.

><••
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Figure 9.12 NIR spectra (path length lmm) of the IPN based on the 50:50

DEBPADM/XDT: DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA components: a)uncured IPN;

b) UV cure of IPN (without DMBA) at 100°C for 40 min; c) UV cure of IPN at

100°C/40 min and then isothermal cure at 100°C/12 h; d) isothermal cure of IPN at

100°C/12 h; e) isothermal cure of IPN at 100°C/12 h and then UV cure at 100°C/40

min; i) 4th order polynomial fit to spectra c to estimate the background spectra.
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Figure 9.13 tan8 versus temperature for the thermally cured

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA, photocured DEBPADM/XDT and 50:50 IPN

after photocuring/thermally curing.

- a - neat DEBPADM/XDT (UV)
- • — neat DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA (isothermal
- o - 50:50 IPN (no DMBA) (UV)
- • - 50:50 IPN (isothermal)
- A - 50:50 IPN (UV +isotherma!)
- A - 50:50 IPN (isothermal+UV)

-100 100
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Figure 9.14 Real modulus (E:) versus temperature for the thermally cured

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA, photocured DEBPADM/XDT and 50:50 IPN

after photocuring/thermally curing.
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Table 9.1 Glass transition temperatures and conversions for the isothermally cured

and photocured DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN and its

parent resins using various cure schedules.

IBIIiiili
^Rubbery Modulus!
•:'i/t'n''Dvv^:''l'?;'-''';'';-'-*~-^-'i''iiiiiii

CmetHacrylatef
•'•''•X- >• $• ii^'-i' *'•••:.• '-'I

,••>;.•:•• •* - ' • . ^ - " • • - ' • ' i < ] i i . ' ' ' - ; _ ' ; ^

Neat resins
Neat DEBPADM/XDT (UV
cure at 100°C/40 min)
Neat
DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/
DMBA (isothermal cure at
100°C/12 h)

160 °C

93 °C

5.5

1.7

75% -

85%

IPNs-partially cured
IPN (UV cure at 100°C/40
min)
IPN but without DMBA
catalyst for epoxy (UV cure
at 100°C/40 min)
IPN (isothermal cure at
100°C/12hrs)

-20 °C and 75 °C

-20 °C and 80 °C

32 °C

-

3 (but rising due to
further curing of
the epoxy)
1.5

90%

90%

0%

20%

0%

87%

IPNs-full cure
IPN (UV cure at 100°C/40
min and then isothermal at
100°C/12h)
IPN (isothermal cure at
100°C/12 h and then UV
cureatl00°C/40min)

103 °C and 196 °C

105°C

4.8

3.3

90%

70%

75%

87%

prior to the DMTA run

Dynamical mechanical properties

Figure 9.13 and Figure 9.14 show the tan5 and storage modulus traces,

respectively, for the parent network components and their blends while Table 9.1 lists

the Tgs. The tanS and E' curves show single glass transitions in the neat resins but the

IPNs show a single or double transition, depending on the cure schedule. The Tg of the

unreacted DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA and DEBPADM components are -32°C and -28°C

respectively (as measured by DSC). When cured, both single components networks

have relatively high Tgs due to their high crosslink density but the epoxy has the lov/er

Tg due to the flexibility introduced by the DDSA curing agent. When the uncured IPN

resin is heated to 100°C and held for 12 hours, the Tg rises to 32°C, which lies between

the Tg of the DEBPADM monomer (-28°C) and the cured epoxy resin (93°C).

Subsequent photochemical cure of the dimethacrylate component resulted in a single

glass transition at 105°C, suggesting a single-phase structure. The shape of the DMTA
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trace was not significantly altered when this IPN was then post-cured at ).£>0°C for 2

hours. To study the effect of the dimethacrylate cure on the DMTA behaviour of the

IPN, DMBA was omitted from the formulation so xhat the thermal cure of the epoxy

was delayed daring the DMTA run. Thus, after photocuring the ITN ut 100°C, two

peaks were observed in the tan5 trace - at 80°C and at -20°C - which lie between the Tgs

of the uncured epoxy/anhydride monomer mixture (-32°C) and the cured DEBPADM

resin (160°C). Isothennal curing at 10Q°C of the epoxy component of this partially

cured IPN resulted in two tan5 peaks in the DMTA spectrum at 103°C and 196°C

(which was not significantly altered afler post-curing nt 180°C for 2 hours), confirming

a two-phase structure.

The rubbery modulus of the neat DEBPADM/XDT (UV cured) (5.5 x 107 Pa) is

slightly lower than observed for other thermally cured DEBPADM systems (see Section

8.2), possibly due to the reduced conversion of methacrylate groups (75%) which

lowered the crosslink density (see Section 2.1.4). The rubbery modulus for the

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA (1.7 x 107 Pa) is lower than the observed in other

DGEBA systems (see Section 8.2), primarily due to the lower crosslink density. In the

thermally-cured 50:50 IPN (predominantly DGEBA cure) the rubbery modulus

decreased by 0.2 x 107 Pa compared with the neat DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA

(1.7 x 107 Pa); this may have been due to unreacted DEBPADM swelling the system.

This effect was also observed in the UV-cured 50:50 IPN (without DMBA and so

predominantly DEBPADM cure) which exhibited a plateau in rubbery modulus which

was lower than observed in the neat DEBPADM. Interestingly for the UV-cured 50:50

IPN (without DMBA) the modulus increases with temperature in the rubbery region and

this was probably due to thermal cure of the epoxy component at this high temperature

(see Figure 9.14). The fully-cured 50:50 IPN (UV cure of the DEBPADM component

followed by isothermal cure of the DGEBA) gives a rubbery modulus at (4.8 x 107 Pa)

which is close to the neat DEBPADM/XDT indicating the DEBPADM phase is

continuous, hi contrast the IPN (isothennal cure of the DGEBA component followed by

UV cure of the DEBPADM component) has a rubbery modulus (3.3 x 107 Pa) which is

close to the average of the two parent components (3.6 x 107 Pa) suggesting a co-

continuous network.

From the above studies it is clear that the 50:50 IPN is one phase when the

epoxy component is cured first and is followed by the photocure of the dimethacrylate
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but not vice versa. In the case when the epoxy is cured first, the system may remain

miscible because the decrease in the entropy of mixing and thus the increase in the free

energy of mixing (Equation 2.29) as the epoxy approaches the gel point (theoretically

57%)32 is counter-balanced by the large number of dimethacrylate molecules swelling

the gel - hence one glass transition is observed. The subsequent photocuring of the

dimethacrylate is a very rapid reaction and gelation is expected at ca. 1%33 (see Section

2.1.3), which locks the two networks together and prevents phase separation. The

situation is different when the order of curing is reversed. Here, during the photocuring

step, the gelation of the dimethacrylate at low conversion causes a significant reduction

in the entropy of mixing and this appears sufficient to cause some phase separation in

the partly cured IPN. Once the epoxy begins to polymerize, the entropy of mixing

decreases and the free energy of mixing is even further raised. Since the epoxy does not

gel until high conversion32, the slow curing reaction allows diffusion of the growing

epoxy-anhydride out of the dimethacrylate gel and results in further phase separation.

The fact that under the appropriate curing regime a two-phase structure can be

formed in DEBPADM-based IPNs does not necessarily mean that the same occurs for

the bisGMA-based IPNs previously investigated. For example, the 50:50

DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN (where the DEBPADM cures

first) has shown two Tgs at 100°C and 156°C (see Figure 9.15) corresponding to a

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA rich phase (c/f neat resin Tg of 93°C) and a

DEBPADM/AIBN rich phase (c/f neat resin Tg of 189°C). The rubbery modulus of the

thermally cured 50:50 DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN (5.9 x

107 Pa) is close to the neat DEBPADM/AEBN (6.4 * 107 Pa) indicating the DEBPADM

phase is continuous. In contrast the 50:50

bisGMA/styrene/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN (where the VER cures

first) shows a single Tg at 120°C (see Figure 9.16), which is located between the Tg of

the neat DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA (93°C) and the bisGMA/styrene/AIBN

(169°C) confirming a single phase structure for this type of IPN. This IPN also exhibits

a rubbery modulus (2.3 x 107 Pa) which is close to the average of the two parent

components (3.4 * 107 Pa) suggesting a miscible network blend. This single phase

structure of the 50:50 bisGMA/styrene/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN

appears to result from the H-bonding between the epoxy component and the hydroxyl

groups of the bisGMA unit which should enhance miscibility.
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Figure 9.15 DMTA scans of DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/DMBA, DEBPADM/AIBN

and the corresponding 50:50 >vt% IPN.
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Figure 9.16 DMTA scans of DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/DMBA, VER/AIBN and the

corresponding 50:50 wt% IPN.
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9.3 Conclusion

LPNs were prepared from an anhydride-cured epoxy resin and a dimethacrylate

photocured by two initiator systems. The combination of thermal and photo-chemical

initiation has facilitated studies of the effect of either photocuring the dimethacrylate

followed by thermal cure of the epoxy or by thermally curing the epoxy first followed

by photocuring of the dimethacrylate. Some chemical interactions were observed

between the IPN components and these were more serious in the IPNs containing the

CQ/TMA photo-initiator. The dark reaction was also found to be more significant in the

CQ/TMA than in the XDT-photoinitiated system and so the latter is more suitable for

studies of the effect of cure sequence on the morphology of the resulting IPNs. The

polymerization kinetics of the epoxy-methacrylate IPNs were studied by combinations

of isothermal and temperature ramping DSC. When the epoxy component was

thermally-cured before isothermal photopolymerization of the dimethacrylate, the final

conversion of the dimethacrylate was limited by vitrification or topological restraint of

the IPN. When the order of cure was reversed, the thermal cure of the epoxy was

reduced, possibly due to vitrification or topological restraint or due to partitioning of the

reactive components into separate phases. NIR studies of the cure of the dimethacrylate

and epoxy components confirmed that the cure order affected the final conversion.

DMTA studies of the NIR samples revealed a single glass transition when the epoxy

component was cured first, but two glass transitions were observed when the

dimethacrylate component was photocured prior to the epoxy/anhydride cure,

confirming that phase separation had occurred.

In Chapters 5 and 6 we selected the epoxy (DGEBA) and dimethacrylate

(bisphenol-A diglycidylether dimethacrylate, bisGMA) components of the IPN to have

the same backbone (bisphenol-A attached to either a flexible glycidyl or ethylene oxide

links) so as to maximize the enthalpic interactions and thus the miscibility of the two

networks. In Chapter 5, we interpreted the curing kinetics and gelation behaviour of the

epoxy-bisGMA based IPNs in terms of a single-phase structure even when the

dimethacrylate component cured first. Unfortunately, due to the similar glass transition

temperatures of the two components, we were unable to establish whether some phase

separation had in fact occurred. In this Chapter, we observed that the backbone

flexibility offered by the DDSA curing agent shifted the Tg of the parent epoxy
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component below that of the diniethacrylate network which has enabled DMTA to be a

useful miscibility probe. This revealed that rapid gelation of the first IPN component

followed by slow polymerization of the second component can lead to a two phase

structure whereas if the second curing component polymerizes rapidly and gels at an

early stage then a single phase structure is more probable. The fact that under the

appropriate curing regime a two-phase structure can be formed in DEBPADM-based

IPNs does not necessarily mean that the same occurs for the bisGMA-based IPNs

previously investigated. This conclusion derives from the observation that bisGMA

differs from DEBPADM by the presence of a hydrogen-bonding hydroxyl group and

this difference may make the epoxy-bisGMA IPN system more miscible. In fact, the

50:50 bisGMA/styrene/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA EPN has shown a single

Tg at 120°C, which is located between the Tg of the neat

DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA (93°C) and the bisGMA/styrene/AIBN (169°C)

confirming a single-phase structure for this type of IPN.
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Chapter 10

Properties of cured IPNs

10.1 Introduction

To identify potential applications for IPNs it is essential to have an

understanding of their properties. Both vinyl ester resins and epoxy resins are used in

corrosive environments and their ability to resist degradation is dependent on a number

of factors including the stmctures of the vinyl ester resin and epoxy used, the curing

agents used and the cure schedule and their solvent (and particularly water) uptake.

Therefore, in this Chapter, the water absorption characteristics of the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel EPN, 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An IPN, 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN and their parent resins have been investigated. This

range of systems investigated enabled a comparison between curing agents for the

epoxy resins, semi-IPNs versus full-IPNs and neat resins versus IPNs to be made. In

addition, since the epoxy/VER IPNs are likely to have applications in adhesive systems

and composites, their mechanical properties are important. Therefore, mechanical

property testing of the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN and its parent resins are

represented. This particular IPN was chosen as it exhibited good cure kinetics (showing

little interaction between components and close to full cure being achieved - see Section

5.2).
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10.2 Water Absorption

The water absorption characteristics VER/AIBN, DGEBA/DDM, DGEBA/An

DGEBA/1-MeI and their corresponding 50:50 IPNs were studied over the temperature

range of 50 to 100°C*. A typical series of water sorption curves at differing

temperatures is shown in Figure 10.1.

3.0-1

2.5-

2.0-

a
2
c 1.5-

03

s 1.0-

0.5-

0.0
0 100 200

VER/AIBN
50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN
DGEBA/1-MeI

300

t

400

I/2 (s1/

500 600 700 800

Figure 10.1 Typical water sorption curves for VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI and the

corresponding 50:50 IPN at 90°C.

The equilibrium mass fraction of water (nioo - see Section 2.5.3) absorbed by the

polymer in a water-saturated atmosphere at several temperatures for the neat resins and

their IPNs are listed in Table 10.1. Two groups with different behaviours can be

identified from the mw data:

Group A: Polymers characterized by a relatively low hydrophilicity (low moo) which

increases noticeably with temperature.

* Water uptake measurements were kindly p^formed at ENSAM, Paris by Ilhame Merdas as part of a
DIST-funded collaboration, on samples formulated and prepared by the author.
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Group B: Polymers of intermediate hydrophilicity (intermediate nia,), where the

hydrophilicity depends only slightly on temperature.

Table 10.1 Values of equilibrium mass fraction of water, nia,, at various

temperatures for the systems under study.

j

m*, (50°C) (%) nvJ(70°C),(%) . m . (90?C) (%)

DGEBA/1-MeI

50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1 -Mel

VER/AIBN

1.7

7.34

0.92

1.9

2.65

1.39

1.93

2.66

1.86

DGEBA/An

50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An

VER/AIBN

1.5

1.93

0.92

1.7

2.3

1.39

1.88

2.5

1.86

DGEBA/DDM

50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM

VER/AIBN

1.97

1.08

0.92

1.98

1.39

2.35

1.95

1.86

The neat VER/AIBN system and to a lesser extent the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM belong to Group A, as they have a relatively low

hydrophilicity (observed as a low moo), however the nioo increases significantly with

temperature. In all the other systems the hydrophilicity depends only slightly on

temperature (Group B), although within this group there was some variation, from

systems that hardly varied with temperature (for example DGEBA/l~MeI and

VER/AEBN:DGEBA/1-Mel) to systems which show a more significant change in m*.

with temperature (for example DGEBA/An, DGEBA/DDM and 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An DPN).

For the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and 50:50 VER/AEBN:DGEBA/An

EPNs, the hydrophilicity (as measured by m») is significantly higher than for each of the
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parent resins. This can be interpreted in terms of the heat of dissolution (Hs) and the

solubility pre-exponential factor (So) as discussed in Section 2.5.3

The values Hs and lnS0 are listed in Table 10.2 and were obtained from an

Arrhenius plot of S versus 1/T. The differing trends shown in the temperature

dependence of the equilibrium concentration can be described in terms of Equation

2.35, such that the groups outlined above correspond to distinct ranges for the values of

Hs, for instance:

Group A : | Hs I ^ Hw - 8H (weak water-polymer interaction)

Group B : Hw - 8H < I Hs I < Hv (intermediate water-polymer interaction)

where Hw (the enthalpy of water evaporation) is 42 kJ.mol"1 (see Section 2.5.3) and 8H

(approximately 8±1 kJ.mol"1) is the difference between Hw and I Hs I.

Table 10.2 Values of heat of dissolution, Hs, and pre-exponential

factor, So, for the systems under study.

r
Hs (kJ.mol*1) In So (mol.mf3)

DGEBA/1-MeI
50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/MeI
VER/AIBN

-39
-39

-25

-16.9
-16.6

-12.4

DGEBA/An

50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An
VER/AIBN

-37

-37

-25

-16.3

-15.9

-12.4

DGEBA/DDM
50:50
VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM
VER/AIBN

-38
-34

-25.1

-16.5
-15.2

-12.4

The IPNs were generally more hydrophilic than their parent resins and this may

be explained by the pre-exponential factor varying smoothly with composition but the

enthalpy of dissolution Hs remaining close to the value of the most hydrophilic

component. This might be expected since the frequency factors for water binding and

de-binding to absorption sites which determines So might be expected to be a monotonic

function of composition, but the binding energy (Hs) would be dominated by the more
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strongly binding sites i.e. the epoxy resin components. The VER is much less

hydrophilic than the epoxy resins, despite the similarity in the structure - although the

reacted bisGMA molecule contains the bisphenol-A structure and two hydroxyl groups

as is found in the amine-cured DGEBA resins it also contains the non-polar styrene

units. Thus, it appears that the presence of the styrene bridge between the reacted

methacrylate units of the bisGMA changes the spacing between polar sites or sterically

restricts the binding of the water molecules and that the incorporation of the non-polar

styrene units in the dimethacrylate reduces the hydrophilicity of the VER.

10.3 Compressive modulus and Yield

In this section the compressive yield strength and modulus for the VER/AIBN,

DGEBA/1-MeI and the 50:50 wt% IPN of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel were

investigated over a range of different strain rates at ambient temperature. Figure 10.2

illustrates the stress-strain behaviour for the DGEBA/1-MeI system at three different

strain rates - a clear maximum in compressive stress is not observed and as a result the

knee of each stress-strain plot is used as a reproducible estimation of the yield stress, as

discussed in Section 4.8.1. Figure 10.3 illustrates the stress-strain behaviour for the

VER/AIBN system at three different strain rates; here we observe a clear maximum in

stress or yield point. The corresponding compressive stress-strain curves over different

strain rates for the 50:50 BPN of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel are shown in Figure 10.4.

The yield stress, yield strain, modulus and activation volumes are listed in Table 10.3.

The modulus of these systems is relatively insensitive to changes in strain rate as the

ambient test temperature is well below the Tg of the polymers and IPN and hence the

molecular mobility is low (the material is vitrified). In contrast, there is quite a

variation in the yield stress, percentage strain to yield and the overall shape of the stress-

strain curves. The neat VER/AIBN shows a high yield stress (shown as a maximum in

Figure 10.3) but the lowest strain to yield (9.4 % strain), the neat DGEBA/1-MeI shows

the lowest yield stress (shown as an inflection point or knee in Figure 10.2) and the

highest percentage strain to yield (10.6 % strain). The 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN exhibits properties which close to the average from the

parent resins; the average yield stress for the neat VER and DGEBA is 119 MPa, the

measured value of yield stress from the iPN is a little lower at 116 MPa. The percentage
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strain at yield in the IPN (11.4 %) however is higher than the average expected from the

neat resins (10.0 % strain).

For each system the yield strength rises with increasing strain rate and the yield

strength is proportional to the logarithm of strain rate over three decades, as seen by

other authors in similar studies of epoxy/amine systems219. A typical Eyring plot of

yield stress versus strain rate (see Figure 10.5) enables the calculation of the activation

volume for each system (see Table 10.3) from Equation 2.30. The activation volume in

the systems varies with the VER having the highest activation volume of 2.6 nm3, the

neat DGEBA/1-MeI having the lower at 1.8 nm3 and the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN having an activation volume of 2.5 nm3 close to that of

the neat VER/AIBN

Table 10.3 Summary of results from compression experiments

System - !

VER/AIBN

50:50
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/1-MeI
IPN

DGEBA/1-MeI

Yield Stress
(MPa) at strain
rate of ' .
1.67xlOs s1

137±8

116±6

102±9

% Strain at
yield at strain •
rate of
1.67X10"5*'1 l

9.4 ±0.5

11.4 ±0.5

10.6±0.7

Modulus -
(GPa)at ,
strain rate of
1.67xl05s l

1.8±0.2

1.6±0.2

1.7±0.2

Activation
volume

2.6±0.3

2.5±0.2

1.8±0.2
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Figure 10.2 Compressive stress-strain curves for DGEBA/1-MeI at 0.1, 1.0 and 10
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Figure 10.3 Compressive stress-strain curves for VER/AIBN at 0.1, 1.0 and 10

mm/min.
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Figure 10.4 Compressive stress-strain curves for the 50:50 IPN of

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel at 0.1,1.0 and 10 mm/min.
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Figure 10.5 Compressive yield (MPa)/2kT versus logarithmic strain rate for

VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI and the 50:50 IPN of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel
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10.4 Flexura! Testing

The flexural stress-strain behaviour for VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI and IPN are

illustrated in Figure 10.6. The flexural strength and modulus of elasticity in bending are

listed in Table 10.4. In agreement with the compression experiments (Table 10.3), the

VER/AIBN system has the highest flexural strength and modulus. The percentage strain

to break of the VER was low, but was similar to values found in the literature243. The

neat DGEBA/1-MeI exhibited the lowest flexural strength and modulus as found in the

compression tests. The IPN exhibited flexural strength and modulus values which were

approximately the average of its two components.
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Figure 10.6 Typical stress-strain results for the DGEBA/1-MeI, VER/AIBN and

resulting 50:50 IPN in 3 point bend.
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Table 10.4 Summary of results from flexural experiments

VER/AIBN

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN

DGEBA/1-MeI

sFlcxiiiral^^ysS
!Sfrengtft(MBa)?§mmmmm
153±9

144±8

110± 10

l:StrainS|tSata

taiiwi
4.4

5.6

5.9

fmmmm
2.7±0.3

2.6±0.3

2.1±0.3

10.5 Conclusions

The water solubility characteristics of VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI,

DGEBA/An, DGEBA/DDM and the corresponding 50:50 IPNs were studied. VER was

less hydrophilic than the epoxy due to the presence of the non-polar styrene. The water

equilibrium mass fraction increased with temperature if I Hs! < 42 kJ.mol"1 as found for

the VER/AIBN. In medium polarity polymers (all systems studied with the exception of

VER/AIBN), Hs is close to -42 kJ.mol'1, and thus hydrophilicity is not significantly

influenced by temperature. The PNs were generally more hydrophilic than their parent

resins and this may be explained by the pre-exponential factor varying smoothly with

composition but the enthalpy of dissolution Hs remaining close to the value of the most

hydrophilic component.

The compressive and flexural properties of VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI and the

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN have been investigated. The 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN exhibits modulus, yield stresses and activation

volumes which are close to the average from the parent resins but the percentage strain

at yield in the IPN is higher than the average expected from the neat resins.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and

Suggestions for Further

Studies

11.1 Conclusions

The polymerization behaviour of a series of IPNs formed from radically-initiated

dimethacrylates in combination with either 1° amine-cured, 3° amine-cured or

anhydride-cured epoxy resins has been investigated by temperature-ramping and

isothermal DSC and by isothermal mid-FTIR, NIR and rheology. Detailed studies have

been undertaken of the effect of using different combinations of curing components, the

interactions that occur within these IPNs and the curing order of components on the

overall cure kinetics and resulting miscibility. The mechanical and water absorption

properties of a selection of these EPNs has also been reported.

The curing behaviours of EPNs formed from a model VER and an aliphatic or

aromatic l°-amine cured epoxy resin were extensively investigated and showed that

IPNs formed with AIBN-initiated VER exhibited the most independent cure behaviour.

In contrast, initiation of the VER component by BPO, CHP and MEKP all showed a

redox reaction between the peroxide and the amine, particularly for aliphatic amine

curatives, which caused acceleration of the peroxide decomposition in the early stages

of the reaction and also resulted in premature depletion of the initiator system. The cure

of the DGEBA resin was less affected by the radical initiator, however the hydroxy

groups of bisGMA or from the peroxide diluent caused acceleration of the amine-epoxy
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cure by H-bonding catalysis66'73. IPNs containing primary amine-cured epoxy

component also showed that the cure rate of each component affected the degree of cure

of the other component. In several cases, the presence of unreacted components (such

as DEGBA or amines) of the epoxy system plasticized the IPN and enabled a higher

level of reaction in the VER component before vitrification occurred. In addition, if one

of the components (such as the VER component) attained a high level of cure early in

the formation of the IPN, the high level of crosslinking contributed to premature

vitrification, which limited the extent of cure of the other component. None of the

curing behaviour could be attributed to the "network interlock" process suggested by

Lin and co-workers133'137'230 for the early stages of the cure. In most cases, near

complete cure of the IPN components could be attained by postcuring above the Tg of

the component networks. The Michael addition between the amine groups of the epoxy-

amine system and the methacrylate groups of the VER were demonstrated by mid-FTIR

and the amount of grafting due to the Michael addition was quantified by extraction

studies of the semi-IPNs of VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An,

which revealed that a larger proportion of the DGEBA/BA linear polymer had grafted to

the network forming VER compared to the DGEBA/An linear polymer as expected on

nucleophilicity grounds.

IPNs were also prepared from 3° amine (imidazole)-cured DGEBA and

radical-cured VER. Similar to that observed in the primary amine-cured EPNs, the

imidazole-based IPNs also indicated that for the AD3N and CHP initiated VERs, the

IPNs did not show significant chemical interaction effects between the VER and epoxy

resin components and full cure of the VER was achieved at moderate temperatures.

However, all of the peroxide-initiated IPN systems exhibited a redox reaction between

the 1-MeI amine and the peroxide, causing accelerated decomposition of the peroxides

and hence the rate of cure of the vinyl ester component was accelerated. In the case of

the BPO (and possibly the MEKP), the cure of the vinyl species was incomplete due to

I'l; loss of initiator activity, perhaps by non-radical redox reactions - full cure was not

achieved even at very high temperatures by thermal cure for the BPO-based IPN. The

extent of epoxy cure was nearly complete at moderate temperatures for all IPN systems

containing the 1-Mel cured DGEBA. This suggested that even if interactions occurred

between the initiator systems, there was sufficient residual imidazole to allow full cure

of the DGEBA. In general, dilution effects of the reacting DGEBA system by the VER

components were observed for the IPNs containing 1-MeI in the early stages of the
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cure. In addition, during isothermal cure at 70°C, unreacted DGEBA monomer

plasticized the 1PN allowing a higher plateau conversion of the vinyl groups in the IPN,

provided there were no strong interactions between the 1-MeI and the radical initiators.

In contrast, when the conversion of the VER component was near complete, the

subsequent reaction of the epoxy was limited by vitrification of the IPN associated with

the high level of crosslinking in the VER component.

In the chemorheology section of this work, the cure kinetics of the 50:50 IPNs of

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel, VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM and their parent resins were

monitored via NIR and rheometry at 70°C. The VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN was

selected as it exhibited minimal interactions between components and close to full cure

could be achieved while the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN was chosen as a more

complicated system with a number of interactions occurring (which had been identified

in the initial curing study). For both of these systems, NIR spectroscopy showed that the

rate of consumption of epoxy groups was slower than that found for the vinyl groups.

The rate of vinyl (total styrene and methacrylate) conversion in the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM was found to be slower than in the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel, and the rates of vinyl conversion in both IPNs were slower

than in the neat VER/AIBN resin. This decrease in rate in the IPNs was partly due to the

dilution of the VER reactants by the other components as previously observed by DSC

and mid-FTIR studies of IPNs containing the amine-cured and imidazole-cured epoxy

component. In addition, for the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN, the DDM amino

groups interacted with the radicals and retarded the cure rate. The rate of epoxy

conversion in VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel was slower than in the neat DGEBA/1-MeI,

which is also consistent with dilutional effects. In contrast, for the 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN, the epoxy group reaction was faster compared with the

epoxy conversion in the neat system, due to the presence of the hydroxy groups in the

bisGMA molecule acting as a catalyst of the epoxy-amine reaction, which offset any

dilutional effect by the VER components. The similarity between the gel point for the

VER/AIBN system and the IPNs indicated it was the gelation of the VER component

rather than the gelation of the epoxy component that had the dominant effect on the

overall gel point of the IPN. The gelation was fastest in the neat VER/AIBN system and

was slowest in the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN; this correlated well with the NIR

vinyl conversion data for VER/AIBN, VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM systems. The delayed gelation of the IPNs was due, in part,
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to a dilutional effect (confirmed by the study of a xylene diluted VER/AIBN resin) and

in part due to amine-radical interactions.

Both the VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel and VER/A1BN:DGEBA/DDM PNs and

their corresponding parent resins vitrified in the latter stages of the reaction because the

isothermal cure temperature was well below the glass transition temperature of the resin

components. Compared with the parent resins, the real modulus for both these IPNs rose

more slowly to the glassy region and was consistent with the NIR results. The degree of

conversion of the vinyl and epoxy groups when the parent resins and their IPNs vitrified

was interpreted in terms of the plasticization of the VER component by DGEBA and the

vitrification of the IPN prior to full cure of the epoxy component caused by the high

level of crosslinking contributed by the VER component.

The initial investigations of the cure kinetics of these IPN systems indicated the

VER/AE3N:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN was a system in which little interaction between

components occurred. As a consequence, further DSC and FTIR studies were

undertaken to study the effect of curing order on a range of EPNs prepared from a

1-Mel-cured epoxy resin and a dimethacrylate resin initiated by a number of

azo-initiators (of differing reactivities). In the neat DGEBA/1-Mel, DEBPADM/AIBN,

DEBPADM/VAZO88 and DEBPADM/VR110 resins, close to full cure was achieved.

For the neat, high temperature DEBPADM/AZO168 resin, full cure was not attained,

possibly due to the compromise between using a high enough temperature for azo

decomposition while avoiding depolymerization or decomposition of the methacrylate

polymer. By appropriate initiator selection, it was possible to interchange the order of

cure of the components within the IPN so that either the dimethacrylate or epoxy cured

first, without the complications due to interactions between components that had been

observed in the IPNs that contained primary amine curatives and peroxides. In the

isothermal cure of 50:50 DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel, the dimethacrylate

polymerized first. As a result, the final conversion of the dimethacrylate in the IPN was

enhanced by plasticization and the epoxy conversion was reduced by premature

vitrification. After postcure, however, both groups reacted nearly completely and so the

fully cured IPN exhibited a single high temperature Tg close to the Tg of the parent

resins (see Table 11.2). For the 50:50 IPN of DEBPADM/VR110:DGEBA/l-MeI the

methacrylate and epoxy groups cured at a similar rate and the final isothermal

conversions were less than 100%. Postcuring caused almost 100% reaction of the epoxy
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but the methacrylate groups were not fully cured due to the competition between

polymerization and degradation and as a result the plasticization by residual

methacrylate monomer and degradative products lowered the Tg of the IPN below that

of the parent resins (see Table 11.2). In the 50:50 IPN of

DEBPADM/AZO168:DGEBA/1-Mel, the epoxy cured first, but due to the high

isothermal temperature required to initiate the polymerization of the .nethacrylate which

caused degradation of the methacrylate component, an incompletely cured system with

an even lower single glass transition temperature was produced (see Table 11.2).

The miscibility of the IPNs was investigated by DMTA and SANS. Some IPNs

that were clearly phase separated - including the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An,

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA and VER7AIBN:DGEBA/DAO IPNs, showing two Tgs by

DMTA and excess small angle neutron scattering. The 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPN showed obvious small angle neutron scattering and the

absence of two glass transitions was due to close proximity of the glass transitions of

the parent resins. The 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN appeared to be

partially phase separated, as suggested by DMTA (showing a single Tg with a shoulder)

but no small angle neutron scattering was observed. The 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN appeared to be a single-phase material (showing no

small angle neutron scattering and a single Tg by DMTA, but the presence of a single

transition could not confirm this assignment due to the similarity of the Tgs of the parent

resins). The correlation lengths, £,, calculated from the Deybe-Bueche equation (which

assumes a random distribution of phases) were 181±4A, 151±12A, 186±8A and

184±6A for the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/BA, VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DAO,

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/An and VER/AIBN:DGEBA/DDM IPNs respectively.

To further probe the effect of crosslinking or non-crosslinking compw.jnts

within IPNs on their miscibility, a series of semi and full IPNs based on the monomer

PGEMA or its crosslinking counterpart (bisGMA) and with PGE or its crosslinking

counterpart (DGEBA) were also investigated. The 50:50

PGEMA/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel semi-IPN exhibited a single glass transition midway

between the Tgs of their parent resins, however the 50:50 bisGMA/AIBN:PGE/1-Mel

semi-IPN produced a broad glass transition region due to a range of PGE/1-Mel rich

and bisGMA/AIBN rich phases.
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The studies discussed above led to a final curing study in which a combination

of thermal and photochemical initiation was used to study the effect of either

photocuring the dimethacrylate followed by thermal cure of the epoxy/anhydride or by

thermally curing the epoxy/anhydride first followed by photocuring of the

dimethacrylate. When the epoxy component was thermally-cured before isothermal

photopolymerization of the dimethacrylate, the final conversion of the dimethacrylate

was limited by vitrification or topological restraint of the EPN. When the order of cure

was reversed, the thermal cure of the epoxy was reduced, possibly due to vitrification or

topological restraint or due to partitioning of the reactive components into separate
a
ri phases. NIR studies of the cure of the dimethacrylate and epoxy components confirmed

that the cure order affected the final conversion. DMTA studies of the NIR samples

revealed a single glass transition when the epoxy component was cured first, but two
}i glass transitions were observed when the dimethacrylate component was photocured

i

prior to the epoxy/anhyc1ride cure, confirming that phase separation had occurred.

t\

The curing order, interactions that occur between components, and the DMTA

and SANS results are listed in Tables 11.1 and 11.2 for all the semi-IPNs and full-IPNs.

These results indicate the phase composition of IPNs is strongly dependent on the

miscibility of the components constituting the IPN and also the polymerization kinetics

of those components. The backbone monomers chosen in this work (DEBPADM,

bisGMA and DGEBA) were chosen to be similar in structure to reduce the

thermodynamic binary interaction parameter and thus increase the miscibility of the

polymers, however it may be noted that small changes in structure had a significant

h I effect on the resulting IPN morphology. The fact that, under the appropriate curing

. I regime, a two-phase structure could be formed in DEBPADM-based IPNs did not

I I necessarily mean that the same occurred for the bisGMA-based IPNs. This derives

'f I from the presence of a hydrogen-bonding hydroxyl group in the bisGMA molecule and

this difference appears to make the epoxy-bisGMA IPN system more miscible. Thus the

50:50 DEBPADM/AIBN:DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/DMBA IPN showed two Tgs,

whereas the 50:50 bisGMA/styrene/AIBN:DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA IPN

showed a single Tg located between the Tg of the neat DGEBA/DDSA/CHDCA/DMBA

and the bisGMA/styrene/AIBN (see Table 11.1). Although the base resins (DGEBA,

VER and DEBPADM) were similar in these IPNs, there was quite a variation in the

curatives used for the cure of the DGEBA component. In IPNs containing BA, DAO,

An and DDM curing agents for the epoxy and styrene as a co-monomer for the
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bisGMA, these additives appear to be responsible for an increase in the thermodynamic

binary interaction parameter resulting in a two-phase morphology and changes in the

curing orders of the IPN component had little effect on their lack of miscibility.

However, in other systems where there was perhaps more miscibility between

components, changing the curing order resulted in either a one or two phase IPN. For

example, in the 50:50 DEBPADM/XDT:DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/DMBA IPN, the

absence of the non-polar styrene component increased the systems miscibility so that

the selective photocuring of the dimethacrylate component of a dirnethacrylate/epoxy

IPN clearly indicated that by changing the cure order the phase morphology could be

controlled.

Although the H-bonding between the crosslinking bisGMA (and linear PGEMA)

and epoxy components appeared to promote the formation of single phase IPNs, the

grafting reaction by Michael addition between components had a minimal effect - all

IPNs in which the Michael addition was present were clearly phase separated. It may be

concluded that grafting between components within an IPN does not necessarily

encourage the formation of a single phase system; in fact it is possible that the EPN

could phase separate prior to any grafting between components and thus grafting in the

IPN would have no effect on the formation of a single phase material.

Due to importance of the physical properties of the IPNs on potential

applications, the water absorption characteristics and mechanical properties of some

cured IPNs were examined. The water absorption characteristics of VER/AIBN,

DGEBA/1-MeI, DGEBA/An, DGEBA/DDM and the corresponding 50:50 PNs were

studied. The VER was much less hydrophilic than the epoxy resins, despite the

similarity in the structure - it appeared that the presence of the styrene bridge between

the reacted methacrylate units of the bisGMA changed the spacing between polar sites

or sterically restricted the binding of the water molecules and that the incorporation of

the non-polar styrene units in the dimethacrylate reduces the hydrophilicity of the VER.

The IPNs were generally more hydrophilic than their parent resins and may be

explained by the pre-exponential factor varying smoothly with composition but the

enthalpy of dissolution Hs remaining close to the value of the most hydrophilic

component.
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Table 11.1 Summary of the effect of curing order and component miscibility, and a

comparison of semi- and full- amine type IPNs.

System , ^

' V" "

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

Initial v **\*

component to '
' , " ' \ ^ > , * •

cure (vinyl=V;J,

epoxy^E) '*'

V

H- *

.bonding

^ \ , *
v '

r

Y

Graftings

^Michaeb, ^

addition)

i.

N

?(°C)f ^ T \

169
189

185

^ Observe

•I1 r >V

N(19)

^EvidcnceT>

structure* i

• . » ^ <? ,

N
N

N

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/BA
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/DAO
DGEBA/BA
DGEBA/DAO

E

E

Y

Y

Y

Y

169
Peak 1.71
Peak 2. 141
Peak 1. 120
Peak 2. 146
67
119

Y(31)

Y(22)

N
Y

Y

N
N

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/An
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/DDM
DGEBA/An
DGEBA/DDM

V

V

Y

Y

Y

Y

169
Peakl. I l l
Peak 2. 161
171

109
189

Y(10)

Y(14)

N
Y

Y

N
N

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DMBA
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DMBA

V Y N
169
157 with a
shoulder

159

N(7)
N
Y

N

VER/AIBN
VER/AIBN:
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DDSA/DMBA
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DDSA/DMBA

V Y N
169
120

93

N/A N

N

DEBPADM/AIBN
DEBPADM/AIBN:
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DDSA/DMBA
DGEBA/CHDCA/
DDSA/DMBA

V N N
189°C
Peak 1. 100
Peak 2. 156

93

N/A
N
Y

N

*(Y= yes, N=no)
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Table 11.2 A summary of the effect of curing order and comparison of semi- and

full-IPN formation on the component miscibility.

S y s t e m l*~,\r\\ " "'

DEBPADM/AIBN
DEBPADM/AIBN:
DGEBA71-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

Initial*' , /'*
^^tx Mi

(component to w,

cure (vinyl^V;«

epoxy=E)

V

bonding

N

.Grafting *

addition) <

N

=TB .̂ „ from,

189
178

185

lEyidenc'e'for,

lalhvolphase.

N
I

N

DEBPADM/VR110
DEBPADMAO1110:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

E N N
163
120

185

N
I

N

DEBPADM/VAZO168
DEBPADMA^AZO168:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

E N N
158
97

185

N
I

N

DEBPADM/XDT
DEBPADM/XDT:
DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/
DMBA (initially
photocured)
DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/
DMBA

V N N
160
Peak 1. 103
Peak 2.196

93

N
Y

N

DEBPADM/XDT
DEBPADM/XDT:
DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/
DMBA (initially thermal
cured)
DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/
DMBA

E N N
160
105

93

N
N

N

bisGMA/AIBN
bisGMA/AIBN:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

V Y N
172
178

185

N
T

N

PGEMA/AIBN
PGEMA/AIBN:
DGEBA/1-MeI
DGEBA/1-MeI

V Y N
45
100

185

N
N

N

bisGMA/AIBN
bisGMA/AIBN:
PGE/1-MeI

PGE/1-MeI

V Y N
172
peak at 83,
shoulder at
18
5

N
Y

N

*rv =(Y = yes, N = no and I = inconclusive)
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The compressive and flexural properties of VER/AIBN, DGEBA/1-MeI and the

50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN were investigated. The 50:50

VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN exhibited modulus and yield strength properties that

were close to the average from the parent resins but the IPN exhibited higher strain at

yield.

In conclusion to this study of epoxy-dimethacrylate based IPNs, numerous

interactions (both chemical a'.id physical) have been systematically defined and

interpreted. A range of miscibility levels were produced with the different IPN

combinations and these structures have been explained in terms of chemical and

physical interactions and the cure kinetics of the IPN components. The combination of

thermal and photoinitiation for the cure of the 50:50

DEBPADV7XDT:DGEBA/CHDCA/DDSA/DMBA IPN was one of the most exciting

aspects of this work. This combination produced a single glass transition when the

epoxy component was. vured first, but two glass transitions were observed when the

dimethaorylate component was photocured prior to the epoxy/anhydride cure. This work

gave an indication of the variety of phase morphologies (and thus properties) which

may be possible in these IPN systems.
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11.2 Suggestions for Future Work

The experiments undertaken in this study have contributed to a more

comprehensive understanding of the cure kinetics, rheology, phase structure and

properties of epoxy/dimethacrylate based IPNs. However there are a number of aspects

that should be further investigated.

Since the increase in molecular weight of each of the components is a driving

force for phase separation in IPNs and phase separation can only occur for an ungelled

system, further investigations on the effect of curing order on resulting miscibility and

morphology should be undertaken on EPN combinations. To aid analysis, the Tgs of the

components in these combinations should differ significantly. In particular, it is possible

that complex nano-structures could be developed by appropriate curing programs. This

area has great potential for the development of new materials with unique properties.

The chemorheology study undertaken in Chapter 6 consisted of separate

dynamic rheology and NER spectroscopy experiments on IPN samples at 70°C. In situ

NER analysis of samples in the rheometer could have given more accurate conversion at

the gel point, and combining this with a photocuring setup could have enabled the

photocuring kinetics and rheology to be monitored simultaneously.

In Chapter 9 the combination of partial photocuring and partial thermal cure of

EPNs enabled a relatively high degree of control and separation of the polymerization of

each component. This polymerization of each EPN component could be further

controlled if the dual photocuring of EPN components was undertaken. Also, in this

work IPNs were either were either fully photocured followed by thermal cure or vise

versa, however, intermittent photocuring could potentially produce an array of different

phase structures with unique properties.

The SANS studies in this work were performed on un-deuterated samples and as

a result, in some cases, the difference in scattering length density of individual

components was close to the observable limits. Deuteration of one of the components

within the IPN would produce a greater difference in scattering length density of
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individual components and would ensure scattering was observed if the IPN was

heterogeneous.

Transmission Electron Microscopy could also be utilized to investigate the

miscibility and phase separation of systems where the Tgs of the parent resins were

close together and when the scattering length density was small.

The systems investigated here were predominantly 50:50 w/w IPNs; further

investigations should vary the ratio of components within the IPN and study its effect

on the phase structure and morphology of the IPN and thus the effect on the properties

of the fully cured material. Although no synergistic effects were observed in mechanical

properties with the 50:50 VER/AIBN:DGEBA/1-Mel IPN it is possible that other ratios

of components may have resulted in an improvement in properties.

V;

As this study was predominantly a study of the cure kinetics and miscibility of

epoxy/dimethacrylate IPNs, only limited mechanical property testing was undertaken. A

more complete study of the mechanical properties of all the IPN systems studied - in

particular IPNs of the same chemical nature differing only in cure order and thus phase

morphology - would assist in developing stmcture-property relationships which would

open avenues for industrial applications for these materials.

m
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Appendix I

The x2 (chi-squared) test can be described by:

\\

where k is the number of data points, x; is the variable, [i is the mean and a is the

standard deviation.

The test is designed to convert the deviations between the experimental data and

theoretical values into the probability of the experimental data occurring at the value

expected theoretically, taking into account both the size of the sample and the number

of variables (degrees of freedom)244.
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